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Dear Mr. Kroch:

I am pleased to inform you that you have been intrusted with the formation of a Book Exhibit in the Hall of Social Science of A Century of Progress International Exposition, to be held in Chicago from June 1 to November 1, 1933.

The Book Exhibit should contain rare and current books in all fields of literature and arts, published here and abroad. On how well you do your job depends our literary reputation.

I am convinced that your thorough knowledge of books and your high standing in the industry will enable you to prepare an Exhibit worthy of the great aims of A Century of Progress International Exposition, and that it will be an attraction and a source of inspiration to the many millions of visitors who will attend the celebration of Chicago's one hundredth birthday.

Wishing you success,

Sincerely yours,

A CENTURY OF PROGRESS

Wm. A. F. Stephenson
Social Science Division
Dear Reader:

This catalog lists an extraordinary collection of some four thousand books and represents a literary event of great importance. Here, for the first time in the history of American Bookselling are gathered and placed before your eyes the best efforts of American book publishing, of the past as well as of our own time, in every field of human endeavor, such as Literature, Philosophy, History, Religion, The Arts, Music, Science, Children's Books, etc.

This collection was made possible by the collaboration of the leading American Publishers. The titles listed were chosen by the publishers themselves to represent their finest books of lasting value and are the best works on the various subjects under which they are grouped.

The books are listed according to subjects, under the names of the authors. We regret that the large number of books does not permit the descriptive annotation to be fully satisfactory. Therefore, particular questions will be cheerfully answered and more complete information furnished on any books. All books are the latest editions in the original publisher's bindings.

Lastly, we take pride in stating that, simultaneously with the celebration of A Century of Progress, we, ourselves, are observing our Twenty-fifth Anniversary of progressive bookselling. In these twenty-five years of book service, we have seen and closely observed Chicago's spiritual growth and it gives us great satisfaction to know that the activity of our institution has contributed in some measure to the cultural and intellectual development of our City. It was a fitting tribute by the Management of A Century of Progress Exposition to officially appoint Kroch's to arrange this National Book Exhibit in recognition of our service, experience and facilities. It is our sincere hope that we have fulfilled this trust and that this eventful Exhibit will add to the pleasure and enjoyment of all who visit the World's Fair.

Every book will be embellished with a special bookplate to identify its inclusion in the National Book Exhibit of A Century of Progress Exposition.

A special section of books in the principal foreign languages, arranged by the Ministries of Education of the respective countries, will add international significance to the Book Exhibit. A catalog of this foreign section is in preparation and will be sent upon request.

I take this occasion to thank my friends, the American Publishers, for their wholehearted co-operation, Carl B. Roden, Librarian of the Chicago Public Library, for his sound advice, and Christopher Morley, the author of the immortal Haunted Bookshop, for his essay, which graces this Catalog and marks it as a coveted "Morley First Edition."

I hope to have the pleasure of meeting all lovers of Books personally either at the Fair or at the Main Bookstore, 206 North Michigan Avenue, named by our friends "The Meeting-place of Intellectual Chicago."

Cordially,

A. Kroch.
The Gentle Art of Book Collecting

By CARL B. RODEN

Librarian: The Chicago Public Library

WHEN you sell a man a book,” says the old bookseller in Christopher Morley's Parnassus on Wheels, “you don't sell him just twelve ounces of paper and string and glue—you sell him a whole new life.” And, conversely, the buyer of a book likewise buys more than twelve ounces of those commodities. He buys something that, once admitted to his domicile and lived with, and set up in the place it is henceforth to fill, becomes an intimate and friendly member of the household, a kindred and gregarious spirit, drawing unto itself companions of its own kind and thus presently assembling around it a collection of books and the beginnings of a library—not a large library, nor a very costly one—but a home library, which is the very essence and substance of all libraries, built up, book by book, to adorn and illumine the home and to proclaim the heart and mind and inmost soul of the dwellers therein. Thus, indeed, a “whole new life” enters into a house through the books brought together by its inhabitants because, jointly and severally, they have come to know and cherish them and would have them near.

Much has been written about the gentle art of book collecting and the pleasures of book possession, and many lists and guides have been compiled to aid the buyer and reader of books in his choice out of that multitude, of the making of which, as we were told long ago, there is no end. Such manuals and lists have their practical uses in their place and for their purposes, and are by no means to be scorned. But to the private book collector, entering upon the quest for his own delight, the buying of books is neither a mystery fit only for initiates, nor an art to be acquired by long apprenticeship, nor, most of all, a commercial transaction; and the employment of lists and the counsels of others, to come between him and his books, is to be but charily commended. To him it is rather a happy adventure upon which he is embarking, to be pursued as the spirit moves and the occasion offers, and in which the unblazed trail not seldom leads to the most entrancing prospects. Thus approached, the collecting of books becomes a fascinating and absorbing enterprise, yielding a budget of profits far beyond all outlay of time or effort or money.

These reflections on the benefits of casual and unguided book buying come somewhat incongruously from one whose life is spent in the absorbing occupation of guiding and improving—or perhaps only of serving—the reading habits and desires of a large and democratic constituency, and who is thus committed to practices and devices quite contrary to the sentiments here expressed. Those sentiments are, moreover, attached to a large and impressive list of books—one of those very “biblia-a-biblia,” in Charles Lamb's phrase, against which our mild and tentative cavets are directed. But the librarian’s task, defined in his professional creed as that of assembling and dispensing the “Best Reading for the Largest Number at the Least Cost,” is indeed a large and democratic one, partially of few of the aristocratical privileges enjoyed by the private book buyer bent upon pleasing only himself. And in further mitigation of the seeming irrelevancies in these paragraphs, be it said that the present compilation differs refreshingly, both in kind and pur-
pose, from the common pattern of book lists. It is rather a catalog of an exhibition
than a schedule of evaluations that is here offered. As a group of artists might
exhibit their creations, or a circle of proud parents their progeny, so these pub-
lishers exhibit their books—not without warrantable pride in their products and
the hope that they may win the approbation of the passing beholder, yet with no
overt design upon his entire freedom of judgment or liberty of choice. All that
we have said, therefore, is still valid, and we end as we began, by urging the lover
of books in the prosecution of his adventure, to continue to follow where his
inclination leads, and to exercise to the utmost limits of his predilections his funda-
mental prerogative of pleasing only himself.

Carl B. Roden

The Chicago Public Library.
15 May, 1933.

“To the Great Variety of Readers”

BOOKS are the Daylight Saving of the mind. They shorten the hours of
darkness. So you’ll forgive me for thinking that of all the innumerable
guide-books and souvenirs printed for the Century of Progress this cata-
logue is not the least important. At a time of universal uneasiness, political and
economic, the world is more than ever committed to the interchange of print—
not just for the luxury of belles lettres but for urgent mutual understanding. Mr.
Kroeh, famous in the book trade for the international range of his interest, has
done the service of a good citizen in preparing this catalogue. Among all the
novelties admired by visitors to the Fair, none will be so valuable as a New Idea.
In some of these books there may be lurking for the casual reader a new idea that
will change the look of life.

Most of the world’s great libraries have had behind them the impulse of some
wise bookseller. A secondhand bookseller in downtown New York was the first
(many years ago) to get Mr. Henry E. Huntington started collecting books. Mr.
Huntington at that time knew so little about the matter that he accepted on the
bookseller’s say-so what the latter brought him. Mr. Huntington’s first purchase
was a large collection of illustrated books. He used to call at the shop in a cab
and take the volumes uptown with him in parcels. He asked the bookseller to tell
him which were the most valuable so that he might take those first. He had rows
of bookcases put in his rooms at the Metropolitan Club. That was the beginning
of the great Huntington Library, now at San Marino, California; one of the most
amazing treasuries on earth. When you see, in the vaults of that marvelous place,
a Shakespeare First Folio in its original binding or the only known copy of the
1603 Hamlet with a title-page, it is interesting to remember that a quiet books-
seller on Ann Street was the godfather of that collection.

Every bookstore, to the seeing eye, is a power house of imaginative energy.
The technocrats used to talk of something they called the “energy dollar.” Books
are the real Energy Dollars. And the great writers of the world have never gone off
the Gold Standard.

Speaking of the Shakespeare First Folio, the most famous ejaculation of the
Book Trade was uttered in the preface to that work. Heming and Condell,
Shakespeare’s friends and editors, who published the book at their own costs (and
probably lost money on it) wrote a note “To the Great Variety of Readers.” They
said:

The fate of all Bookes depends upon your capacities . . . .
Read, and censure. Do so, but buy it first. That doth best
commend a Book, the Stationer saith.

Progress is a relative word: it implies movement onward toward something.
Toward what, no one exactly knows. But some of these books may help us clarify
our ideas—not only of where we’re going but of what we have left behind. Some
of the longest memories and deepest pleasures of your adventure might come out
of this modest catalogue.

Christopher Morley
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PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY

General Philosophy
BERSON, HENRI, Creative Evolution. 467 pp. 3.50
BURTON, ROBERT, The Anatomy of Melancholy. Edited by Floyd Dell and Paul Jordan-Smith. 1056 pp. 5.00
BURY, J. B., The Idea of Progress. (An Inquiry into Its Origin and Growth) 357 pp. 2.50
COLLINS, JOSEPH M.D., The Doctor Looks at Life and Death. 315 pp. 3.00
DEWEY, JOHN, Experience and Nature. 463 pp. 4.00
DEWEY, JOHN, Human Nature and Conduct. (An Introduction to Social Psychology) 330 pp. 2.25
DEWEY, JOHN, Individualism Old and New. 171 pp. 2.50
DEWEY, JOHN, Philosophy and Civilization. 334 pp. 5.00
DEWEY, JOHN, Philosophy of. Edited by JOSEPH RATNER. 560 pp. 4.00
DEWEY, JOHN, The Quest for Certainty. (A Study of the Relation of Knowledge and Action) 315 pp. 4.00
DICKINSON, G. LOWES, After 2000 Years. (A Dialogue Between Plato & a Modern Young Man) 213 pp. 2.00
DICKINSON, G. LOWES, A Modern Prometheus. 160 pp. 1.50
DURANT, WILL, The Story of Philosophy. (The Lives and Opinions of the Great Philosophers) 392 pp. 2.50
EDMAN, IRWIN, The Contemporary & His Soul. 191 pp. 2.50
EMBREE, EDWIN R., Prospecting for Heaven. (Some Conversations About Science & the Good Life) 185 pp. 1.75
HADLAM, J. B. S., Daedalus or Science and the Future. 93 pp. 1.00
HALE, WILLIAM HARLAN, Challenge to Defeat. (Modern Man in Goethe's World and Spengler's Century) 209 pp. 2.50
HYDE, WILLIAM de WITT, The Five Great Philosophies of Life. 290 pp. 2.50
JAEGER, MURIEL, Adventures in Living. (From Cato to George Sand) 216 pp. 2.00
KALLEN, HORACE M., Individualism. (An American Way of Life) 241 pp. 2.00
KRUTCH, JOSEPH WOOD, The Modern Temper. (A Study and a Confession) 240 pp. 2.50
LIPPMANN, WALTER, A Preface to Morals. 348 pp. 1.00
MARTIN, EVERETT DEAN, Civilizing Ourselves. 329 pp. 3.00
NASH, JAY B., Spectatorship. Re-Creation not Wreck-Creation. 204 pp. 2.50
OTTO, M. C., Things and Ideals. (Essays in Functional Philosophy) 320 pp. 2.50
PITKIN, WALTER B., A Short Introduction to the History of Human Stupidity. 574 pp. 5.00
PLANCK, MAX, Where Is Science Going? 221 pp. 2.75

POWYS, JOHN COWPER, The Meaning of Culture. 275 pp. 3.00
POWYS, JOHN COWPER, A Philosophy of Solitude. 213 pp. 2.00
ROBINSON, DANIEL SOMMER, An Anthology of Modern Philosophy. 836 pp. 4.50
ROBINSON, D. S., An Introduction to Living Philosophy. 381 pp. 3.00
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, Philosophy. 307 pp. 3.00
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, The Scientific Outlook. 477 pp. 3.00
SANTAYANA, GEORGE, Character and Opinion in the United States. (With Reminiscences of William James and Josiah Royce and Academic Life in America) 233 pp. 3.50
SCHOPENHAUER, ARNOLD, The Works of (abridged). Edited by WILL DURANT. 559 pp. 2.50
SHAW, CHARLES GRAY, Road to Culture. 300 pp. 2.00
SMITH, THOMAS VERNOR, The Democratic Way of Life. 241 pp. 1.75
SMITH, LOGAN PEAULL, Little Essays. (Drawn from the Writings of GEORGE SANTAYANA) 260 pp. 3.00
SPENGLER, OSMOLD, The Decline of the West. (Complete in One Vol.) 934 pp. 5.00
THOUMAS, ROBERT H., Straight and Crooked Thinking. 261 pp. 2.00
WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH, Adventures of Ideas. 390 pp. 3.50
WHITEHEAD, ALFRED N., Process and Reality. 545 pp. 4.50
WHITEHEAD, A. N., Science and the Modern World. 390 pp. 2.50

Ancient Philosophy
HAMILTON, EDITH, The Greek Way. 247 pp. 3.00
HAMILTON, EDITH, The Roman Way. 281 pp. 3.00
PLATO, The Works of. Edited by IRWIN EDMAN. 555 pp. 3.50
SHOREY, PAUL, What Plato Said. 686 pp. 5.00
DICKINSON, G. LOWES, Plato and His Dialogues. 229 pp. 2.00

Mysticism and Oriental Philosophy
BECK, L. ADAMS, (E. BARRINGTON), The Story of Oriental Philosophy. 429 pp. 2.00
BRADGON, CLAUDE, Four-Dimensional Vistas. 155 pp. 2.00
HALL, MANLY, An Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic Hermetic Caballistic and Rosicrucian Symbolical Philosophy, Prof. 114 with plates and symbols. 100.00
INGALESE, RICHARD, The History and Power of Mind. 329 pp. 3.00
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The Initiate. Some Impressions of a Great Soul. BY HIS PUPIL. 381 pp. 2.75
Ouspensky, P. D., Tertium Organum, (A Final Analysis of the Unseen World). 336 pp. 5.00
UNDERHILL, EVELYN, The Golden Sequoia. 272 pp. 2.00
Psycology and Mental Life, (A Cśćcussion of the Social Life) 193 pp. 2.00

General Psychology

ACHILLES, PAUL S., Psychology at Work. 260 pp. 2.50
ALEXANDER, JAMES, Memory. 300 pp. 2.50
OWN, MARY, Experiences Facing Death. 306 pp. 2.50
AUSTIN, SR., and PERKINS, F. THEODORE, Principles of Mental Development, 528 pp. 3.75
BAUDOUIN, CHARLES, Superstitious Autosuggestion. (A Psychological and Pedagogical Study) 340 pp. 3.50
CARR, HARVEY A., Psychology, Study of Mental Activity. 432 pp. 3.30
CARR, GEORGES A., The Mystique of Men. 263 pp. 2.50
DORSSEY, GEORGE A., Why We Behave Like Human Beings. 312 pp. 3.50
DUFOUR, DR. PAUL, The Education of Self. 349 pp. 1.45
FORD, ADLERENBERG, The Story of Scientific Psychology. 307 pp. 3.00
GOETHE, Johann Wolfgang, Psychology of the Normal and Subnormal. 349 pp. 4.00
GOLDENWEISER, ALEXANDER, History, Psychology and Culture. 5.00
HERZ, L. M., Principles of Psychology. 3 vols. 8.00
HUGHES, F. E., and RECKLESS, W. C., Social Psychology. (Its Origins, Development and European Background) 464 pp. 3.50
HURST, R. T., and P. K., Psychology. (What It Has to Teach You About Your Self and Your World) 302 pp. 2.50
MCDONALD, WILLIAM, Outline of Psychology. 450 pp. 3.50
MCDONALD, H. A., American Psychology (Psychology for Normal People) 301 pp. 3.00
MCDONALD, H. A., The Enduring Question. In Search for a Philosophy of Life. 285 pp. 2.00
PAGE, KIRBY, Living Creatively. 305 pp. 3.00
PAYOT, Jules, Will Power. 422 pp. 1.75
ROBINSON, JAMES HARVEY, The Mind in Making. The Relation of Psychology to Social Reform. 235 pp. 1.00

SADLER, WILLIAM S., M.D., The Mind at Mischief. (Tricks & Deceptions of the Subconscious and How to Cope with Them) 209 pp. 4.00
SEASHORE, CARL EMIL, Psychology in Daily Life. 226 pp. 1.00
SHERF, LAWS, and GORDON, KATE, Psychology of the Unconscious Mind. 496 pp. 2.50
STRECKER, EDWARD A., and APPEL, KENNETH E., Discovering Ourselves (A View of the Human Personality through Introspection and External Behavior) 306 pp. 2.50
WATSON, JOHN B., Behavior. (An Introduction to Comparative Psychology) 430 pp. 2.20
WATSON, JOHN B., The New Behaviorism. 241 pp. 2.50
WHEELER, RAYMOND HOLT, and PERKINS, F. THEODORE, Principles of Mental Development, 528 pp. 3.75
WOODWORTH, ROBERT ST., Psychology. (Revised Edition) 590 pp. 3.00

Inspirational Psychology

BEERS, CLIFFORD WHITTINGHAM, A Mind That Found Itself. 244 pp. 2.00
BOUWEN, ABEL, The Art of Friendship. 181 pp. 1.50
CONWELL, RUSSELL H., Acades of Diamonds. (The Story of a $4,000,000 League of the Leagues) 135 pp. 1.50
DINNIT, ERNEST, The Art of Thinking. 221 pp. 1.00
DINNIT, ERNEST, What We Live By. 310 pp. 1.00
HAMBIDGE, GOVE, Time to Live. (Adventures in the Leisure of Life) 444 pp. 2.50
HARDIN, ORISON SWETT, Every Man a King. (Might in Mind-Mastery) 240 pp. 1.75
HARDIN, ORISON SWETT, He Can Who Thinks He Can. (And Other Papers on Success) 267 pp. 1.75
HARDIN, ORISON SWETT, The Miracle of Right Thought. 339 pp. 1.75
HARDIN, ORISON SWETT, Power. 329 pp. 1.75
HARDIN, ORISON SWETT, Power and Plenty. 323 pp. 1.75
MASON, THOMAS L., That Silver Linen. 141 pp. 1.50
PITKIN, WALTER B., Life Beyond Forty. 175 pp. 1.50
PITKIN WALTER B., The Psychology of Happiness. 413 pp. 1.50
SHULER, MARJORIE, Have It Your Own Way. 175 pp. 1.50
TINE, RAINE WALDON, The Infinite. (Or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty) 200 pp. 1.50
WOOLF, FREDERICK, M.D., H. C., Happy Though Human. 390 pp. 3.50
YOUNG, VASH, A Fortune to Share. 158 pp. 1.50
YOUNG, VASH, Let's Start Over Again. (How to Get Out of Your Own Private Slump) 192 pp. 1.50

Mental Hygiene

ALEXANDER, JAMES, Thought Control. (Psychology in Everyday Life) 307 pp. 1.00
BRAIN, C. C., Nerve Control and How to Gain It. 307 pp. 1.50
BURNHAM, WILLIAM H., The Wholesomeness of the Human Mind. (Mental Hygiene) 713 pp. 3.50
CABOT, RICHARD C., What Men Live By. 341 pp. 2.20
COHEN, I., DAVID, Find Yourself. (How to Choose Your Life Work, Prepare for It—Enter Upon It and Succeed in It) 299 pp. 2.00
JACKSON, J. A., and SALISBURY, H. M., Outwitting Our Nerves. 419 pp. 2.50
JACOBSON, EDMUND, M.D., Progressive Relaxation. (A Physiological and Clinical Investigation of Muscular States and Their Significance in Psychology and Medical Practice) 420 pp. 2.00
LEARY, DANIEL B., How to Use Your Mind. (Psychological Technique) 224 pp. 1.75
MARTIN, LILLIEN, and de GRUCHY, CLAIRE, Sweeping the Cobwebs. 181 pp. 1.75
PAYOT, JULES, The Education of the Will. (The Theory & Practice of Self Culture) 189 pp. 1.75
RIGGS, AUSTEN FOX, Intelligent Living. (A Book on the Conquest of Life) 250 pp. 1.00
WALKON, GEORGE LINCOLN, Why Wonder. 309 pp. 1.50
WINTHORST, ELWOOD, Making Life Better. (An Application of Religion and Psychology to Human Problems) 244 pp. 1.50

Freud, Sigmund, The Interpretation of Dreams. 600 pp. 5.00
Healy, William, Bronner, Au- Jan, Anna, The Structure & Meaning of Psychoanalysis. (As related to Personality & Behavior) 300 pp. 3.50
Jung, C. G., The Structure & Meaning of Psychoanalysis. (As related to Personality & Behavior) 654 pp. 7.50
Lay, Wilfred, The Interpretative Con- Analysis. A Popular Explanation of Psychoanalysis. 382 pp. 2.50

Psychiatry

MCDONALD, WILLIAM, Outline of Abnormal Psychology. 271 pp. 3.50
MENNINGER, KARL A., M.D., The Human Mind. 447 pp. 3.50
MORGAN, JOHN J. B., The Psychology of Abnormal People. 627 pp. 3.75
OLIVER, JOHN RATHBONE, Fear. (The Autobiography of James Edwards) 306 pp. 3.00
OLIVER, JOHN RATHBONE, Psychiatry and Mental Health. 330 pp. 2.75

Education

ALEXANDER, THOMAS, and PARKER, BERYL, The New Education in the German Republic. 374 pp. 2.50
BYCK, ALEXANDER, Education. (An Introduction to Education) 319 pp. 2.50
COBB, STANWOOD, The New Education. (An Introduction to Education) 319 pp. 2.50
COURS, GEORGE S., The American School in Mexico. (A Social Interpretation of Education in the United States) 194 pp. 2.50
CUTSFORTH, THOMAS D., PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 258 pp. 2.50
FISHER, DOROTHY CANFIELD, What Is Philosophy? 465 pp. 2.50
PLEXNER, ABRAHAM, Universities, American, English, German, 381 pp. 3.50
GARRETT, HENRY E., Statistics in Psychology and Education. 317 pp. 3.50
HANDBOOK TO THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD. 465 pp. 2.50
HART, JOSEPH K., Creative Moments in Education. (A Documentary Interpretation of the History of Education) 476 pp. 3.00
KITSON, HARRY DEXTER, I Find My Way. 309 pp. 1.50
MARTIN, EVERETT DEAN, The Meaning of a Liberal Education. 319 pp. 3.00
MELVIN, A. GORDON, The Technique of Progressive Teaching. 465 pp. 2.55
MORRISON, HENRY C., The Practice of Teaching in the Secondary School. 668 pp. 2.50
MYERS, LITTLE and ROBINSON, Plan...
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NEILSON, WILLIAM ALLAN, Editor, Roads to Knowledge. 349 pp. 3.75
OPDYKE, JOHN B., In the Service of Youth. (Chapters on Certain Phases of the Teaching of English in Junior and Senior High Schools) 404 pp. 3.50
PITKIN, WALTER B., The Art of Learning, 409 pp. 3.50
PITKIN, WALTER B., The Art of Rapid Reading, 233 pp. 2.50
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, Education and the Modern World. 245 pp. 2.50
STREBEL, R. F., and MOREHART, G. C., The Nature and Meaning of Teaching. 273 pp. 2.50

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO SURVEY, THE, Twelve Volumes. Boxed...30.00
Vol. 1, Trends in University Growth
Vol. 2, Organization and Administration
Vol. 3, The University Faculty
Vol. 4, Instructional Problems
Vol. 5, Admission and Retention of Students
Vol. 6, The Alumni of the Colleges
Vol. 7, The University Libraries
Vol. 8, University Extension Services
Vol. 9, University Plant Facilities
Vol. 10, Some University Student Problems
Vol. 11, Class Size and University Costs
Vol. 12, The Oriental Institute

WASHBURN, CARLETON, and STEARNS, MYRON M., Better Schools (A View of Progressive Education in American Public Schools) 342 pp. 2.50
WASHBURN, CARLETON, New Schools in the Old World. 174 pp. 1.75
WASHBURN, CARLETON, Remakers of Mankind. 339 pp. 3.00
ZIMMERN, ALFRED, Learning and Leadership. (A Study of the Needs and Possibilities of International Intellectual cooperation) 111 pp. 2.00

Child Training and Child Psychology

ALSCHULER, ROSE H., Two to Six. (Suggestions for Parents of Young Children) 160 pp. 1.50
ARLITT, ADA HART, The Child from One to Twelve. (Psychology for Parents) 228 pp. 2.00
BARTLETT, FREDERICK H., M.D., Infants and Children. 409 pp. 1.50
BLANCHARD, PHYLLIS, The Child and Society. (An Introduction to the Social Logic of the Child) 309 pp. 2.25
BLATZ, WILLIAM E., and BOTT, HELEN, The Management of Young Children. 354 pp. 3.00
BLATZ, WILLIAM E., and BOTT, HELEN, The Parent and the Preschool Child. 340 pp. 3.00
BRUCE, H. ADDINGTON, Your Growing Child. 406 pp. 2.50
CLEVELAND, ELIZABETH, Training the Toddler. 172 pp. 2.00
CURTI, MARGARET WOOSTER, Child Psychology. 257 pp. 3.20
de SCHWEINITZ, KARL, Growing Up. 171 pp. 1.50
Developing Attitudes in Children, Proceedings of the Midwest Conference of the Chicago Assn, for Child Study and Parent Education. 136 pp. 1.50
DIXON, C. MADELEINE, Children Are Like That. 206 pp. 2.50
FENTON, JESSIE C., A Practical Psychology of Babyhood. 344 pp. 3.50
FISHER, DOROTHY CANFIELD, and GRUENBERG, SIDONIE MATHIESER, Our Children. (A Handbook for Parents) Prepared by Child Study Assn. of America. 348 pp. 2.75
GILBERT, LILLIAN M., Living with Our Children. 309 pp. 2.50
GROVES, E. R., and G. H., Wholesome Childhood. 211 pp. 3.00
GROVES, ERNEST R., and GROVES, GLADYS HOAGLAND, Parents and Children. 196 pp. 3.00
GRUENBERG, SIDONIE MATHIESER, Your Child, Today and Tomorrow. (Some Practical Counsel for Parents) 255 pp. 2.50
HAMILTON, A. E., Boyways, (Leaves from a Camp Director's Diary) 238 pp. 2.50
HARTMAN, GERTRUDE, and SHUNO, MAKER, ANN, Creative Expression, (The Development of Children in Art, Music, Literature and Dramatics) 350 pp. 5.00
JOHNSON, HARRIET M., The Art of Block Building. (Studies of Children in Action) 47 pp. 0.50
JOHNSON, HARRIET M., Children in the Nursery School. 325 pp. 3.00
JOHNSON, MARIAETTA, Youth in a World of Men. 265 pp. 2.50
LANGDON, GRACE, Home Guidance For Young Children. (A Parent's Handbook) 405 pp. 3.50
LARRY, THOUGHTS OF YOUTH, 145 pp. 1.50
LARRY, THOUGHTS OF YOUTH, 145 pp. 1.50
MANNING, ETHEL, Common Sense and the Child. 214 pp. 2.00
MONROE, MARION, Children Who Cannot Read. (Analysis of Reading Disabilities and Use of Diagnostic Tests) 205 pp. 2.50
O'NEILL, JEROLD, Today's Boy and Today's Problems. 257 pp. 2.50

Kroch's Bookstores, Inc.
206 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Please send the following and charge to my account, or □ Check for $ enclosed, or □ send C.O.D.
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NAME:

ADDRESS:

If you wish to open a charge account please fill out the reverse of this order blank.
RELIGION

SNOWDEN, JAMES H., Snowdon Sunday School Lessons for 1933 being the 12th an-
1.33
numeration of the Psalms 332 pp. 4.00
YOUNG, ROBERT, Analytical Concordance to the Bible. 311,000 references sub-
1.33
divided into 177,183 original 1200 pp. 7.50

Religious History and Philosophy

BROWNE, LEWIS, Since Calvary, An Interpretation of Christian History 443 pp. 3.50
[Review] 3.50
BROWNE, LEWIS, This Believing World, (A Simple Account of the Great Reli-
1.50
gions of Mankind) 348 pp. 2.50
PAINTER, BURR J., The Golden Bough, 1 Vol. 752 pp. 5.00
HUME, ROBERT, Ernst, Treasure House of the Living Religions. Selections from Their Sacred Scriptures. 493 pp. 3.00
HURLBUT, JESSE LYMAN, The Story of the Christian Church. 254 pp. 1.00
JAMES, WILLIAM, The Varieties of Religious Experience. 534 pp. 2.00
SCHNEIDER, HENRY, WALLACE, The Puritan Mind. 301 pp. 2.00
SUTHERLAND, ALLAN, Famous Holy Days of the World. 409 pp. 3.00
TILLEY, ERNEST, FREMONT, The Foolishness of Preaching and Other Ser-
1.00
mons. 350 pp. 2.00
WAN DYKE, HENRY, The Story of the Other Wise Man. Colored front. 75 pp. 0.75

Religious Essays and Sermons

AMES, EDWARD SCRIBNER, Religion. 324 pp. 3.00
BROOKS, R. T., REV. PHILLIPS, The Light of the World, and Other Essays. 375 pp. 2.00
CARRIER, BLANCHE, How Shall I Learn to Teach Religion? 250 pp. 1.00
CARRWOOD, GRAVE ADIE, The Faith of the Little Shepherd. 92 pp. 1.00
COTTON, EDWARD H., EDITOR, Has Something to Say (A Symposium of Modern Scientific Opinion) 306 pp. 3.50
Daily Strength For Daily Needs, Selected 44 by C. H. BRIDGTON. 1.50
DRESSER, HORATIO W., The Quimby Manuscripts. 445 pp. 3.50
FODICK, HARRY EMERSON, As I See Religion. 274 pp. 2.00
FODICK, HARRY EMERSON, A Pilgrimage to Palestine. 332 pp. 1.00
HEILER, FRIEDRICH, Prayer. (A Study in the History and Psychology of Reli-
1.33
gion) 332 pp. 2.50
HOMAN, HELEN WALKER, By Post to the Apostle. 260 pp. 2.50
HUGEL, BARON FRIEDRICH VON, Essays & Addresses on the Philosophy and Religion. First Series. 308 pp. 2.50
HUGEL, BARON FRIEDRICH VON, Essays & Addresses on the Philosophy and Religion. Second Series. 267 pp. 2.50
KING, HENRY CHURCHILL, The Laws of Friendship, Human and Divine. 159 pp. 1.00
LAWRENCE, D. H., Apocalypse. 200 pp. 3.50
MACFARLAND, CHARLES S., Christian Unity in Practice and Prophesy. 396 pp. 2.75
MASSON, THOMAS L., Within, A Guide to the Spiritual Life. 325 pp. 2.50
PARRISH, HERBERT, What Is There Left to Believe? 277 pp. 2.50
ROSS, J. ELIOTTH, Truths To Live By. 246 pp. 2.00
RUSSELL, A. J., For Sinners Only. (The Book of the Oxford Group) 293 pp. 1.50
SCHNEIDER, HENRY, WALLACE, The Puritan Mind. 301 pp. 2.00
SUTHERLAND, ALLAN, Famous Holy Days of the World. (Their Origin and Mean-
1.00
ance) 409 pp. 2.00
TILLEY, ERNEST, FREMONT, The Foolishness of Preaching and Other Ser-
1.00
mons. 350 pp. 2.00
WAN DYKE, HENRY, The Story of the Other Wise Man. Colored front. 75 pp. 0.75

Jesus

BOWIE, WALTER RUSEWELL, The Master. (An Idea of Jesus Christ) 322 pp. 2.50
BUNDY, WALTER E., Our Recovery of Jesus. 261 pp. 2.50
BUNDY, WALTER E., The Religion of Jesus. 361 pp. 2.50
CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON, Jesus. A New Biography. 453 pp. 3.00
CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON, The Historicity of Jesus. 358 pp. 3.00
CASE, SHIRLEY JACKSON, Through the Centuries. 382 pp. 2.00
MOFFATT, JAMES, The Story of the Birth of Jesus. III. 25 pp. 2.00

Religious Biographies

BARTON, BRUCE, He Upset the World. 186 pp. 2.00
CHESTERTON, GILBERT K., St. Francis of Assisi. 234 pp. 1.50
WALSH, JAMES J., COMPILED BY, These Splendid Priests. 285 pp. 1.25

RELIGION

ANDERSEN, JOHANNES C., Myths and Legends of the Polynesians. 16 plates in color. 312 pp. 5.00
BULFINCH, THOMAS, The Legends of the Pergamum. 250 engravings 2.50
COLUM, PADRAIC, Orpheus, Myths of the West. 327 pp. 1.50
DAVIS, F. HADLAND, Myths and Legends of Japan, (II. with 32 full page plates 458 pp. 5.00
EBBUTT, M. L., Hero Myths and Legends of the British Race. 51 full page plates. 5.00
HACKIN, J., AND OTHERS, Asian Mythology. (The Gods and Beliefs of the Nations of the Orient) 336 pp. 3.00
KOHT, H. V., The Old Norse Sagas. 191 pp. 2.50
MURRAY, ALFRED S., Manual of Mythology, (Greek, Roman, Norse, and old German, Hindu and Egyptian Mythology) 427 pp. 1.50
SKINNER, CHARLES M., Myths and Legends of Flowers, Trees, Fruits, and Plants. III. 302 pp. 3.00

Judaism, Mohammedanism, Etc.

MAIMONIDES, MOSES, The Guide for the Perplexed. 414 pp. 2.75
PICKTUSE, M. M. MURRAY, The Meaning of the Glorious Koran. (An explanatory translation) 603 pp. 2.75
RYDER, ARTHUR W. TRANSLATED BY, The Bhagavad-Gita. 339 pp. 2.00
RYDER, ARTHUR W. TRANSLATED BY, The Panchatantra. 470 pp. 4.00
RYDER, ARTHUR W. TRANSLATED BY, The Ten Princes. 240 pp. 2.00

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. EDWIN R. A. SELIGMAN, Editor-In-Chief. 1929 pp. 2.00
ABOTT, EDITH, Social Welfare and Society. 270 pp. 2.00
ALEXANDER, F. MATTHIAS, Man's Supreme Inheritance. (Conscious Guidance and Control in Relation to Evolution in Civilization) 354 pp. 2.00
ALLEE, W. C., Animal Aggregations. (A General Sociology) 411 pp. 2.50
BEARD, CHARLES, A. AND WILLIAM, The American Levithian. (The Republic in the Machine Age) 624 pp. 2.00
BEARD, CHARLES A. EDITOR, Whither Mankind. (A Panorama of Modern Civilization) 406 pp. 3.00
BIRCHALL, S. JOHN, The Evolving House. (A History of the Home) III. 302 pp. 4.00
BLUMENTHAL, ALBERT, Small-Town Stuff. 416 pp. 4.00
BRECKINRIDGE, SOPHONIAS, F. Family Welfare Work in a Metropolitan Community. (Selected Case Records) 968 pp. 4.50
BRUNNER, EDMUND de S., and KOLB, J. H., Rural Social Trends. 386 pp. 4.00
BUNKS, C. DELISLE, Leisure in the Modern World. 302 pp. 2.50
CARPENTER, NILES, THE SOCIOLOGY OF CITY LIFE. 502 pp. 4.00
CATLIN, GEORGE E. G., Liquor Control. 250 pp. 2.00
CRESSEY, PAUL G., The Taxi-Dance Hall. (A Sociological Study in Commercialized Recreation and City Life) 300 pp. 3.00
DAVIS, MICHAEL M., Paying Your Sick-
ness Bills. 276 pp. 2.50
DOUGLAS, PAUL H., Standards of Unem-
ployment Insurance. 255 pp. 1.50
EDELSON, F., W. M., AND RUSSEL, K., THE SOCIOLOGY OF CITY LIFE. 92 pp. 2.00
FAIR, CARL A. AND RUSSEL, K., THE SOCIOLOGY OF CITY LIFE. 92 pp. 2.00
FAY, BERNARD, The American Experiment. 264 pp. 2.75
FIELD, JAMES A., Essays on Poverty. 440 pp. 3.50
FISHBEIN, MORRIS, Fads and Quacksery in Healing. 384 pp. 3.50
SOCIAL SCIENCES

European Politics

ANGEL, NORMAN, The Great Illusion, 1912. 306 pp. 2.50
BOUCKE, O. FRED, Europe and the American Far East. 153 pp. 1.50
BRENNING, W. CONRAD, The New Spirit of Europe. Spain. 435 pp. 4.00
BUELL, RAYMOND LESLIE, International Relations, 1927. 367 pp. 5.50
DIBELUS, WILHELM, Germany. 400 pp. 2.50
FERRY, CHARLES DE, The Dawn of a Movement. (America's Appointment with Destiny) 600 pp. 3.50
HUGHES, WILLIAM H. S., The Spirit of World Politics. (With special studies of the Near East) 571 pp. 5.00
HOBER, 308, and MACDONALD, F., ALEXANDER, Alexandre, The Story of Power. 524 pp. 3.50
JACKSON'S, J. HAMPDEN, Europe Since the War. (A Sketch of Political Development, 1918-1932) 142 pp. 1.25
LANGER, WILLIAM L., European Alliances and Alignments, 1871-1915. 510 pp. 5.00
LASKI, H. J., Politics. 160 pp. 1.00
LINDSAY, ALEXANDER, British Culture andelfin Europe. Court. 347 pp. 3.75
LIPPMANN, WALTER, Interpretations, 1922. (Edited by Allan Nevins) 250 pp. 2.50
LIPPMANN, WALTER, Assistanted by W. S. Crockett and Charles Merz. The United States and the World Affairs of the 20th Century (An account of American foreign relations) 355 pp. 3.00
MACDONALD, J. RAMSAY, The Socialist Movement. 226 pp. 1.25
MACARIAGA, DE SALVADOR, Disarmament. 379 pp. 5.00
MOWRER, EDWARD ANSEL, Germany and the Peace. Puts the Clock Back. 325 pp. 2.50
NORTON, HENRY KITTREDGE, The Age of the Cuyler. (A Study of the Climax of the Age of Washington.) 312 pp. 2.50
POWERS, JAMES H., For the World's Peace. (The World Since 1918) 345 pp. 3.00
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, Proposed Road to Freedom. (Socialism, Anarchism, Syndicalism) 218 pp. 2.00
RUSSELL, BERTRAND, Why Men Fight. (The Man's Freedom) 799 pp. 3.50
SCHUMAN, FREDERICK L., International Relations (An Introduction to the Western State System) 922 pp. 4.00
TOYNBEE, ARNOLD J., Survey of International Relations. 800 pp. 5.00
VILLARD, OSWALD GARRISON, The German Phoenix. (The Story of the Republic of Germany) 700 pp. 4.00
WHEELER-BENNETT, JOHN W., Editor, Documents on International Affairs [24]

WHEELOCK, JOHN W., America in Transition. (Problems of the Pacific, 1931. (Proceedings of the Fourth Conference of the Institute of Pacific Relations, China) 460 pp. 2.50
ZIMMERMANN, ALFRED, The Greek Community. (Politics and Economics in Fifth-Century Athens) 471 pp. 5.50

Politics in the United States

BECK, JAMES M., The Constitution of the United States. 362 pp. 3.00
BURLEIGN, ROGER, Peace, War. (Story of a Racket and a Plea for Economic Peace) 156 pp. 2.50
CARRINGTON, OLIVER CLINTON, The Debate on Public Questions, 1932. 208 pp. 2.50
CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN H., Farewell to Reform. 333 pp. 3.00
DOUGLAS, PAUL H., The Coming of a New Party. 236 pp. 2.00
FISHER, CARL ROBERT, ANGEL, NORMAN, SIR, and HUSSEY, CHARLES L., The United States and the World (American Policies Abroad) 219 pp. 1.50
JOHNSON, ROBERT L., The Eighteenth Amendment and Our Foreign Relations. 67 pp. 2.50
KENT, FRANK R., The Democratic Party. A History. 568 pp. 5.00
KENT, FRANK R., and KENYVAN, E. J., Political Behavior. (The heretofore unwritten laws, customs and principles of politics as practiced in the United States) 342 pp. 2.50
MATHews, JOHN MABRY, The American Constitutional System. 468 pp. 4.00
McKEE, HENRY S., Degenerate Democracy. 143 pp. 1.50
MYERS, WM. STARK, The Republican Party. 156 pp. 2.00
RICHARDSON, DORSEY, Will They? (A Primer of the War Debates) 109 pp. 1.00
ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN D., Looking Forward. 279 pp. 2.50
WALLACE, WILLIAM KAY, Our Obsolete Constitution. 226 pp. 2.00
WILLIAMS, JAMES H., The United States and Disarmament. 306 pp. 3.50
WITMANS, S. L., Visual Outline of American Government. 126 pp. 2.00
WOODBURN, JAMES ALBERT, and MORAN, THOMAS FRANCIS, The Citizen and The Republic. (Problems in American Democracy) 600 pp. 1.04

Oriental Politics

EDDY, SHERWOOD, Challenge of the East. (Asia in revolution) 205 pp. 2.50
GANDHI, MAHATMA, Young India. 1920-1925. 984 pp. 5.00

SOCIETY SCIENCES

GILBERT, RODNEY, What's Wrong With China. 315 pp. 3.00
HUTCHINSON, PAUL, Storm over Asia. 360 pp. 3.00
LASKER, BRUNO, EDITOR, Problems of the Pacific, 1931. (Proceedings of the Fourth Conference of the Institute of the Pacific Relations, China) 460 pp. 2.50
NITOKU, INAZO, Japan, Some Phases of Her Problems and Development. 397 pp. 4.00
PEFFER, NATHANIEL, China, The Collapse of a Civilization. 306 pp. 3.00
ROSS, EDWARD ALSWORTH, The Changing of the Chinese. (The Contact of Oriental and Western Cultures in China) 356 pp. 3.00
SOKOLOV, GEORGE E., The Box of Asia. 376 pp. 2.50
WILLIAMS, E. C., China Yesterday and Today. 743 pp. 4.00

Russian Politics and History

COUNTS, GEORGE S., The Soviet Challenge to America. 372 pp. 4.00
DAVIS, JAY N., The Struggle for Asia. 361 pp. 3.00
FRANK, 수, The Rebirth of Russia. (Between the First and Second Five-Year Plans) 220 pp. 2.50
FRANK, FRED, SHI, M., Russia in Transition. (A Business Man's Appraisal) 614 pp. 5.00
HARPER, SAMUEL N., Making Bolsheviks. 167 pp. 5.00
KLUCHEVSKY, V. O., A History of Russia. In 5 Vols. Vol. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 3.50
MALYUSHIN-MALYUTIN, E. S., Editor, A Complete Handbook of Russian History. 712 pp. 4.00
PARK, ALBERT P., The Jews in the Russian Revolution. 400 pp. 3.00
TOBKEN, ELIAS, Stalin's Ladder. (War and Peace in the Soviet Union) 208 pp. 3.50
TROTSKY, LEON, History of the Russian Revolution, 3 Vols. Translated by MAX LERNER. 520 pp. 10.00
VON ECKARDT, HANS, Russia. Ill. with photographs, maps and plans. 711 pp. 7.50
WATERMAN, HARRY F., In Place of Profit. (Social Incentives in the Soviet Union) Ill. 469 pp. 2.50
WHITE, W. A., and TAYLOR, H. E., These Russians. 376 pp. 3.00
WINTER, ELLA, Red Virtue. (Human Relationships in the New Russia) 352 pp. 3.00

Anthropology

BOAS, FRANZ, Anthropology and Modern Life. 253 pp. 3.00
CLELAND, HERMAN FITZGERALD, Our Prehistoric Ancestors. 579 pp. 5.00
COON, CARLTON, S., Flesh of the Wild Ox. (A Riffian Chronicle of High Valleys and Rifles) 356 pp. 2.50
DIBREGER, J., At Home with the Savage. 297 pp. 2.50

ECONOMICS

AHERN, LAWRENCE, Geography of Finance. (A Study of the World Map of Finance. 300 pp. 2.50
ANGEL, SIR NORMAN, From Chaos to Currencies. (A Study of the Weltwirtschaft) 208 pp. 3.00
BAKER, CHARLES WHITING, Pathways to Prosperity, (A Study of the Development of Our Social Machine and How to Mend Them) 351 pp. 3.00
BERLE, ADOLF A., JR., and MEANS, GARDINER C., The Modern Corporation and Private Property. 396 pp. 3.75
BLAGG, ERNEST L., Economic History of the American People. 797 pp. 3.50
BONN, M. H., The Crisis of Capitalism in America. 232 pp. 2.50
BOUCKE, O. FRED, Laissez Faire and After. 342 pp. 2.50
CHASE, STUART, A New Deal. 257 pp. 3.00
CHASE, STUART, and SCHLINK, F. J., Your Money's Worth. (A Study of the Waste of the Consumer's Dollar) 285 pp. 2.00
COLE, O. D. H., Guide Through World Chaos. A. 554 pp. 3.75
SOCIAL SCIENCES

DONALDSON, JOHN, International Economic Relations. (A Treatise on World Economy and World Politics) 624 pp. 3.20
EDIS, EULON D., Economics: Principles and Problems. 4th ed. 190 pp. 1.00
FORD, R. S., Visual Outline of Economics. 112 pp. 0.75
HENDERSON, FRED, The Economic Consequences of Power Production. 220 pp. 1.75
HOOK, SIDNEY, Karl Marx, towards the Understanding of (A Reconstructive Interpretation) 347 pp. 2.50
KEYNES, JOHN MAYNARD, The Economic Consequences of Peace. 298 pp. 2.50
KEYNES, JOHN MAYNARD, PRIBRAM, KARL, and DULLES, (N. J., Civil Employment as a World Problem). (Lectures on the Harris Foundation 1931) 201 pp. 3.00
LAIDLER, HARRY W., Concentration in American Industry. 501 pp. 3.75
LAIDLER, HARRY W., History of Socialist Thought. 711 pp. 3.50
LAIDLER, HARRY W., The Road Ahead: (A Primer of Capitalism and Socialism) 421 pp. 1.50
LEECH, HARPER, The Paradox of Plenty. 203 pp. 2.50
MITCHELL, BROADUS, A Preface to Economics. 273 pp. 2.50
Part 2. Production in the Modern Order. 250 pp. 2.50
Part 3. The Commercial Policy of the Market. 500 pp. 4.00
NEILSON, FRANCIS, The Eleventh Commandment. 231 pp. 2.50
OWSLEY, FRANK LAWRENCE, King Cotton Diplomacy. (Foreign Relations of the Confederate States of America) 617 pp. 4.00
PATTERSON, ERNEST MINOR, The World’s Economic Dilemma. 332 pp. 2.50
PITKIN, WALTER B., The Consumer. (His Nature and His Changing Habits) 421 pp. 3.00
SALTER, SIR ARTHUR, Recovery. Second Effort. 353 pp. 1.50
SALZMAN, I. F., English Trade in the Eighteenth Century. (Two Volumes) 166 pp. 1.50
SCHWITZGEBLER, W. C., Economic Cycles and Crises. 231 pp. 2.50
SLIETTER, SUMNER H., Modern Economic Sociology. 900 pp. 5.00
SODDY, FREDERICK, Wealth, Virtual Money, and Real Money. 328 pp. 3.50
SPAN, OTHMAR, History of Economics. 520 pp. 3.50

NATURAL SCIENCES

Natural Histories, Outlines and Essays

BAYNIN, BERNARD, The Natural Sciences; Outlines of Science. (A Selection from the Scientific Philosophy of Today) 683 pp. 7.50
BEABIE, WILLIAM, Jungle Peace. 267 pp. 3.00
BESTON, HENRY, The Outermost House (On the Life of a Beach in Cape Cod) 202 pp. 3.50
DAMPIER, WILLIAM, Sir A History of Science. (And Its Relations with Philosophy and Religion) 464 pp. 4.00
DE LEUR, R. G., A Rambling Through Science. 320 pp. 2.50
DIEZ, DAVID, The Story of Science. (In the Beginning: The Atom of the Man) 387 pp. 3.50
EDDINGTON, A. S., The Nature of the Physical World. 360 pp. 2.00
FAVRE, JEAN-HENRI, The Story Book of Science. 299 pp. 2.50
FULLER, RAYMOND T., Walk, Look and Listen. (Signs on a Naturalist’s Highways) 295 pp. 2.50
FULLER, RAYMOND T., The Doorway to Nature. 264 pp. 1.50
GARBERIAN, H. GORDON, Major Sciences of Physics. 448 pp. 3.75
HARRIS, SIR THOMAS, The Works of Science. 508 pp. 3.50
MANN, PAUL B., and HASTINGS, WILLIAM, Quotations from the Guide to Nature. 448 pp. 2.00
MILLS, ENOS A., Wild Life on the Rockies. 250 pp. 1.50
MOSLEY, EDMOND LINCOLN, Other Worlds. 231 pp. 1.50
MURPHY, MORTON, The Modern Medical World. 250 pp. 2.00
ROSE, WILLIAM, EDITOR, An Outline of Modern Knowledge. 1100 pp. 5.00
SMITH, HOMER W., Kamloops, 167 pp. 2.00
TALMAN, CHARLES FITZGUB, The Book of the Sky. (A Book about Weather) 318 pp. 4.00
THOMASON, J. ARTHUR, EDITOR, The Outline of Science. (A Plan of the First Edition) 4 Vols. 18.00
WELLS, H. G., HUXLEY, JULIUS S., Wells, G. 2 Vols. 10.00
THE CENTURY OF PROGRESS SERIES is a collection of books which describe the progress of the Century of Progress International Exposition in convenient form. Each cultural subject is treated in an individual volume by an outstanding expert. The books are approximately 5 x 6 3/4 in size. They are bound in cloth, well printed and are well written and present the status of the individual sciences.
Price each volume. 1.00
The Queen of the Skies, by E. Bell
The Universe Unfolding, by Robert H. Baker
Man and Microbes, by Stanhope Haynes-Jones
Evolution Yesterday and Today, by H. H. Newman
Animal Life and Social Growth, by W. C. Wood
The New Necessity, by C. F. Kettinger
Our Mineral Civilization, by Thomas T. Flint
Insects-Man’s Chief Competitors, by W. P. Flint
The Story of a Billion Years, by William O. Hotchkiss
Chemistry Triumphant, by William J. Hale
Savagery to Civilization, by Fay Cooper Cole
Chemistry, by L. V. Redman
Telling the World, by George O. Squier
Sparks from the Electrode, by C. L. Mantell
Frontiers of Medicine, by Morris Fishbein
Life-Giving Light, by Charles Sheard
Adjustment and Mastery, by Robert S. Woodward
Flying, by James E. Fechet
All about Oil, by Gustav Egloff
Time, Space and Atoms, by Richard T. Cox

Astronomy

BARTON, S. G., and WM. H., A Guide to the Constellations. 300 pp. 3.50
EDDINGTON, ARTHUR, THE, The Expanding Universe. 182 pp. 2.00
HALE, GEORGE ELLERY, The New Venus. 94 pp. 1.50
JEANS, JAMES, SIR, The Stars in Their Courses. 113 pp. 2.50
JEANS, JAMES, SIR, The Universe in Space. (Ill. 192 pp.) 1.00
JEANS, JAMES, SIR, The Universe Around Us. 175 pp. 2.00
LUTYEN, WILHELM, The Pageant of the Stars. (A Handbook of Astronomy) 207 pp. 2.00
MARTIN, MARTHA EVANS, The Friendly Star. (With diagrams) 265 pp. 2.20
MAXIM, HIRAM PERCY, Life’s Place in the Cosmos. 177 pp. 2.50
OLCOTT, WILLIAM T., Field Book of the Skies. (A Presentation of the Main Facts of Modern Astronomy and a Practical Field Book for the Observer) 314 pp. 2.50
SHAPIRE, HARLOW, Flight from Chaos. 168 pp. 2.50
STETSON, HARLAN TRUE, Man and the Stars. 221 pp. 2.50

Mathematics and Physics

BROOKS, CHARLES FRANKLIN, Why the Weather? 310 pp. 2.00
DANTZIG, TOBIAS, Number. (The language of science. The evolution of the concept) 262 pp. 2.50
DARWIN, C. R., The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection. (The Origin of the concept) 350 pp. 2.50
DIRAC, P. A. M., The Principles of Quantum Mechanics. (Theoretical and physical meaning) 325 pp. 1.75
DISRAELI, ROBERT, Seeing the Seen. Ill. 142 pp. 2.00
HALL, NATHAN, T. C., and PERRIN, FRED. The Principles of Optics. 632 pp. 5.00
HEY, PAUL K., New Frontiers of Physics. Ill. 170 pp. 2.00
JEANS, SIR JAMES, The New Background of Science. 250 pp. 2.50
MOTT-SMITH, MORTON H., and Workings. Ill. 240 pp. 2.00
PALMER, CLAUDE IRWIN, Practical Mathematics for Home Study. 606 pp. 4.00
PLANCK, MAX, T. R., The Universe in the Light of Modern Physics. 114 pp. 2.00
RIEHLEN, HANS, Atoms and Cos- mos. (The World of Modern Physics) 300 pp. 2.00
SABINE, PAUL E., Acoustics and Architect. 252 pp. 2.00
SLOSSON, EDWIN E., Easy Lessons in Einstein. (A Discussion of the More Intelligible Features of Man and of the Relativity) 123 pp. 1.50
SODDY, FREDERICK, The Interpretation of the Atom. 352 pp. 3.00

Chemistry
BEERY, PAULINE G., Stuff. (The Story of Materials in the Service of Man) 504 pp. 2.50
CLARKE, BEVERLY L., Marvels of Modern Chemistry. 374 pp. 3.00
EHRHARDT, LOUIS, The Story of Chemical Things. (The Science of Chemical Things as Revealed in Simple Everyday Things) 300 pp. 2.50
FINDLAY, ALEXANDER, Chemistry in the Service of Man. Ill. 352 pp. 2.50
HARROW, BENJAMIN, The Making of Chemistry. 252 pp. 2.00
JAFFE, BERNARD, Crudest. (The Lives and Achievements of the Great Chemists) 317 pp. 1.75
MELLOR, J. W., A Comprehensive Treatise on Organic and Theoretical Chemistry in 12 Vols. 2000 pp. 8.00
MORRIS, F. J., A History of Chemistry. 252 pp. 3.00
SLOSSON, EDWIN E., Creative Chemistry. 230 pp. 2.00

Evolution
CONKLIN, EDWIN GRANT, The Direction of Human Evolution. 247 pp. 2.50
HOOTON, EARNEST A., Up from the Ape. 428 pp. 2.50
KEITH, ARTHUR SIR, The Origin of Species. Relating to the Antiquity of Man. The authentic revelation of primitive life throughout the earth. The life work of a great scientist. 512 pp. 5.00
KELLOGG, VERNON, Evolution. The Way of Man. 291 pp. 1.75
MASON, FRANCES, EDITOR, Creation by Evolution. (A Consensus of Present-day Knowledge as Set Forth by Leading Authorities in the Technical Literature) 392 pp. 2.50
MATHER, KIRTLY F., Sons of the Earth. (The Geologist's View of History) 272 pp. 3.50
SPEICHER, L. J., The World's Minerals. Ill. 327 pp. 5.00

Biology
CANNON, WALTER B., The Wisdom of the Body. Ill. 312 pp. 3.50
CLENDENING, LOGAN M., The Human Body in Health and Disease. Ill. 292 pp. 3.50
GUERRA, MICHAEL F., Being Well-Born. (An Introduction to Heredity and Eugenics) 320 pp. 3.50
HANCE, ROBERT T., The Machines We Are. 381 pp. 3.00
HOSKINS, E. J., The Tides of Life. (The Endocrine Glands in Bodily Adjustment) 228 pp. 3.50
HUNTINGTON, ELLSWORTH, The Character of Races. 303 pp. 1.50
JENNINGS, H. S., The Biological Basis of Human Life. II. 400 pp. 4.00
KOPELOFF, NICHOLAS M., The Fundamentals of Botanical Terms. (With Their English Equivalents) 122 pp. 1.50

General Botany
MacDOUGAL, D. T., The Green Leaf. (The Major Activities of Plants in Sunlight) Ill. 142 pp. 2.00
TILTON, GEORGE HENRY, The Fern Lover's Companion. Ill. 240 pp. 3.00
ZINN, LEO, The Dictionary of Botanical Names and Terms. (With Their English Equivalents) 122 pp. 1.50

Trees and Shrubs
BAILEY, L. H., The Cultivated Conifers. (Pine family and the conifers) 404 pp. 5.00
CHEYNEY, E. G., What is the Tree? 176 pp. 2.00
CLUTE, WILLARD N., Our Ferns in Their Haunts. (A Guide to All Native Species) Ill. 352 pp. 4.50
EMERSON, ARTHUR L., and WEED, CLARENCE M., Our Trees, How to Know Them. Ill. 265 pp. 4.00
KEELER, HARRIET L., Our Native Trees. Ill. 353 pp. 3.00
LOOMIS, ALICE T., A Guide to Botanists. Ill. 313 pp. 5.00
MATHIES, F. SCHUYLER, Field Book of Trees and Shrubs. (A concise description of the character and color of species common to the countries of the United States, together with maps showing their distribution) 450 pp. 5.00
PARSONS, FRANCES THEODORA, How to Know the Ferns. (A Guide to All Native Species) Ill. 265 pp. 4.00
RICHARDS, J. P., Trees of the East Coast. Ill. 353 pp. 4.00

Flowers
Clements, Edith S., Flowers of North America. Ill. 79 pp. 2.00
LANGUAGE AND REFERENCE WORKS

MACKEY, MARY, STUART, and MACKEY, MARYETTE GOODWIN, The Pronunciation of 10,000 Proper Names. 2.40

PHYFE, W. H., 18,000 Words Often Mispronounced. (With supplement of 2000 Slang Words). 2.50

VIZETELLY, FRANK H., A Desk-Book of 25,000 Words Frequently Mispronounced. 9.75

**Grammar and History**

BURY, RICHARD, Why Do You Talk Like That? 224 pp. 2.00

CRAIG, VIRGINIA J., The Teaching of History, 4th Ed. 372 pp. 2.25

FERNALD, JAMES C., English Grammar Simplified. 270 pp. 1.25

FERNALD, JAMES C., A Working Grammar of the English Language. 313 pp. 2.00

FERNALD, JAMES C., Expressive English. 463 pp. 2.25

FERNALD, JAMES C., Historic English. 293 pp. 2.25

FOWLER, H. W., and FOWLER, F. G., Dictionary of Modern English Usage. 782 pp. 2.00

KLEISER, GRENVILLE, How to Improve Your Conversation. (An Aid to Social and Business Life). 238 pp. 2.00

KRAPP, GEORGE PHILLIP, Knowledge of English. 572 pp. 3.00

MATHER, GEORGE, Editor, The Beginnings of American English. (Essay and Comments) 181 pp. 2.50


MCNERN, H. L., The American Language. (An Inquiry Into the Development of English in the U. S.) 489 pp. 2.00

ORCUTT, WILLIAM DANA, The Desk Reference Book. (For Office, Home and Library). 251 pp. 1.50

SMITH, L. P., The English Language. 226 pp. 1.25


VIZETELLY, FRANK H., Essentials of English Speech and Literature. (An Outline of the Origin and Growth of Language). 408 pp. 2.00

VIZETELLY, FRANK H., How to Use English. (A Guide to Correct Speech and Writing). 658 pp. 2.50

VIZETELLY, FRANK H., A Desk-Book of Errors in English. (Including Notes on Composition and Word Building, together with Conversations) 232 pp. 1.50

WEBSEN, MAURICE H., Crowell's Dictionary of English Grammar. Indexed. 700 pp. 4.00

**Rhyming**

WALKER, JOHN, THE RHYMING DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. 549 pp. 2.00

LORING, ANDREW, Editor, The American Rhymers' Dictionary. 453 pp. 4.00

JOHNSON, BURGES, New Rhyming Dictionary and Poet's Handbook. 455 pp. 4.00

**Quotations and Phrases**

BARTLETT, JOHN, Familiar Quotations. 1454 pp. 2.00

BREWER, REV. E. COBHAM, Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. Half Morocco 12,000 pp. 2.00

KLEISER, GRENville, Fifteen Thousand Useful Phrases. 453 pp. 1.75

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER, A Book of Days. 250 pp. 2.00

HOYT'S NEW Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations. 664 pp. 2.50

**Synonyms**

ALLEN, F. STURGES, Allen's Synonymes and Antonymes. 462 pp. 3.00

CRABB, GEORGE, 717 pp. 2.50

FERNALD, JAMES C., English Synonymes and Antonymes. 729 pp. 2.25

MAWSON, C. O. SYLVESTER, Dictionary of Synonymes and Antonymes. 327 pp. 3.50

ROGET, SAMUEL ROMILLY, Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases. 691 pp. 2.50

**French Language**

ADAIR, H. N., Nouveau Lexique, A Dictionary of French of Today. 810 pp. 3.00

CASSEL'S NEW FRENCH DICTIONARY, (French-English, English-French). 1025 pp. 3.25

DUGUID, ERNEST, French Dictionary. Made Clear. 240 pp. 1.50

EDDY, HELEN M., Beginning French. (Training for Reading) 275 pp. 1.40

HUGO, CHARLES, How to Get All You Want When Traveling in France. (Practical Phrase Book) 96 pp. 0.50

HUGO, CHARLES, French-English, English-French Dictionary. (Pocket Edition) 400 pp. 1.00

HUGO, CHARLES, French Difficulties Made Easy. 256 pp. 1.50

HUGO, CHARLES, French Commercial Dictionary. 201 pp. 1.50

HUGO, CHARLES, L'Anglais Simplifie de Hugo. 260 pp. 1.50

KETTRIDGE, J. O., Dictionary of Commercial and Financial Terms, Phrases, and Practice. (French, Eng.-French, Eng.-Fr.) 312 pp. 4.00

LEE, H. McCARTY, France on Ten Words a Day. 193 pp. 2.00

McLAUGHLIN, J., A New Pronouncing Dictionary of the French and English Languages. English-French, French-English. 744 pp. 2.00


**Italian and Latin Language**

CZARNOMSKI, FRANCIS BAUER, Hill's Italian-Latin Dictionary. (Latin-Italian, English-Latin) Indexed. 926 pp. 3.25


**Polish Language**

CZARNOMSKI, FRANCIS BAUER, Hill's Polish-English, English-Polish Dict. 382 pp. 0.50

**Russian Language**

GOLOVINSKY, M., A New English-Russian and Russian-English Dictionary. 764 pp. 3.00

HUGO, METODO DE, Italian Commercial Dictionary. 271 pp. 1.50

McLAUGHLIN, J., A New Pronouncing Dictionary of the English and Italian Languages. English-Italian, Italian-English. 553 pp. 2.00


Cassell's Latin Dictionary. (Latin-English, English-Latin) Indexed. 968 pp. 3.25

**Spanish Language**

ALBERTI, LEO, PORTUGUESE-ENGLISH, ENGLISH-PORTUGUESE DICT. 302 pp. 0.50
BUSINESS BOOKS

General

BERGLUND, ABRAHAM, Ocean Trans-
portation, 192 pp. 2.00

BONBRIGHi, JAMES C., The Holding Company. (Its Public Significance and Its Regulation) 390 pp. 4.00

DODGE, MARY RAYMOND, Fifty Little Businesses for Women, 319 pp. 2.50

FRASER, C. E., and DORIOIT, G. F., Analyzing our Industries, 458 pp. 5.00

KIRK, JOHN G., BUCKLEY, HAROLD B., WAESECHE, MARY A., Introduction to Business, 478 pp. 1.40

KIRK, JOHN G., and WAESECHE, MARY A., Junior Training for Modern Business, 375 pp. 1.60

KINMILLER, WILLIAM, Can Business Build a Great City?, 207 pp. 2.00

KNOWLSON, T. S., Selling Your Ability, 207 pp. 3.00

LORIMER, GEORGE HORACE, Letters from a Self-Made Merchant to His Son, 207 pp. 1.00

LORIMER, GEORGE HORACE, More Letters from a Self-Made Merchant to His Son, 308 pp. 1.00

NASH, L. R., The Economics of Public Utilities, (Includes Executives, Investors, Engineers, and Students) 508 pp. 4.00

PLATT, RUTHERFORD, The Book of Opportunities. (A Dictionary of Jobs) 479 pp. 0.50

Accounting

HATFIELD, HENRY RAND, Accounting, Its Principles and Problems, 548 pp. 3.50

SALE, J. R., and RICHE, Applied Accounting Principles, 538 pp. 4.00

Advertising

CAPLES, JOHN, Tested Advertising Methods, (How to Profit by Covering Gains) 276 pp. 2.50

GOODE, KENNETH M., and RHEINSTROM, CARROLL, More Profits from Advertising, (And More Advertising from Profits) 275 pp. 3.00

HESS, HERBERT W., Advertising, Its Economics, Philosophy and Technique, 316 pp. 2.50

JAMES, ALDEN—edited by, Careers in Advertising and the Jobs Behind Them, 316 pp. 2.50

KING, HERBERT C., Practical Advertising, (Fundamentals and Application) 2.50

Investments and Finance

BABBON, ROGER W., Investment Fundamentals, 358 pp. 3.00

BRANDON, LAWRENCE D., How to Manage Your Money, 223 pp. 2.00

CHAMBERLAIN, LAWRENCE, HAY, WILLIAM W., Investment and Speculation, (Studies of Modern Movements and Basic Principles) 322 pp. 3.00

DURST, WALTER, N., Analysis and Handbook of Investment Trusts, 430 pp. 6.00

EIDELBERGER, STRONIC, Bank Loan Practice, 564 pp. 5.00

HUEBER, S. S., and MCCOHAN, DAVID, Investments, 1940, 331 pp. 3.00

KIRKHAM, JOHN E., Principles of Investment, 776 pp. 5.00

MCCOHAN, H. R., and MCDONALD, The Financial Organization of Society, 540 pp. 3.00

PORTER, R. E., If I Were a Bank President, (Constructive Suggestions for Bank Executives of today—and tomorrow) 48 pp. 2.00

PRENSER, W. A., Public Utilities and the People, 1933, 328 pp. 3.00

STRONCH, H. N., Bank Administration, 230 pp. 2.50

WINKELMAN, B. F., Ten Years of Wall Street, 381 pp. 1.00

Management

DONALD, W. J., The Business Executive, 299 pp. 3.50

MACLEAN, JOHN H., and MCDONALD, Principles of Selling and Advertising, 293 pp. 3.00

NIXON, H. C., and Prestidge, 350 pp. 4.00
ANDREWS, MARGARET LOCKWOOD, The Book of America. 336 pp. 2.00
BANCROFT, JESSIE H., Games. (For the Playground, Home, School, and Gymnasium.) 300 pp. 1.50
BLAIR, MARY E., Games for All Occasions. 247 pp. 1.00
COX, CONSTANCE K., The Challenge Crossword Puzzle Book. 225 pp. 1.50
FANSHAWE, L. A., The Crossword Puzzle Solver. 250 pp. 1.00
HINCHCLIFFE, GEORGE A., How to Solve It? (A Book of Puzzles and Problems) 350 pp. 1.00
HOY, EMILY, How to Read Re-vised by R. F. Foster. 457 pp. 1.00
LAMKIN, NINA B., Good Times for All Times. (A Cyclopedia of Entertain. 377 pp. 2.50
LASKER, DR. EMANUEL, Encyclopedia of the American Chess Player's Handbook. 100 pp. 1.00
SEYMOUR, PAUL H.—Editor. The New Hoyle Standard Games. 352 pp. 1.00
SMITH, CHARLES F., Games and Game Leadership. 658 pp. 2.50
WREN, A. ASHTON and McCAY, RICHARD, 422, Myer's Puzzle Book. 180 pp. 1.50

Bridge
COURTNEY, F. DUDLEY, Editor-in-Chief. The Standardized Official System of Contract Bridge. 368 pp. 1.75
LUTES, DELLA L., Bridge Food for Bridge Fans. 70 pp. 1.25
SIMS, P. HAL, Money Contract. 256 pp. 2.00
WORK, MILTON C., Contract Bridge, The Official Summary of the New Standardized Official System. 20 pp. 1.00

Circus
BEATTY, CLYDE with ANTHONY EDWARD, The Big Cage. Ill with 65 full page photographic plates of animals in training for the circus. 408 pp. 3.50
DIPPER, PAUL, Circus Men, Beasts, and Joys of the Road. 48 photographs by Hedda Walther. 213 pp. 3.00

Chess and Checkers
CAPABLANCA, J. R., Capablanca's Chess Fundamentals, 246 pp. 2.50
DAWSON, JOHN W. and GREGG, JOHN, Revised by, The Game of Draughts (Checkers). 271 pp. 0.75
EMERY, ALFRED, Chess Sacrifices and Triumphs. The "Knight's Tour". 117 pp. 1.25
HATTON-WARD, W., London National Chess Tournament 1909. 260 pp. 2.50

Handwriting
RICE, LOUISE, Character Reading from Handwriting. Ill. 374 pp. 5.00
SAUDEK, ROBERT, Elements With Handwriting. 497 pp. 5.00

Magic and Tricks
BLACKSTONE, HARRY, Blackstone's Modern Card Tricks. 304 pp. 1.00
BLACKSTONE, HARRY, More Magic. 265 pp. 1.00
HOFFMANN, PROFESSOR, Modern Magic. (A Practical Treatise on the Art of Conjuring), 318 ill. 511 pp. 2.50
HOUDINI, Houdini's Paper Magic. (The Art of Performing with Paper) 206 pp. 2.00
PROSKAUER, JULIEN J., Spook Crooks! (Exposing the Secrets of the Prophet-ers). 80 pp. 1.00
THURSTON, HOWARD, 200 Tricks That Can Do. 201 pp. 1.00

Stamp Collecting
PHILLIPS, STANLEY, Stamp Collecting. 317 pp. 1.00
PHILLIPS, PRESCOT, How to Stamp Collect. Profusely ill. 113 pp. 1.50

The United States Stamp Album. (Provides space for all regularly issued United States postage stamps). 1.00

Domestic Science
CARRICK, ALICE VAN LEER, The Next-to-Nothing House. Ill. 119 pp. 3.00
DONHAM, S. AGNES, Marketing a Home. Housework Manual. 243 pp. 2.00
DUNHAM, S. AGNES, Marketing a Home. Housework Manual. 243 pp. 2.00
FREDERICK, CHRISTINE, The Ignobus Book of Housekeeping. (A Practical Guide for Beginners) 155 pp. 2.50
GILBERT, LILIAN M., The Home Maker and Her Job. 155 pp. 1.75
HALBERT, BLANCHE, EDITOR, The Better Homes Manual. 781 pp. 3.00
HILL, MABEL N., Canning, Preserving, and Jelly Making. 238 pp. 1.75
HILTON, RALPH, WALTER, Arrangement of Flowers. 147 pp. 2.50
LUTS, DELLA THOMPSON, Table Settings, Service and Entertaining. 345 pp. 3.00
MILLER, CLAUDE H., An Early American Homemakers Guide to the Home (It) 238 pp. 3.50
PEACOCK, ELIZABETH, The Ignobus Book of Housekeeping (A Practical Guide for Beginners) 262 pp. 2.50
PO, EMILY, The Personality of a House. (The Blue Book of Home Design and Decoration) 521 pp. 4.00
SHULTZ, GLADYS Denny, and SCHENK, BEULAH, The House that Ripe Fruit Built. 220 pp. 2.50
TIPTON, EDNA SIBLEY, Flowers for Every Occasion. Ill. 172 pp. 3.00
TIPTON, EDNA SIBLEY, Flowers for Every Occasion. 172 pp. 3.00
TIPTON, EDNA SIBLEY, Flowers for Every Occasion. 172 pp. 3.00

Cooking
ADAMS, JEAN PRESCOT, Meatless Meals. 107 pp. 1.50
ALLEN, LUCY G., A Book of Hora D'oeuvres, 119 pp. 1.50
ALLEN, LUCY G., A Book of Hora D’oeuvres. 119 pp. 1.50
AMET, ERNEST E., The Palmer House Cook Book. 360 pp. 1.00
BONNE, JOSEPHINE, The Continental Kitchen. (Revised as Original Recipes for Home Use) 310 pp. 1.00
BONNE, JOSEPHINE, The Continental Kitchen. (Revised as Original Recipes for Home Use) 310 pp. 1.00
BRADLEY, ALICE, Desserts. 270 pp. 2.00
BRADLEY, ALICE, For Luncheon and Supper Guests. 96 pp. 1.00
CHAMBERS, MARY D., One Piece Dinners. 188 pp. 2.00
### Diet
- AXTELL, LUELLA E., Grow Thin on Good Food. 336 pp. 2.50
- BLYTHE, SAMUEL G., Get Rid of That Fat. 94 pp. 1.00
- GOUDESS, C. HOUSTON, Eating Vitamins. 129 pp. 1.50
- LIEB, CLARENCE W., Eat, Drink and Be Slender. (What Every Overweight Person Should Know and Do) 194 pp. 2.00
- LIEB, CLARENCE W., Eat, Drink and Be Healthy. (An Outline of Rational Dietetics) 180 pp. 2.00
- LYONS, STELLA H., A Diabetic's Own Cook Book. 94 pp. 2.00
- PIETERS, LULU HUNT, Diet for Children (and Adults) 313 pp. 2.50
- PFAFFMANN, MARY and STERN, FRANCES, Food and Your Body. 170 pp. 2.00
- ROSE, MARY SWARTZ, Feeding the Family. 459 pp. 3.00
- ROSE, ROBERT HUGH, Eat Your Way to Health. (A Scientific System of Weight Control) 230 pp. 2.00
- RUDY, ABRAHAM, Practical Handbook for Diabetic Patients. 185 pp. 2.00
- THOMPSON, VANCE, Eat and Grow Thin. (The Mahdah Menus) 132 pp. 1.50

### Gardening
- BAILEY, L. H., The Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture. Ill. 3 vols. 25.00
- CAPEK, KAREL, The Gardener's Year. 159 pp. 2.00
- FOX, HELEN MORGENTHAU, Gardening with Herbs. (For flavor and fragrance) 324 pp. 3.50
- HOTTEES, ALFRED C., The Book of Annuals. 172 pp. 1.50
- HOTTEES, ALFRED C., The Book of Perennials. 272 pp. 1.50
- HOTTEES, ALFRED C., 1001 Garden Questions Answered. 208 pp. 2.00
- JAY, MARY RUTHERFORD, The Garden Handbook. 289 pp. 3.50

### Health
- AGNIEL, MARQUERITE, The Art of the Body. (Rhythmic Exercises for Health and Beauty). Ill. 114 pp. 5.00
- BARKER, LEWELLYS F. and COLE, NORMAN H., Blood Pressure. Cause, Effect and Remedy. 154 pp. 1.25
- BUKH, NIELS, Fundamental Gymnastics. (The Basis of Rational Physical Development) 502 pp. 2.00
- FISCHER, LOUIS, The Health-Care of the Baby. (A Handbook and Feeding Guide for Mothers, Physicians, and Nurses) 228 pp. 1.00
## PRACTICAL BOOKS, GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FISHBEIN, MORRIS, Health.</td>
<td>158 pp. 1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISHER, IRVING and FISK, EUGENE LYMAN, How to Live. (Rules for</td>
<td>371 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Without Becoming a Scientist)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGGARD, HOWARD W., M.D., Devil's Drugs and Doctor. (A History of</td>
<td>405 pp. 2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLT, L. EMINGTON, JR., M.D., The Care and Feeding of Children.</td>
<td>259 pp. 1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERR, LE GRAND, The Baby, Its Care and Development.</td>
<td>260 pp. 1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEASE, MARSHALL C., Feeding and Caring for the Baby.</td>
<td>240 pp. 0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMONS, J. MORRIS, The Prospective Mother. (A Handbook for Women</td>
<td>343 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Pregnancy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH, DR. RICHARD M., The Baby's First Two Years.</td>
<td>159 pp. 1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOBEY, JAMES A., Cancer. What Everybody Should Know About It.</td>
<td>313 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEELER, MARY WRIGHT, Amateur Nurse. (A Practical Book of Home</td>
<td>214 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOTHING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALDWIN, LAURA I., Clothing for Women.</td>
<td>15 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORY, MARGARET, Individuality and Clothes.</td>
<td>454 pp. 3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETCIQUETTE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATHAWAY, HELEN, Manners. (American Etciquette)</td>
<td>442 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST, EMILY, Etciquette. (The Blue Book of Social Usage)</td>
<td>740 pp. 4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIVES, HALLIE ERMINIE, Complete Book of Etciquette. With Social</td>
<td>514 pp. 2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forms for All Occasions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARRET, MRS. HELEN EKIN, The Charm of Fine Manners.</td>
<td>127 pp. 1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN DE WATER, VIRGINIA, Present Day Etciquette.</td>
<td>381 pp. 1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POULTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HURD, L. M., Practical Poultry Farming.</td>
<td>454 pp. 2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIAN, MORLEY A., Poultry Husbandry.</td>
<td>639 pp. 4.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTS, H. ARMSTRONG, Commercial Poultry Raising. Reference work</td>
<td>250 pp. 3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for amateur, fancier or general farmer, especially commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poultryman. Over 300 ill. 588 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERNEWITZ, VON M. W., Handbook for Prospectors.</td>
<td>359 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Handy Book**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEARD, DAN, The American Boy's Handy Book.</td>
<td>124 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNHAM, BRADFORD, Outboard Motor Boats and Engines. (Water thrills</td>
<td>182 pp. 3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Sports for Everyone)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIBBETT, THOMAS, The Carpenter's Tool Chest.</td>
<td>209 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, WARREN H., Camping Out.</td>
<td>244 pp. 3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOORE, THOMAS, Build a Winning Model Yacht.</td>
<td>325 pp. 3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHWORTH, MAY E., Let Me Fix It.</td>
<td>240 pp. 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Aviation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHATFIELD, CHARLES HUGH, and TAYLOR, CHARLES FAYETTE, The Airplane</td>
<td>443 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and its Engine.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM, CAPTAIN IANAR E., Manual of Flight.</td>
<td>157 pp. 3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM, CAPTAIN IANAR E., Weather and Why</td>
<td>109 pp. 2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PRACTICAL BOOKS, GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

ELM, CAPTAIN IENAR E., Avigation by Dead Reckoning. (Aerial Navigation) 120 pp. 2.50
HODGINS, ERIC, MAGOUN, F., ALEXANDER, Sky High, The Story of Aviation. Ill. 37 pp. 2.50
JORDAN, AsLIN, Flying How to Do It 112 pp. 1.00
KNIIGHT, CLAYTON - Artist, Pilots' Luck. (Excerpts from Stories) 73 pp. 2.50
MAGOUN, F., ALEXANDER and HODGINS, ERIC, A History of Aircraft. 495 pp. 5.00
ROSENDAHL, CHARLIE E., Lieut.-Commander, Up Ship! 311 pp. 3.00
STANLEY, B. E., How to Fly. Ill. 291 pp. 3.00
WARNER, EDMOND, and JONSTON, S. P., Aviation Handbook. 715 pp. 7.50
WAEKS, P. H., Air Navigation. 580 pp. 5.00
 WHATHAM, FREDERICK, Meteorology for Aviator and Layman. With reproductions from photographs. 179 pp. 3.00
WINIOT, LUMEN, and DEGNER, GLEN, Minute Epics of Flight. (A Pictorial History of Man's Conquest of the Air) 160 pp. 1.00

Radio

COLLINS, A. FREDERICK, The Radio Amateur's Handbook. 419 pp. 2.00
HENNEY, KEITH, The Radio Engineering Journal. 149 pp. 1.50
MOYER, JAMES A. and WOSTER, JOHN F., The Radio Handbook. 886 pp. 3.50
NISSEL, ARTHUR R., and HORNUNG, J. L., Radio Operating. (Questions and Answers) 389 pp. 2.50

Speeches and Toasts

EDMUND, PEGGY and WILLIAMS, HAROLD WORKMAN, Toasts and Hand- book. (Jokes, Stories, and Quotations) 483 pp. 1.80
KLEISER, GRENVILLE, How to Develop Self-Confidence in Speech and Manner. 288 pp. 1.75
KLEISER, GRENVILLE, How to Argue and Win, 310 pp. 1.75

MISCELLANEOUS PRACTICAL BOOKS

ADAMS, EVANGELINE, Astrology, Your Place Among the Stars. 301 pp. 5.00
CUNNINGHAM, LUTHER B., Cushing's Manual of Parliamentary Practice. (Rules of Proceeding and Debate in Deliberative Assemblies) 318 pp. 0.75
EATON, HUNTER, What Every Woman Should Know About An Automobile. Ill. 50 pp. 1.50
HASKIN, FREDERICK J., Answers to Questions. 508 pp. 1.00
HASKIN, FREDERICK J., 500 New Answers to Questions. 1.00
MASON, DEXTER, The Art of Hairdressing. What and How. 76 pp. 1.00
PIONCHOT, ORFORD, The Training of a Forester. 157 pp. 1.75
ROBERT, HENRY M., Rules of Order for Deliberative Assemblies. 323 pp. 1.50
SMITH, CHARLES E., Practical Course in Touch Typewriting. 120 pp. 1.35
SMITH, CHARLES E., Practical Course in Typewriting. 370 pp. 1.75
STIMPSON, GEORGE W., Nuggets of Knowledge. 427 pp. 2.00
STIMPSON, GEORGE W., How to Develop Knowing. 419 pp. 2.00
STIMPSON, GEORGE W., Popular Questions and Answers. 500 pp. 2.00
WILSON, MARGERY, Charm. 115 pp. 2.50

HISTORY

COBERN, CAMDEN M., The New Archeological Discoveries and Their Bearing Upon the New Testament. (The Life and Times of the Primitive Church) Ill. 600 pp. 6.00
DAVIS, EMILY C., Ancient Americans. (The Archeological Story of Two Continents) Ill. 260 pp. 4.00
HAMMONTON, J. A., E., Wonders of the Past. (The Romance of Antiquity and Its Splendid Coral World) Ill., including 100 full page plates in color. 4.00
MAGOFFIN, R. V. D. and DAVIS, EMILY C., Magic and Mysteries. (The Romance of Antiquity) Ill. 248 pp. 5.00
MORRIS, ANN A., Digging in Yucatan. 279 pp. 3.50
Nelson, Harold H., Field Director Medinet Habu I. (Earlier Historical Records of Rameses III) 10 plates, 54 plates, 6 text figures. Large folio, cloth. 20.00
Nelson, Harold H., Field Director Medinet Habu II. (Later Historical Records of Rameses III) 76 plates, 6 text figures. Large folio, cloth. 30.00
THOMPSON, EDWARD H., People of the Serpent, Archaic Nahuatl and Ancient Mexico. 201 pp. 3.50
Woolley, C. LEONARD, The Suicides. 286 pp. 2.50

ANCIENT HISTORY

BREASTED, JAMES H., The Conquest of Civilization. Prof. Ill. 717 pp. 5.00
CAMBRIDGE ANCIENT HISTORY. Ed. by J. B. BURY, S. A. COOK, E. A. DOCK, M. P. CHARLESWORTH. In 12 VOLS. 311 pp. 1.00
Hogarth, D. G., The Ancient Egyptians. 435 pp. 1.25
ROSTOVZEF, M., A History of the Ancient World. Ill. 454 pp. 6.50
Cox, D. H. E., Etruscan Places. Ill. 199 pp. 3.75
LIVINGSTONE, R. W., Editor, The Leg- acy of Greece. 424 pp. 2.50

GREEK ANCIENT HISTORY

LAWRENCE, D. H., Etruscan Places. Ill. 199 pp. 3.75
LIVINGSTONE, R. W., Editor, The Leg- acy of Greece. 424 pp. 2.50

ROBINSON, CYRIL E., A History of Greece. Maps and Ill. 480 pp. 3.50

Roman Ancient History

BAILEY, CYRIL, EDITOR, The Legacy of Greece. Maps and Ill. 480 pp. 3.50
POWELL, W. WARDE, Rome. 251 pp. 1.25
FRANK, TENNEY, A History of Rome. Ill. 500 pp. 4.50
JOST, HAROLD W., The Private Life of the Romans. 430 pp. 2.25
ROBINSON, CYRIL E., A History of Greece. Maps and Ill. 471 pp. 3.00
SHEWAKER, GRANT, Rome and the Romans. (A Survey and Interpretation) Ill. 643 pp. 5.00

Jewish History

BROWNE, LEWIS, Stranger than Fiction. (A Short History of the Jews) 377 pp. 2.50
GOODMAN, PAUL, A History of the Jews. 166 pp. 1.50
KASTEIN, JOSEPH, History and Destiny of the Jews. 404 pp. 4.00
LOWENTHAL, MARVIN, A World Passed by. (Scenes and Memories of Jewish Civilization in Europe and North Africa) Ill. 500 pp. 4.50
OLMSTEED, A. T., History of Palestine and Syria. (To the Macedonian Conquest) Ill. 712 pp. 7.50
SACHAR, ABRAM LEON, A History of the Jews. Ill. with maps. 408 pp. 4.00
WILLIAMS, J. W., From the Destruction Through the Centuries. 422 pp. 3.00

General History

FUSHEL-MILLER, RENIE, The Power and Secret of the Jesuits. Ill. 521 pp. 4.00
GOSS, ROBERT, The History of Piracy. 349 pp. 3.50
HAYWOOD, H. L., and CRAIG, JAMES, A History of Transportation. 349 pp. 3.00
HANSEN, SAMUEL and PARKER, ALFRED, Great Moments in History. (A Graphic Survey of 150 Decisive Events in the World's History) 160 pp. 1.00
PARSON, GEOFFREY, The Stream of History. 590 pp. 5.00
PLOETZ, CARL DR., Manual of Universal History. (From the Dawn of Civilization to 1504) Ill. 459 pp. 5.00
PUTMAN, EMILY JAMES, The Lady. Ill. 323 pp. 2.50
READE, VINWOOD, The Martyrdon of Man. 495 pp. 2.50
RICKARD, T. S., Man and Metals. (A History of Mining in Relation to the Development of Civilization) Ill. 212 pp. 10.00
SHUSTER, W. MORGAN, The Struggle of Persia. (The Story of European Diplomacy and Oriental Intrigue Which Resulted
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development. (The American Nation Series Vol. 23) 378 pp. 2.25
VERRILL, A. HYATT. History of Maine. 327 pp. 3.00
WARREN, CHARLES. The Supreme Court in United States History. (1789-1920) 1918. Two Volumes. Boxed. 10.00
WEYGANDT, CORNELIUS. A Passing Age. 354 pp. 3.00
WILLIAMS, MICHAEL. The Shadow of the Pope. (The Story of the Anti-Catholic Movement in America) 329 pp. 3.00

Colonial History and American Revolution

BARON, JOHN S. The Federalist System. (The American Nation Series No. 11) 327 pp. 2.25
BOURNE, EDWARD G. GAYLORD. Spain in America. (The American Nation Series Vol. 4) 350 pp. 2.25
BOWERS, CHARLES. Constitution and Hamilton: The Stuggle for a Consolidated Government. (Tennessee in American History) 1918. 250 pp. 2.25

United States History-South

BALL, WILLIAM WATTS. The State That Forgot. (South Carolina’s Surrender to Democracy) 327 pp. 2.50
CURTIS, NATHANIEL CORTLANDT. New Orleans. (Its Old Houses, Shops and Public Buildings) 267 pp. 2.25
DODGE, HARRISON HOWELL. Mount Vernon. (Its Owner and Its Story) Ill. 212 pp. 2.25
LEIDING, HARRIETTE CASToW. Charleston. (Historic and Romantic) 293 pp. 3.50
MOORE, CHARLES. W. and Present). Ill. 340 pp. 3.50
ODUM, HOWARD W. An American Epoch. (National Pictures) 379 pp. 3.50
SAXON, LYLE. Fabulous New Orleans. 300 pp. 3.25
SAXON, LYLE. Old Louisiana. 300 pp. 3.25
STANARD, MARY NEWTON. The Story of Virginia. Ill. 350 pp. 4.00
WILSCHER, PAUL. Mount Vernon. (Washington’s Home and the Nation’s Shrine) 301 pp. 3.00
WILSCHER, PAUL. Potomac Virginia. (The Romance and Tradition of the Glorious River of Washington the Man and Washington the City) 301 pp. 4.00
WILSCHER, PAUL. Tidewater Maryland. (Its History, Its Traditions, Its Romantic Plantation Mansions, and the Celebreated Personages Who Give It Glamour) 383 pp. 5.00
WILSCHER, PAUL. Tidewater Virginia. (Its History, Its Traditions, Its Romantic Plantation Mansions, and the Celebreated Personages Who Give It Glamour) 383 pp. 5.00

United States History-West

BANNING, WILLIAM, CAPTAIN and BANNING, GEORGE HUGH. Six Steps. 410 pp. 3.00
BARKER, RUTH LAUGHLIN. Cobblestone. (The Romance of Santa Fe and the Southwest) 379 pp. 3.00
BLAIR, WALTER, and MEINE FRANK L. Mike Farley. King of Mississippi Keel-Boatmen. 282 pp. 3.00
BRANCH, E. DOUGLAS. Westward. (The Romance of the Frontier) Ill. 200 pp. with woodcuts. 625 pp. 3.00
BYRNE, P. E. Soldiers of the Plains. 260 pp. 2.25

Civil War History

CHADWICK, FRENCH ENSOR. Causes of the Civil War. (The American Nation Series Vol. 19) 372 pp. 2.25
DUNNING, WILLIAM ARCHIBALD. Reconstruction, Political and Economic. (The American Nation Series Vol. 21) 372 pp. 2.25
PRESTON, JOHN HYDE. Revolution. 1776-1922. 432 pp. 2.25

BIography

Individual Biography and Autobiography
Adams, John Quincy. CLARK, BENNETT 348 pp. 3.00
Adams, John Quincy. CLARK, BENNETT 348 pp. 3.00
Adams, John Quincy. CHAM, John Quincy. 348 pp. 3.00
Adams, John Quincy. "Old Man Eloquent" 437 pp. 3.75
Addams, Jane. TWENTY YEARS AT
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Garland, Hamlin, MY FRIENDLY CONTEMPORARIES. (A Literary Log) 448 pp.
Glyde, Thomas, LIVING MY LIFE. 2 vols.
Goldman, Emma, LIVING MY LIFE. 2 vols.
Goldman, Emma, AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 2 vols.
Grace, Dick, I AM STILL ALIVE. (A Life Story of the Author's Experience as a Prisoner in St. Petersburg) 320 pp.
Gwyn, Neil, BAX, CLIFFORD, PRETTY WIFE. (The Story of Our Years of Service and Their Reflections) 294 pp.
Harrison, Carter, JOHNSON, MILITARY HISTORY. 456 pp.
Hervine, Emile, AN EMMANUEL IN EXILE. (The Days of His Life) 310 pp.
Hinsdale, Between A CONCEIVED LADY. (And Certain of Her Contemporaries) illus. 404 pp.
Howe, Story of a COUNTRY TOWN. 351 pp.
Howe, W. H., FAR AWAY AND LONG AGO. 332 pp.
Jackson, Andrew, JAMES, MARQUIS, ANDREW. 200 pp.
Jackson, Andrew, JAMES, MARQUIS, ANDREW. 200 pp.
Jackson, Stonewall, TATE, ALLEN, STONEWALL JACKSON, The Good Soldier. 300 pp.
Jadwiga, KELLOGG, CHARLOTTE, JADWIGA, POLAND'S GREAT QUEEN. 300 pp.
Jefferson, Thomas, CHINARD, GILBERT, THOMAS JEFFERSON. (The Apostle of America) 488 pp.
Johnson, Andrew, WINSTON, ROBERT W., JOHNSON, ANDREW, Plebeian and Patriot. 549 pp.
Keller, Helen, LIVING MY LIFE. 195 pp.
Kemal, Mustafa, ARMSTRONG, J. T., GRAY WOLF. 568 pp.
Lawrence, H. W., MUCH, MAID, DODGE, LORENZO AND TAOS. 299 pp.
Lenin, MAXTON, JAMES, LENIN. 100 pp.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
Lincoln, Andrew, BARTON, WILLIAM E., PRESIDENT LINCOLN. 2 vols.
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Oslor, Cushing, Harvey, Sir William Osler. 2 Vols. 12.50


Palmer, Alice Freeman. Palmer, Alice Freeman. The Autobiography of Palmer, Alice Freeman. 303 pp. 2.50

Peck, The Story of Mrs. Peck, An Autobiography. 296 pp. 2.50

Pilger, Emory. The Peopled by O. Morss, Everybody’s Pepys. (The Diary of Samuel Pepys 1660-1669.) Ill. 592 pp. 3.75

Pershing, John J. My Experiences in the World War. 2 vols. 10.00

Petrie, Sir Flinders. Seventy Years in Archaeology. 367 pp. 4.00


Poinciana, Emma Cochrane, Rusia. My Home. (An Intimate Record of Personal Experiences in the Life and History of the Bolshevist Revolution) 312 pp. 3.50

Poinciana, Emma Cochrane, My Life in Russia. 330 pp. 3.50

Pope, Michael. From Immigrant to Inventor. 396 pp. 2.00

Pope, Joseph, The McNeil East. 330 pp. 3.50

Putnam, Michael. Memories of My Youth. 447 pp. 2.00

Rachmanova, Aliya. Flight from Terror. 315 pp. 2.75

Rahner, F. The Child of Pity. (The Little Prince Rides Away) 302 pp. 2.50

Rahner, F. On John Paul, Sir Walter Raleigh, (The Drowned Upstart) 315 pp. 3.75

Rand, Ranulf. Gerald W. Randolph of Roanoke, A Political Fantastic. 278 pp. 3.50

Rasputin, Tolph-Miller, Rene, Rasputin, The Holy Devil. 385 pp. 5.00

Rees, Lillian W. Cowden, A Victorian Village. (Reminiscences and Other Days) with woodcut illus. 285 pp. 1.00

Rhodes, Cecil, Ploomer, William, Clem, William. 1.50

Richards, Laura E., Stepping West. (The Story of a Long Life) 405 pp. 5.00

Richelieu, Belloc, Hilaire, Richelieu, (A Study) 384 pp. 5.00

Riley, Robert. The Tree of My Other Self. 243 pp. 5.00

Robespierre, Belloc, Hilaire, Robespierre, 1758-1794. 417 pp. 5.00

Rockefeller, Flynn, John T., God’s Soldier. 300 pp. 3.50

Roosevelt, D. Roosevelt, The Autobiography of Theodore Roosevelt. 597 pp. 3.50

Roosevelt, Theodore, An Autobiography. 296 pp. 2.50

Roosevelt, Theodore, Bishop, Joseph, Roosevelt’s Letters to His Children. 240 pp. 1.00

Roosevelt, Theodore, Bishop, Joseph, A Voice in the Wilderness. 330 pp. 3.50

Roosevelt, Pringle, Henry F., Theodore Roosevelt. (A Biography) Ill. 612 pp. 2.50

Roosevelt, Wister, Owen, Theodore, Roosevelt, The Story of a Friendship 1880-1918. 573 pp. 3.50

Rothenstein, Sir William, Men and Memorials 1872-1922. 2 vols. ill. 10.00

Ruskin, John, Large, John, Ruskin, 152 pp. 2.00

Runny, Capt. Thos. H., Gun Notes. (The Life Story of a Cowboy-Soldier) as told to C. S. and J. H. Chisholm. 300 pp. 3.00

St. Augustine, West, Rebecca, St. Augustine, 1650-1875. 384 pp. 3.50

St. Francis of Assisi. EGAN, MAURICE, E., EVERYBODY’S SAINT FRANCIS. Ill. 330 pp. 3.50

St. Paul, Knox, Wilfred, St. Paul, 134 pp. 1.50

Sand, George Sand, M. Sand, 350 pp. 5.00

Sand, George Sand, M. Sand, 350 pp. 5.00

Sand, George Sand, M. Sand, 350 pp. 5.00

Sand, George Sand, M. Sand, 350 pp. 5.00

Sappho, Weigall, Arthur, Sappho of Lesbos. (Her Life and Times) 238 pp. 1.50

Schip, Carl, Fues, Claude M., Carl Schip, 241 pp. 3.75


Scott, Sir Walter, Scott, Sir Walter Scott. 384 pp. 3.75

Script, J. H., Scribbles. 287 pp. 2.50


Shakespeare, WILLIAMS, CHARLES, and Chamber, SIR EDMUND, A SHORT LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE, with the Sources. 336 pp. 2.50

Shaw, SIR G. B., HARRIS, FRANK, BERKELEY, 400 pp. 2.00

Shaw, Bernard, (Playboy and Prophet) by Archibald Henderson. 871 pp. 7.50

Shaw, G. B., THE SHAW-TERRY LETTERS, (A Romantic Correspondence) 350 pp. 3.50

Sherley, MAURICE, ANDRE ARIEL, Life of Shelley. 355 pp. 1.50

Sheng, Cheng, A Son of China. 286 pp. 1.50

Sherman, Lewis, Lloyd, Sherman, (Fighting Prophet) Ill. 609 pp. 3.50

Sidney, Otis, Fotlights and Spotlights. (Recollections of My Life on the Stage) 307 pp. 2.50


Socrates, Taor, A. E., Socrates, 884 pp. 1.00

Spinoza, Broune, Lewis, Blessed Spinoza. Ill. 344 pp. 4.00

Stanley, J. B. Talman, The Career of a Fanatic. Ill. 391 pp. 1.00

Stanley, Henry M., Wasserman, Jacob, Bula Matarai. (Stanley, J. B. Talman, To the Core of a Continent) 290 pp. 2.00

Stefansson, Vilhjalmar, My Life with the Eskimos. Ill. 382 pp. 2.50

Steffens, Lincoln, Autobiography of an Idea. Ill. 473 pp. 3.75

Stephens, Alexander H., Richardson, E. Ramsay, Little Aleck. (A Life of Alexander H. Stephens, The Fighting Vice-President of the Confederacy) 359 pp. 3.00

Swinton, Van Doren, Carl, Swift, Biography. 279 pp. 2.50

Swinburne, Gavrocdade, Georges, Swinburne, A Literary Biography. Ill. 923 pp. 4.00

Taft, Dufty, Herbert S., William Howard Taft, A Biography. 875 pp. 5.00

Talleyrand, Cooper, Duff, Talleyrand, Ill. 350 pp. 1.50

Taylor, Oliver, Alden R. Raymont, Macdonald, Tennessee. 376 pp. 3.50

Twin, Mark, Clemen, Clara, My Father, Mark Twain, Ill. with photographs. 292 pp. 5.00

Twin, Mark, Clemen, Clara, Mark Twain’s America. 4.00

Twin, Mark, Howell, William Dean, My Mark Twain. 186 pp. 2.50


Washington, George, Fitzpatrick, John C., George Washington. (Colonial Traveler, 1732-1775) 416 pp. 5.00


Washington, George, Haworth, Paul, Washington, George. (Country Gentleman: Being an Account of His Life and Literary Activities) 336 pp. 2.50

Washington, George, Holmes, M. D., George Washington (The Soul of a Nation) 377 pp. 3.00

Washington, George, Hughes, Rupert, George Washington. (2nd Ed.) 275 pp. 3.00

Washington, Little, Selden, George, Washington. 481 pp. 5.00
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Washington, George, RITTER, HALSTED L., WASHINGTON AS A BUSINESS MAN. Ill. 382 pp. $3.50
Washington, JEROME, LOUIS M., GEORGE WASHINGTON. 560 pp. $5.00
Webster, ADAMS, SAMUEL HOPKINS, and J., THE LIFE OF JAMES MUNROE WHISTLER. 454 pp. $8.50
Whitlock, Brand, FORTY YEARS OF IT. 373 pp. $1.50
William, William, M. G., WILLIAM OF ORANGE. 176 pp. $1.50
Wilson, Harriet, HARRIETTE WILSON, Her Memoirs. 671 pp. $3.00
Woolf, Virginia, HERITAGE OF YEARS. 286 pp. $3.50
Wolley, BELLOC, HILAIRE, WOLEY, WOLLSTRAHMS. $3.50
Wordsworth, MACLEAN, CATHERINE MACDONALD, DOROTHY WORDSWORTH, The Early Years. Ill. 439 pp. $5.00
Wright, Frank Lloyd, AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. (Popular Edition) 371 pp. $3.50

Collective Biography

BENSON, E. F., As We Were. (A Modern Revue) 305 pp. $3.00
BENSON, E. F., As We Are. (A Modern Revue) 307 pp. $3.00
BOLITHO, WILLIAM, Twelve Against the Gods. The Story of Adventure. Memorial Edition. 351 pp. $3.00
BRADFORD, GAMALIEL, Damaged Souls. 285 pp. $3.50
COULIDGE, DANE, Fighting Men of the West. 343 pp. $3.75
The Concise Dictionary of National Biography. An Dictionary of National Biography from the Beginnings to 1921. 1606 pp. $7.00

TRAVEL AND GEOGRAPHY

Atlases and Geography

Appleton's Modern Atlas, Edited by PHILIP, GEORGE, and M. McCONNELL. W. R., 56 pp. Index 96 pp. Maps. $4.00
EVERYMAN'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA World Atlas. (Supplemental Volume) $1.75
A Literary and Historical Atlas of America, BARTHOLOMEW, J. 424 pp. $1.00
Modern Consular Atlas. 397 pp. $4.00
Corto, 303 pp. $5.00
Keupp, Paul, Men Against Death. 333 pp. $3.50
LUDWIG, EMIL, The Titans, Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Beethoven. 363 pp. $3.50
MORAN, THOMAS F., American Presidents. 318 pp. $2.50
NISENSON, SAMUEL and PARKER, ALFRED, Minute Biographies. (Intimate Glimpses into the Lives of 150 Famous Men and Women) 160 pp. $1.50
NISENSON, SAMUEL and PARKER, ALFRED, More Minute Biographies. (Intimate Glimpses into the Lives of 150 More Famous Men and Women) 160 pp. $1.50
PRINDIVILLE, KATHLEEN, Kate Ladies, Ill. with dec. 257 pp. $3.50
SPORZA, CARLO, COUNT, Makers of Modern European Portraits and Personal Impressions and Recollections. 420 pp. $3.00
SOMERVILLE, E. OE., and ROSS MARTIN, Irish Memories. 343 pp. $3.50
TANTE, DILLY, Living Authors. (A Book of Biographies) Ill. with photographs and drawings. 466 pp. $6.00
VINMONT, ROLF B., COMPILED, Our Presidents at a Glance. Ill. 79 pp. $1.00
WHITE, ANDREW DICKSON, Seven Great Statesmen. (In the Warfare of Humanity with Unreason) 552 pp. $4.00
Woolf, S. J., Drawn from Life, (A Gallery of Eminent Contemporaries) 387 pp. $3.00
YOUNG, COLONEL F., The Medical Vols. 5.00
ZIEG, STEFAN, Adeptus in Self Portraiture. (Casanova, Stendhal, Tolstoy) 353 pp. $12.00
ZIEG, STEFAN, Mental Healers. (Mesmer, Edy, Freud) 363 pp. $3.50
ZIEG, STEFAN, Three Masters (Hall, Dickens, Dostoevsky) 238 pp. $3.00

Sea, Voyages and Explorations

ASHLEY, CLIFFORD W., The Yankee Clipper, Ill. 149 pp. Ill. 20.00
BEER, WILLIAM, The Racing of Long Water. 55 ill. 259 pp. $3.50
BYRD, RICHARD E., Skyward, 359 pp. $3.50
CLARK, ARTHUR H., The Clipper Ship Era, An Epitome of Famous America 434 pp. $5.00
CLARK, ARTHUR H., The Clipper Ship Era, An Epitome of Famous America 434 pp. $5.00
CUTLER, CARL C., Greyhounds of the Sea. (The Story of the American Clipper Ship) 318 ill. 592 pp. $7.50
DAVIS, ROBERT H., Islands Far and Near. 340 pp. $2.50
GRADDEN, RICHARD, Whaling Sketch Book. With an introduction by William McFe, 226 pp. $5.00
HARRIS, ELLISON, The Romance of the Merchant Ship. Ill. 319 pp. $3.50
JACKSON, ORTON P., CAPTAIN and EVANS, FRANK E., COLONEL, The New Book of American Ships, With colored plates and ill. from photographs. 428 pp. $5.00
KENT, ROCKWELL, N. by E. 281 pp. $3.50
MARCH, ROBERT, Arctic Village. 399 pp. $5.00
McKAY, RICHARD C., Some Famous Shipping Ports and Their Builders, 345 pp. $5.00
MERRICK, ELLIOTT, True North. 353 pp. $2.75
PEARCE, ROBERT E., The North Pole. (Its Discovery in 1909) (III) 373 pp. $7.50
RIESENBERG, FELIX, Log of the Sea. 339 pp. $3.00
ROBINSON, WILLIAM, Leagues Over the Sea. Ill. 379 pp. $3.00
ROGERS, ROBERT, THE RACING OF THE SAILING-SHIP. Ill. 282 pp. $2.50
ROGERS, STANLEY, THE PACIFIC. 354 pp. $2.75
SLOCUM, JOSUA, Sailing Along Around the World. 204 ill. $2.00
TAYLOR, GRIFFITH, Antarctic Adventure and Research. Ill. 245 pp. $2.00
TRAPROCK, WALTER E., The Cruise of the Kawa. (Wanderings in the South Seas) Ill. 146 pp. $2.50
UNDERWOOD, JOHN J., Alaska. (An Unrecorded Story) 329 pp. $3.00
van METRE, T. W., Tramps and Liners. 324 pp. $3.00
VILLIERS, A. J., B. W. W., Captain. 346 pp. $3.50
VILLIERS, BLAINE. 331 pp. $3.50
VILLIERS, ALAN, Grain Race. 331 pp. $3.00
MARCO POLO, TRAVELS OF, YULE, COLONEL SIR HENRY, EDITOR. Maps and Ill. (Standard and unabridged edition) 2 vols. $15.00

Travel: General

COLLINS, FREDERICK L., Travelcharters and Travel Chats. (The Trips I Took and the Stories I Told) 380 pp. $2.50
FLETCHER, ALFRED C. B., Keep Moving. Woodblocks by Gregory Orr. 279 pp. $2.50
FRANKE, HARRY A., A Vagabond Journey Around the World. 502 pp. 108 ill. $5.00
GRENHAM, H. A., Westward with Luck. 126 pp. $3.00
GORDON, JAN and CORA, Three Lands in Winter. 263 pp. $3.50
HALLBURTON, RICHARD, The Flying Carpet. 352 pp. $3.75
HALL, MARBLE, FRED, Round the World Travel-Guide. (Ill) Maps, Itineraries. 427 pp. $5.00
TRAVEL AND GEOGRAPHY

McSPADDEUM, J. WALKER, To the Ends of the World and Back, 362 pp. 3.00
MURRAY’S, Hand Book of Travel-Talk, 19th ed. (A Collection of Questions, Phrases, and Informations in English, French, German and Italian) 688 pp. 1.75
PETRE, EDWIN ROBERT, When you Go To Paris, 233 pp. 2.00
PETRE, EDWIN ROBERT, Shrines of the Great in Europe, A Unique Tourist Guide 303 pp. 2.00
POST, WILEY and GATTY, HAROLD, Around the World in Eight Days. (The Flight of the Winnie Mae) Prostructly 303 pp. 3.00
POWELL, E. ALEXANDER, Yonder Lies Adventure, 232 pp. 3.00
PRIEFOUR, JOHN, The Open Road Abroad, (25 decorations and Numerous Maps) 206 pp. 3.00
ROLFE-CROCKETT, A Batchel Guide To Europe, 599 pp. With maps, 3.00
WAUGH, ALEC, Most Women, 323 pp. 3.00
WRIGHT, RICHARDSON, The Book of Travel. 366 pp. 2.50

British Isles

BAEDERKER’S, London and Its Environs (A Handbook for Travelers) 48 maps and plans. 522 pp. 64 pp. Appendix. 5.00
BAEDERKER, C., Things Seen in the Scottish Highlands. Illus. in Color. Map. 356 pp. 4.00
BROOKS, CHARLES, English Spring, (Ill. 163 pp. 1.50
HUGHES, M.V., An English Road, 365 pp. 2.50
HUGHES, M. V., America’s England, 342 pp. 2.50
JOHNSON’S and BOSWELL’S, Tour to the Hebrides, 443 pp. 1.50
LUCAS, E. V., A Wanderer in London, 287 pp. 6.00
MAIS, S. P. B., The Unknown Island, 332 pp. 3.00
MORTON, H. V., In Search of Scotland, Ill. 380 pp. 3.00
MIUURHEAD, FINDLAY, Edited by London and Its Environs, 549 pp. Text. Maps. 75 pp. Appendix. 4.00
NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing England and Scotland, (Ill. 409 pp. 5.00
NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing London, (Ill. 379 pp. 5.00
WILKINSON, WALTER, Puppets in Yorkshire. 245 pp. 2.00

France

BAEDERKER’S, Paris and Its Environs (Handbook for Travellers) 66 maps and plans. 482 pp. 3.75
COLUM, PADRAIC, A Half-Day’s Ride or Estates in Corsica. 218 pp. 2.00
HOLLAND, SISLEY, Paris Salons, Cafes, Studios, (Social, Artistic, and Literary Memoires) Ill. 306 pp. 5.00
JOSEPHY, HELEN and McBRIDE, MARY MARGARET, Paris is a Woman’s Town. 279 pp. 3.00
LAUGHLIN, CLARA E., So You’re Going to Paris. Ill. 263 pp. 3.50
LUCAS, E. V., A Wanderer in Paris. Ill. 306 pp. 2.50
MIUURHEAD, FINLAY and MONARCHE, MARCEL, Paris and Its Environs, (Maps, Appendix) 432 pp. 4.80
NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing France. (Ill. 406 pp. 4.00
NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing Paris. (Ill. 387 pp. 5.00

Germany

NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing Germany. (Ill. 304 pp. 5.00
UNTEMMER, LOUIS, Blue Rhine, Black Forest, A Hand- and Day-Book. 272 pp. 2.50

Italy

BELLOC, H., The Path to Rome. 448 pp. 3.00
NEWMAN, E. M., Italy, 272 pp. 4.00
WHARTON, EDITH, Italian Villas and Their Gardens. 270 pp. 52 Ill. 10.00

Poland

HUMPHREY, GRACE, Poland, the Unexplored. Ill. 332 pp. 4.00

Russia

NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing Russia. (Ill. 306 pp. 5.00
WHITE, MARGARET BOURKE, Eyes on Russia. Ill. 135 pp. 5.00

Spain

American Travelers’ Guidebook, Edited by Lovell Thomas and Frank Schoonmaker. Spain. 200 pp. 2.50
BORDOY, GEORGE P., Bible in Spain. Or, The Journeys, Adventures and Imprisonments of an Englishman in an Attempt to Circulate the Scriptures in the Peninsula. 299 pp. 3.50
HEMINGWAY, ERNEST, Death in the Afternoon. (Ill. 255 pp. 3.50
MCCORMACK, NANCY COX, Pleased Days in Spain. Ill. 298 pp. 3.50
NEWMAN, E. M., Seeing Spain and Morocco. (Ill. 383 pp. 5.00

Africa

AKELEY, MARY L. JOBE, Carl Akeley’s Africa. 212 pp. 3.00
BRADLEY, MARY HASTINGS, Caravans and Cannibals. 320 pp. 5.00
BRADLEY, MARY HASTINGS, On The Eastman-Pomery African Hall Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History. Ill. and Maps. 500 pp. 7.00
BRADLEY, M. HASTINGS, On The Eastman-Pomery African Hall Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History. Ill. and Maps. 500 pp. 7.00
BRADLEY, MARY HASTINGS, Caravans and Cannibals. 320 pp. 5.00
BRADLEY, MARY HASTINGS, On The Eastman-Pomery African Hall Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History. Ill. and Maps. 500 pp. 7.00
BRADLEY, MARY HASTINGS, On The Eastman-Pomery African Hall Expedition of the American Museum of Natural History. Ill. and Maps. 500 pp. 7.00

South Seas

DAVIS, HASSOLDT, Islands Under the Wind, (Adventures in Tahiti and Bali) 279 pp. 2.50
DODD, EDWARD H., JR., Great Dipper Cruises, (To Seattle, Alaska, and the Philippines) 279 pp. 2.50
ESKRIDGE, ROBERT LEE, Manga Reva, The Forgotten Islands. Ill. 290 pp. 4.00
FOWLER, JOHN, Islands of Peace. Ill. 500 pp. 3.50

United States and Canada

ANDERSON, JOHN and MORSE, STEARNS, The Book of the White Mountains, 300 pp. 3.00
ANDREWSON, MARIETTA MINNIGE-RODE, George Washington’s Country, 318 pp. 3.00
FINGER, CHARLES J., Adventure Under Sapphire Skies, 293 pp. 2.50
FINGER, CHARLES J., Adventure in the West, 302 pp. 2.50
HALL, D. J., Enchanted Sand. (A New Mexican Pilgrimage) Ill. 287 pp. 3.00
JAMES, RIAN, All About New York, An Intimate Guide. 316 pp. 2.50
LONGSTRETH, T. MODERS, The Lake Superior Country, 360 pp. Ill. 3.50
MUIR, JOHN, The Mountains of California, 389 pp. Ill. 3.50
SULLIVAN, LAWRENCE, All About Washington, including Dining in Washing- ton. (An Intimate Guide with Maps) 298 pp. 2.50
WORDEN, HELEN, The Real New York. (A Guide for the Adventurous Shopper, the Exploratory Eater and the Know-It-All)
TRAVEL AND GEOGRAPHY

Mexico and the West Indies

BEALS, CARLETON, Banana Gold. Ill. 367 pp. $3.00
BRENNER, ANITA, Your Mexican Holiday. Ill. 329 pp. $2.50
CRAIGE, JOHN, Black Agad. 276 pp. 3.50
DE LA BARCA, M., CALDERON, Life in Mexico. (During a Residence of Two Years) 342 pp. $4.00
FLANDRAU, CHARLES M., Viva Mexico. 249 pp. $1.00
HAYWARD, WALTER B., Bermuda Past and Present. Ill. 276 pp. 2.50
HEARN, LAPCADIO, Two Years in the French West Indies. Ill. 400 pp. 2.50
HERGESHEIMER, J., Sal, Sotobal de la Habana. Ill. 235 pp. 2.50
NILES, BLAIR, Black Haiti. 325 pp. 3.50
STORNE, THE STORY OF BERMUDA. 111. Photographs. 374 pp. 1932.50

South America

EDSCHMID, KASIMIR, South America Lights and Shadows. 408 pp. 5.00
LEHMAN, BENJAMIN, MENDELSSOHN, Maracaibo. 264 pp. 2.50
SIEGFRIED, ANDRE, Impressions of South America. 192 pp. 2.50
TOMLINSON, H. M., The Sea and the Jungle. 333 pp. 3.50
TOMLINSON, H. M., The Sea and the Jungle. 333 pp. 3.50
TSCHIFFELY, A. F., Tschiffely's Ride. (Ten Thousand Miles in the Saddle from Southern Cross to Pole Star) 328 pp. 3.00

Chicago

ABBOTT, EDITH AND BRECKINRIDGE, SOPHINSA B., Truancy and Non-Attendance in the Chicago Schools. (A Study of the Social Aspects of the Comprehensive Education and Child Labor Legislation of Illinois) 472 pp. 2.00
BARTON, WILLIAM E. Address before the Chicago Historical Society, February 1922, The Influence of Chicago upon Abraham Lincoln. 54 pp. 1.00
BECK, ARTHUR, LAWTON, The All-System in Chicago. 189 pp. 2.00
BEYDE, HERMAN C., Governmental Reporting in Chicago. Ill. 359 pp. 2.50
BISHOP, GLENN A. AND GILBERT, PAUL T., Chicago's Accomplishments and Leaders. Ill. 559 pp. 2.50
BIORKLUND, EINAR AND PALMER, JAMES L., A Study of the Prices of Grain and Independent Grocers in Chicago. 350 pp. $3.50
BROWN, EMILY CLARK, Book and Job Printing in Chicago. (A Study of Organizations and Their Relations with Labor) 363 pp. 3.00
BURGESS, ERNEST W. AND NEWCOMB, CHARLES, Census Data in Chicago, 1920. 633 pp. 50.00
CHICAGO CIVIC CITIES, 1927, (A Directory of Associations and Projects Interests in Civic Welfare). 315 pp. 2.50
CHICAGO COMMISSION ON RACE RELATIONS, Negro in Chicago, 1921. (A Study of Race Relations and a Race Riot) 372 pp. 4.00
CITIZEN'S POLICE COMMITTEE, The Chicago Police Problems. 281 pp. 3.00
COX, HENRY I. AND ARMITAGE, JOHN H., The Welfare of the Climate of Chicago. 375 pp. 3.00
DRURY, JOHN, Dining in Chicago, An Intimate Guide. 275 pp. 2.50
DUDEY, EDWARD A., Agriculture in the Chicago Region. 158 pp. 4.00
DUDEY, EDWARD A. AND REVZAN, DAVID A., The Livestock Market from the Chicago Market, 1924-29. 102 pp. 1.00
DUDEY, EDWARD A. AND REVZAN, DAVID A., The Market Analysis of the Chicago Livestock Market. 100 pp. 1.00
FAXE, E. G. M., The Geographical Background of the Chicago Region. 55 pp. 2.50
FULLER, GEORGE D., The Geography of the Chicago Region. (An outline of some of the principal plant associations together with a list of their principal species) 27 pp. 0.50
GOODE, J. PAUL, The Geographical Background of Chicago. 70 pp. 0.75
GRANGER, ALFRED, Chicago Welcomes You. (A Manual for the Traveler) 275 pp. 2.50
HAMILTON, HENRY RAYMOND, The Epic of Chicago. 205 pp. 3.00
HAYGOOD, LEILA, The Income and Standard of Living of Unskilled Laborers in Chicago. 224 pp. 2.50
HUGHES, ELIZABETH A. AND SILVER, ELIZABETH A., The Social Service Exchange in Chicago. 115 pp. 1.50
HESTER, HENRY R., The Census of Population in Chicago, 1920. 224 pp. 2.00
LEPAWSKY, ALBERT, The Judicial System of Metropolitan Chicago. 265 pp. 1.00
MCCULLOUGH, DAVID, Early Days of Peoria and Chicago. (An Address Read Before the Chicago Historical Society) 117 pp. 0.50

MERRIAM, CHARLES EDWARD, Chicago. (A More Intimate View of Urban Politics) 305 pp. 3.50
MONROE, DAY, Chicago Families. 334 pp. 3.00
MONTGOMERY, E. R., Industrial Relations in the Chicago Building Trades. 340 pp. 3.00
PIERCE, BESSIE LOUISE, Others See Chicago. (Impressions of Visitors, 1673-1933) 540 pp. 3.00
QUAILE, MILDO, Chicago. (From Illinois Wigmans to Modern City) 212 pp. 1.00
RECKLESS, WALTER C., Vice in Chicago. 340 pp. 1.50
SALISBURY, ROLLIN D., AND ALDEN, WILLIAM C., The Geography of Chicago. 111. Photographs 287 pp. 3.00
SMITH, HENRY JUSTIN, Chicago, A Portrait. Ill. by E. H. Suydam. 386 pp. 6.00
SMITH, HENRY JUSTIN, AND LEWIS, LLOYD, Chicago. (The History of Its Institutions) 494 pp. 7.50
SMITH, T. V., AND WHITE, LEONARD D., EDITORS, Chicago. (An Experiment in Social Science Research) 400 pp. 3.00
STEADMAN, ROBERT F., Public Health Organization in the Chicago Region. 279 pp. 3.00
WHITE, LEONARD D., The Prestige Value of Public Employment in Chicago. 183 pp. 2.00
WIRTH, LOUIS, The Ghetto. Ill. from woodcuts by Todros Geller. 306 pp. 3.00
WOODY, CARROLL HILL, The Chicago Story. (A Study in Educational Methods) 299 pp. 1.50
ZORBAUGH, HARVEY W., The Gold Coast and the Slum. (A Sociological Study of Chicago's Near North Side) 287 pp. 3.00

SPORTS

Dogs

ALDIN, CECIL, Dogs of Character. Ill. by author, 116 pp. 5.00
FERGUSON, HENRY LEE, The English Springer Spaniel in America. 166 pp. 7.50
HAYNES, WILLIAMS, Practical Dog Breeding. 209 pp. 1.00
JOHNSON, LUND, O., Introduction to the Dog, 2nd ed. 728 pp. 1.00
KIRK, MARQUERITE, Dogs. 75 plates 75 pp. 5.00
RICHARDSON, E. H., Forty Years With Dogs. 42 ill. 288 pp. 5.00
SEWELL, ALFRED J., AND BERRY, GEORGE, The Dog's Medical Dictionary. (An encyclopaedia of the diseases, their diagnosis and treatment; poisons and their antidotes; and the physical development of the dog) 323 pp. 2.75

Fishing

BECKER, BOB, Memo, Go Fishing. Ill. 349 pp. 4.00
DAY, FRANK PARKER, The Autobiography of a Fisherman. 202 pp. 2.00
EDWARDS, EDWARD E., RAY AND TRAY, JEANNETTE EDWARDS, "Whoa!" (The Story of the American Fishing Industry) 285 pp. 5.00
GREY, VISCOUNT OF FALLODON, Fly Fishing. Ill. with wood engravings. 111 pp. 5.00
HENDRICKS, JAMES J., Book of the Black Bass. Fully ill. 547 pp. 4.50
HEWITT, R. E., Telling on the Trout. With ill. from photographs and drawings by the author. 216 pp. 2.50

HOLDEN, GEORGE PARKER, DR., Streamcraft. (An Angling Manual) 280 pp. 5.00

Golf

MARTIN, H. B., Pictorial Golf. (Practical instruction for the beginner and valuable hints for the star.) Ill. 245 pp. 2.00
MORRISON, ALEX J., A New Way to Better Golf. 187 pp. 2.00

Horses and Horsemanship

BROOKE, GEOFFREY, Horse-Sense and Horsemanship of To-Day. (Economy and Method in Training Horses and Polo Ponies) Ill. 180 pp. 5.00
Brown, R. H., The Horse of the Desert. (An Authoritative Book on the Arabian Horse) 218 pp. 27.50
GOLDSCHMIDT, S. G., LT. COL., Bridge Wise. (A Key to Better Hunters—Better Ponies) Ill. 162 pp. 5.00
"K. O. S." (BARONESS DOMBROWSKI, L. S.), Just a Few Page Drawings with Text. 415 x 12. 2.50
MCAGGART, M. F., LT. COL., Mounted and Man. (A Key to Better Horsemanship) Ill. by LIONEL EDWARDS. 163 pp. 5.00
SANTINI, PIERO, Riding Bedal. Ill. 118 pp. 10.00
SOUZA, BARETTI DE, Principles of Equitation. Ill. 157 pp. 4.00
STREETT, WILLIAM B., Gentlemen Up. Ill. by Paul Brown. 60 pp. 25.00
SPORTS

Hunting
CLARK, ROLAND, Stray Shots With Original Dry Points by the Author. 124 pp. 25.00
CONNECT, EUGENE V., Editor, Up-land Game Shooting in America. 35.00
GRAY, PRENTISS N., Editor, Records of North American Big Game. 178 pp. 10.00
THOMAS, JOSEPH E. Hounds Through the Ages. 272 pp. 27.50

Tennis
JACOBS, HELEN HULL, Modern Tennis, Ill. 128 pp., 220 illus. 5.00
LACOSTE, JEAN RENE, Lacoste on Tennis. With an introduction by William T. Hill, 263 pp. 2.50
WILLS, HELEN, Tennis Today. 214 pp. 2.50

Yachting
BOARDMAN, EDWIN A., Yachting, 11 ill. 2.50
CURRY, MANFRED DR., Racing Tactics. (In Questions and Answers) Ill. 2.50

Miscellaneous
BORDEN, COURTNEY, Adventures in a Man's World. (The Initiation of a Sportsman's Wife) 246 pp. 2.00
CHARNLEY, MITCHELL V., Editor, The Game (The Book of Sport) 344 pp. 2.00
MILLER, E. D., LIEUT.-COLONEL, Lord North's Poetical Works. Ill. 492 pp. 3.00
PROCTOR, CHARLES N., The Art of Skating. Ill. 204 pp. 1.50
REEL GRANTLAND, and POOLE, HARRIS, Editors, The Omnibus of Sport, Ill. by Lee Townsend. 954 pp. 3.50
RUTH, GEORGE HERMAN, Babe Ruth's Own Book of Baseball. 301 pp. 0.75

Swimming
DALTON, FRANK EUGEN, Swimming Scientifically Taught. (A Practical Manual for Young and Old) 247 pp. 1.75
HANNAH, DEWITT M., Swimming and Watermanship. 130 pp. 1.00

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SPECIAL EDITIONS

Beowulf. Verse trans. by WILLIAM ELLERY LEONARD. Ill. with 9 lithographs by ROCKWELL KENT. Ed. limited to 500 copies and numbered. Bound in cloth. 10x13 1/2 25.00
A Birthday Book. Designed and Ill. by ROCKWELL KENT. Ed. limited and signed by the author and R. E. JONES, the artist. Bound in boards and boxed. 25.00
HARGRAVE, CATHERINE PERRY, Compiler, A History of Playing Cards and a Bibliography of Cards and Gaming. 413 illus. from the Old Card and Books. 1900-1899, 1901-1919, 1920-1929. 225.00
HOLME, C. C. G., Ed. Artists' Country (Studio Autumn No. 1922) 120 pp. of reproductions of the scenic work of contemporary artists. Ill. Ed. 11x14, cloth. 3.50
HOLME, C. GEOFFREY, Ed., Children's Toys of Yesterday. (Studio Winter No. 1923) 120 pp. Ed. limited to 750 copies and numbered. Fine typographical design. Designed by BRUCE ROBERTS, printed by JOHN JOHN- SON at the Oxford U. Press. 40 pp. boxed. 7.50
PLAUTUS, GUSTAVE, The Temptation of Saint Anthony. Trans. by LAFCAIO HEARN, Decorated with woodcuts by HARRY CIMINO. 217 pp. boxed. 5.00

Green Pastures, A Play by MARC CONNELLY, based on the volume, "Old Man Adams," Ill. with settings from the play. Ed. limited and signed by the author and R. E. JONES, the artist. Bound in boards and boxed. 20.00
HARGRAVE, CATHERINE PERRY, Compiler, A History of Playing Cards and a Bibliography of Cards and Gaming. 413 illus. from the Old Card and Books. 1900-1899, 1901-1919, 1920-1929. 225.00
HOLME, C. C. G., Ed. Artists' Country (Studio Autumn No. 1922) 120 pp. of reproductions of the scenic work of contemporary artists. Ill. Ed. 11x14, cloth. 3.50
HOLME, C. GEOFFREY, Ed., Children's Toys of Yesterday. (Studio Winter No. 1923) 120 pp. Ed. limited to 750 copies and numbered. Fine typographical design. Designed by BRUCE ROBERTS, printed by JOHN JOHN- SON at the Oxford U. Press. 40 pp. boxed. 7.50
PAULIN, C. E., The Temptation of Saint Anthony. Trans. by LAFCAIO HEARN, Decorated with woodcuts by HARRY CIMINO. 217 pp. boxed. 5.00

the NONESUCH PRESS. 759 pp., boxed. 26.50
KENT, ROCKWELL, Voyageings. (Southwest to the Archipelago: or, A Sport in the Fish of the Orient) Profusely ill. with drawings and decorations by the author. A quarto of 184 pp. 7.50
KENT, ROCKWELL, Adventures of an American卓人. (Journal of Quiet Adventure in Alaska) Profusely ill. with drawings and decorations by the author. A quarto of 184 pp. 7.50
KENT, ROCKWELL, The Lights of Canopus. By Anvar I. Suhaili. 36 color facsimiles (size as in the original) and 16 color reproductions in an MMS of MUGHAL ART. Many of the paintings bear the names of famous masters of the courts of AKBAR and JAHANGIR. Assailed descriptions of the Fables and illustrations by MR. J. S. WILKINSON of the British Museum. 6x10. 1.75
Montaigne's Essays. FLORIO'S trans., Ed. by J. M. STEWART. In 2 vols. Limited to 500 copies. Bound in niger morocco in natural state with green leather medallion on spine. Issued by the NONESUCH PRESS. A fine example of modern typography. 42.00
Nizzoni, POEMS OF, 16 reproductions in facsimile colors, 145x94, of the paintings and decorations in the finest 16th C. PERSIAN MMS. In existence, with a description by LAURENCE BIN- GOLEY. In a limited and signed edition. 10.00
PENNELL, JOSEPH, Pictures of Philadelphia. 64 lithographs by PENNELL. 7x10. 2.50
THE ROCKFELLER-McCORMICK NEW TESTAMENT, Edited by EDGAR GOODSELL, DONALD W. RIDDE, and HAROLD R. WIL- LUGHBOURNE. 3 vols., royal 8 vo., boxed. 50.00
RUBAYAT of Omar Khayyam, Trans. by EDWARD FITZGERALD. Profusely ill. with many colored plates and decorations by WILLY POogany, 85x105, boxed. 4.00
SINGE, and BALDURDICH, C. I., 5 vols., boxed. 25.00
SOLLETT, TOBIAS, The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle. Ill. with many plates by ANSEL ADAMS. 6x9 1/4, cloth. 15.00
SOPHOCLES, The Antigone. Trans. by JOHN JAY CHAPMAN. Special edition on hand laid paper. Limited to 800 numbered copies. 113x4x8 1/4, boxed. 10.00
SZUTS, S., My War. A story of youth and war in a sequence of 206 drawings. 206 pp. 4.00
THORNE, DIANA, Your Dogs and Mine. A quart of 11x7.5, in brown and in 18 perforated cards, with photographs and text. 115 pp. 5.00
VOLTAIRE, Candide. Ill. by ROCKWELL KENT. 11 pp. 2.50
WALTON, ANGUS, The Compleat Angler. Profusely ill. in color and line drawings by ARTHUR RACKHAM. Small quarto of 154 pp., boxed. 10.00
WARD, LYND, Wild Pilgrimage. (A Novel in Woodcuts) 3.00
Limited Editions Club Books
A SERIES OF BOOKS PUBLISHED BY THE LIMITED EDITIONS CLUB, EACH EDITION CONSISTS OF 1500 NUMBERED COPIES. THESE FINE EXAMPLES OF MODERN TYPOGRAPHY ARE PUBLISHED FOR MEMBERS OF THIS CLUB ONLY. WE HAVE BEEN FORTUNATE IN PROCURING A COMPLETE RUN OF TITLES FROM SOME OF THE MEMBERS AND ARE OFFERING THEM TO ALL MEMBERS AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. EACH VOLUME IS BOUND IN INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED BINDING AND IS BOXED.
BOCCACCIO, Giovanni, The Decameron. Decorated in line plates. 9x11, 408 pp. Printed by A. COLISH OF NEW YORK. 25.00
CARLYLE, THOMAS, Sartorial Reprints. 45x7, 416 pp. Printed by THE CUR- WEN PRESS of London, Eng. 10.00
CARROLL, Lewis, Alice in Wonderland. Ill. by BRUNO ROLLITZ from the originals by JOHN TENNIEL. Printed at the ROME PRESS OF RUTLAND, VER. 15.00
THE ANACREONS OF CONFUSCUS, 710 poems, paper backed. Printed at the CHIANG MAI COMMERCIAL PRESS, Shanghai, China. 15.00
JAMES FINMORE COOPER, The Last of the Mohicans. Illus. by EDWARD A. WILSON, pen drawings and water-colors. 7x10x14, 400 pp. Printed by The Printing House of LEO HART of Rochester, N. Y. 15.00
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SPECIAL EDITIONS

ALIGHIERI, DANTE, The Divine Comedy. 8x13, 518 pp. Printed at the Officina Bodoni, Verona. 1950. 15.00

DAUDET, ALPHONSE, Tartarin of Tarascon. Illus. by W. A. DWIGHT, 459 x 600 mm. 2 Vols. Printed by THE GEORGIAN PRESS of Westport, Conn. 10.00

DEFOE, DANIEL, Robinson Cruso. Illus. engravings and reproductions of drawings by EDWARD A. WILSON. 7x10. 484 pp. Printed by THE GRABHORN PRESS of San Francisco. 25.00

DICKENS, CHARLES, The Chimes. Illus. with line plates by ARTHUR RACKHAM. 7x10. 172 pp. Printed by GEORGE W. JONES of London. 10.00

DOUGLAS, NORMAN S., South Wind. Illus. by CARLOTTA PETRINA, pencil drawings. 7x11. 224 pp. Printed by THE PYNSON PRINTERS of N. Y. 10.00


FIELDING, HENRY, Tom Jones. The History of a Scoundrel. Illus. by ALEXANDER KING with line plates. 7x10, 872 pp. Printed by E. L. HILDRETH AND CO. of Brattleboro, Vermont. 12.75

FONTAINE, JEAN DE LA, Fables of. Designed by D. B. UPIKING and printed by THE MERRYMOUNT PRESS of Boston. Illus. engraved on copper by RUDOLPH RUZICKA and printed from the plates. 5x7½. 2 vols. 12.50

GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG VON, Faust. Illus. by RENE CLARKE with water-colors. 9x12½. 136 pp. Printed by THE BARTLETT-ALDUS PRESS of N. Y. 10.00

THE FOUR GOSPELS According to Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Decorated by EMIL RUDOLF WESS. 7½x9½, 240 pp. Printed by POESCHEL and TREPTKE, Leipzig, Germany. 10.00

THE BROTHERS GRIMM, Fairy Tales. Illus. by FRITZ-FREDRICH with wood-blocks colored by hand. 6x9½, 120 pp. Printed by WILHELM GERSTUNG of Offenbach-am-Main, Germany. 12.50

HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL, The Marble Faun. Ill. by CARL STARRSS. 4x6½, 787 pp. Printed by FREITZ-FRERES of Zurich, Switzerland. 10.00

HEARN, LAFAHDI, Kwaidan. Illus. by YASUMASA FOUJITA, monochrome and in printings of 50 color-impressions. 5x7½, 288 pp. Printed by THE SHIMBI SHION OF TOKYO, JAPAN. 12.50

HOMER: The Iliad. Translated by ALEXANDER POPE. 8x12. 768 pp, Printed by JHN. ENSCHEDE EN ZOENEN of Haarlem, Holland. 13.50

HOMER: The Odyssey. Translated by ALEXANDER POPE. 8x12. 592 pp. Printed by JHN. ENSCHEDE EN ZOENEN of Haarlem, Holland. 13.50

HUGO, VICTOR, Notre Dame De Paris. Ill. by FRANS MASEREE in black wood-cuts. 6x9½. 680 pp. Printed by L’IMPRIMERIE COLOUMA of Paris. 2 vols. 10.00

IRVING, WASHINGTON, Rip Van Winkle. Ill. line reproductions in brown of steel engravings by FELIX DARLEY, 6½x10. 60 pp. Printed by the WALLINGFORD PRINTING OFFICE of New Rochelle, N. Y. 10.00

LOTTI, PIERRE, An Iceland Fisherman. Illus. by YNGVE BERG, lithographs printed by hand. 7x10½, 216 pp. Printed by P. A. NORSTEDT and SONER, The Royal Printing House of Stockholm, Sweden. 10.00

MARAN, RENE, La Douala. Illus. by MIQUEL COVARRUBIAS, paintings and pen drawings. 8½x13. 120 pp. Printed by THE WALLINGFORD PRINTING OFFICE of New Rochelle, N. Y. 12.50

MOLIERE, Tartuffe or The Hypocrite. Illus. by HUGO STEINER-TREGAN with lithographs in brown. 8x11½, 160 pp. Printed by POESCHEL and TREPTKE, Leipzig, Germany. 10.00


The Travels of Baron Munchausen. Illus. with wood-blocks by JOHN HELD JR. 7½x10½, 240 pp. Printed by THE LAKE SUPERIOR PRESS of Chicago. 16.00

POE, EDGAR ALLAN, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym. Illus. by RENE CLARKE in black line plates. 7½x11¼, 288 pp. Printed by THE SOUTHWORTH PRESS of Portland, Me. 12.00

QUINCY, THOMAS, Confessions of an English Opium-Eater. Illus. with lithographs drawn on stone by ZHENYA GAY, 9x12½, 96 pp. Printed by SHARPE PEARSE HEAD PRESS of Oxford, England. 15.00


SURTIES, R. S., Jorrocks' Jaunts and Jollities. Ill. by GORDON ROSS. 10 water
If you wish to open a Charge Account
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KROCH'S BOOKSTORES, INC.
206 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
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ILLUSTRATED BOOKS AND SPECIAL EDITIONS

TWAIN, MARK, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Reproductions of original drawings by E. W. KEMBLE. 6½x8½. 504 pp. Printed by THE YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS, New Haven, Conn. 15.00

THE LYRIC OF FRANCIS VILLON, Ill. by HOWARD SIMON, wood-block in color, 7½x11½. 136 pp. Printed at THE SPIRAL PRESS, Croton Falls, N. Y. 10.00

WHITMAN, WALT, Leaves of Grass. 7½x11. 212 pp. Printed by WILLIAM EDWIN KUDGE of Mount Vernon. 18.00

WHITTEER, JOHN GREENLEAF, Snow-BOUND. 7½x11½. 48 pp. Printed by THE YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 10.00

FINE ARTS AND MUSIC

General History of Art

DEFORREST, JULIA B., A Short History of Art, 289 ill. 728 pp. 4.50
FAURE, ELIE, History of Art. (An Outline of Civilization) 5 vols. Prof. Ill. 35.00
GARDNER, HELEN, Art Through the Ages. (An Introduction to Its History and Significance) Ill. 506 pp. 4.00
GOOBY, WILLIAM HENRY, A History of Art. (For Classes, Art-Students and Tourists in Europe) Ill. 384 pp. 4.50
ORPEN, SIR WILLIAM, Editor, The Outline of Art. Over 350 Photographic Reproductions of Famous Works of Art. 677 pp. 5.00
REINACH, S., Apollo. (An Illustrated Manual of the History of Art Throughout the Ages) 600 illus. 338 pp. 2.00
SMITH, KAINES, An Outline of Modern Painting in Europe and America. 159 illus. 16 in color. 199 pp. 7.50

Oriental History

COHN, WILLIAM, Chinese Art. 90 full page plates 6½x8½. 75 pages text. 2.50
FERGUSON, JOHN C., Chinese Painting. Ill. 199 pp. 8½x11. 12.50
GROUSSET, RENE, The Civilizations of the East—The Near and Middle East. 313 illus. in text. 404 pp. 7.50
GROUSSET, RENE, Civilizations of the East—India. 249 illus. in text. 408 pp. 7.50
ROSS, E. DENISON, SIR, The Persians. Ill. 142 pp. 2.00

American History

American Folk Art. (The Art of the Common Man in America) 1750-1900. 172 full page plates 7½x10. 3.50

American Painting and Sculpture (1862-1932). 75 illus. 3.50
CAFFIN, CHARLES H., Story of American Painting. (The Evolution of Painting in America and Colonial Times to the Present) Ill. with 143 reproductions of works of American artists. 396 pp. 4.50
JACKMAN, RILLA EVELYN, American Arts. 460 half-tones from photos. and line drawings. 8½x5½. 561 pp. 5.00
LaFOLLETTE, SUZANNE, Art in America. 105 illus. 9x6. 361 pp. 5.00

Ancient History

GARDNER, E. A., The Art of Greece. 56 plates 8½x6. 2.50
MASPERO, G., Art in Egypt. 565 ill. 313 pp. 3.00
ROSS, SIR E. DE G. G., Art of Egypt Through the Ages. 266 full page plates 8½x11½. 10.00

English History of Art

GRUNDY, C. REGINALD, English Art in the XVII Century. 88 plates 6x8½. 2.50

French History of Art

HOEBER, ARTHUR, The Barbizon Painters. (Being the Story of the Men of Thirte). Ill. 6x8½. 296 pp. 5.00
MOUREY, GABRIEL, French Art. 56 plates, 64 pp. 6x8½. 2.50

Italian History

FAURE, ELIE, The Italian Renaissance. Ill. 8½x8½. 55 pp. text, 59 plates. 2.50

[65]
MATHER, FRANK JEWETT, JR. A History of Italian Painting. Prof. Ill. 405 pp.

**Aesthetics**


Bell, CLIVE. Art. Ill. 207 plates. 293 pp.

COX, GEORGE J. Art for Amateurs and Students. 80 plates. 207 pp. Dobson, MARGARET. Art Appreciation. Ill. in color and black and white. 662 x 910. Ill. 306 pp.

GARDNER, HELEN. Understanding the Arts. Ill. 336 pp. 2.50

HENDRICKSON, Modern Architecture. Prof. Ill. 912.212 pp. 10.00

**History and Essays on Architecture**

FLETCHER, SIR BANISTER, A History of Architecture. (On the Comparative Method) about 4,000 illus. 133 pp. 12.00

HAMLIN, T. B. The Enjoyment of Architecture. Ill. 349 pp. 3.00

KIRKCALDY, S. D. Modern Architecture. Prof. Ill. 621 pp. 3.75

PRIZE, C. L. BLACK. The Practical Book of Architecture. Ill. 397 pp. 7.50

**Architectural Drawing**

FIELD, WOOSTER BARD. An Introduction to Architectural Drawing. 56 plates. 103 pp.

**Applied Arts and Crafts**

ATWATER, MARY MEIGS. The Shuttle-Craft Book of American Hand-Weaving. Ill. 297 pp. 3.00

BOWLES, ELLA ANN/HANCOCK, Handicrafts. (60 ill.) 251 pp. 3.00

COUCH, OSMA PALMER. Embroidery in America. Ill. 221 pp. 5.00

FINLEY, RUTH E. Old Patchwork Quilts. Ill. 202 pp. 3.00

GILL, ANNA A. Practical Basketry. Ill. 167 pp. 1.50

GOLDSTEIN, HARRIET and VETTA. Art in Everyday Life. 324 Ill. plates and text 6x6. 527 pp. 4.00


HOGARTH, MARY. Modern Embroidery. (Special Spring Number of The Studio) 28 ill. 10 color plates. 128 pp. 3.00


PITMAN'S CRAFT FOR ALL SERIES. A series of volumes designed to offer sound and practical help to amateur craft workers. One of the most comprehensive series ever published. Each ill. and bound in paper boards. Price.


**American Architecture**

BRIGGS, MARTIN S. The Homes of the Pilgrim Fathers in England and America (1620-1885) 211 pp. 5.00

EDGERTON, G. H. The How to Build an Authentic Colonial House. Ill. 300 plates and text. 291 pp. 6.00

KIMBALL, FISKE. American Architecture. Ill. 202 pp. 4.00

KIMBALL, FISKE. Domestic Architecture of the American Colonies and of the Early Republic. 219 Ills. 81413/16. 314 pp. 12.00

NEWCOMB, REXFORD. The Colonial and Federal House. (How to Build an Authentic Colonial House) Ill. with 100 plates 7x10. 175 pp. 3.50

SONN, ALB. Chattanooga. American Wrought Iron. 320 plates from drawings by the author. 3 vols. 10x13. 35.00

TALLMADGE, THOMAS E. Story of Architecture in America. 62 Ill. 312 pp. 4.00

**Modern Architecture**

HITCHCOCK, HENRY-RUSSELL, JR. and JOHNSON, PHILIP. The Interna-

**Color Theories**

DICKSON, T. ELDER. An Introduction to Colour. 68 pp. 1.25

JACOBS, MICHEL. The Art of Colour, 43 plates. 1114/16. 36 ill. 12.50

JACOBS, MICHEL. The Study of Colour. (With Lessons and Exercises) 219 pp. 3.00

MAERZ, A. E. A Disc. 12.50

WILSON, H. Silverwork and Jewellery. (A Textbook for Students and Workers in Metal) 450 pp. 3.00

WRIGHT, HENRY DENTON. Pottery. The Finger Built Methods. 80 photographs, notes and working ill. 110 pp. 1.50

**Biography and Monographs**

ABBOT, EDITH R. The Great Painters. A History of the European Tradition. 267 pp. 4.00

BARNES, ALBERT C. and DE MAZIA, V. The Art of Henri Matisse. 151 half tone ills. 15.00

CHANDLER, ANNA CURTIS. Stories-Lives of Master Artists. (Ill.) 303 pp. 2.50

CRAYN, THOMAS. Men of Art. (The Lives of the Greatest Painters) Ill. 524 pp. 3.75

FAMOUS WATER-COLOUR PAINTERS. (BRAGG, W. R.) 230 ill. 7x9. 8 mounted reproductions. 6 mounted reproductions in colour. Medium Quarto. Each.

KONDOY, P. C. BY GUY'S COSTANTIN. LIFE AND WORK. (The Painter of Victorian Life) 172 pp. of ill. 9x111/4. 10.00

KOOTZ, SAMUEL M. Modern American Painters. 60 ill. 9x11. 64 text pp. 5.00


MAERZ, DRAUGHTSMEN, MODERN. THE MASTERS OF THE COLOR PRINT, 340 plates. 36 pp. text. 90 full page ill. 10.00

SZUKALSKI, STANISLAW. P_ROWSTICS in Design. Ill. 11x121/2. 20.00

THE WORLD'S MASTERS, Picaso, Gauguin, Cezanne, Van Gogh, Dauver, Manet, Manet, Manet, Monet, El Greco, Durer, Gainsborough, Velasquez, Goya, Rubens. Series of 16 books each containing 24 photographs. Ill. 51/4x71/4. 1928-1931. 0.35

**Composition**

DOW, ARTHUR W. Composition. (A Series of Exercises in Art Structure for the Use of Students and Teachers) Ill. 590 pp. 2.50

JACOBS, MICHEL. The Study of Colour. (With Lessons and Exercises) 219 pp. 3.00

SCHWAB, JOHN. A Simple Application of Dynamic Symmetry 154 ill. 141 pp. 7.50

**Commercial Art**

ASHELY, ASHLEY HAVINDEL. Line Drawing for Reproduction. 7X10. 96 pp. 1933. 2.50
FINE ARTS AND MUSIC

DANVERS, VERNEY L., Training in Commercial Art. (The Principles and Technique of the Three Departments: Drawing, Painting, & Designing) in Fancy-Costume Designing 173 pp. ... 5.00

DWINNINGS, W. A., Layout of Advertising. Ill. 200 pp. ... 3.00

GREER, CARL, an INTRODUCTION TO THEIR MECHANICAL PRODUCTION. 175 ill. ... 5.00

MERCER, F. A. and GAUNT, W., EDITORS, Modern Graphic. Commercial Art. Ill. 350 pp. ... 5.00

MERCER, F. A. and GAUNT, W., Commercial Graphic Art and Industry. Ill. 264 pages plates and text. ... 3.00

Modern Graphic Art, Edited by F. A. Mercer and W. Gaunt. 160 ill. ... 3.00

PALMER, BERNARD J. Hints and Tips for Commercial Artists. Ill. 1.75

TOLMER, A., Mise En Page. (Theory and Practice of Layout) about 75 full page examples. 8½x11% ... 12.00

WALLACE, C. E., Commercial Art. 61 full page plates and other ill. 225 pp. ... 3.00

General Collecting

BOWLES, ELLA CHANNON, About Antiques. 75 ill. 263 pp. ... 3.50

DYEYER, GEORGE E., The Laws of the Antiques. 499 ill. 477 pp. ... 4.00


GUILD, LURELIE VAN ARSDALE, The Geography of American Antiques. Ill. 283 pp. ... 4.00

LOCKWOOD, SARAH M., Antiques. Ill. 152 pp. ... 3.50

SARGO, JOHN, Early American Pottery and China. 300 pp. ... 4.00

TAYLOR, REN FBOHN, KNOWLEDGE, Collecting and Restoring Early American Furniture. Ill. 69. 156 pp. ... 3.00

VOEHN, MAX, MINIATURES AND SILHOUETTES. 40 colored plates and about 300 black and white ill. 214 pp. ... 5.00

Glass

JANNEAU, G., Modern Glass. 128 pages of ill. 56 pp. text. ... 10.00

KNITTEL, RHEA MANSFIELD, Early American Glass. (European and American) 223 ill. 394 pp. ... 4.00

MOORE, N. HUDSON, O. GLASS. (European and American) 223 ill. 394 pp. ... 4.00

Rugs, Textiles and Tapestries

ACKERMAN, PHILLIS, Tapestry. The Mirror of Civilization. 48 full page plates. 451 pp. ... 4.75

CANDEE, HELEN CHURCHILL, Weaves and Draperies. (Classic and Modern) 6 full page ill. 9x6. 300 pp. ... 5.00

CANDLE, H. H., THE Art of Tapestry Book. 4 color plates, 99 ill. in black and white. 6% x 9% ... 10.00

DILL, ARTHUR, ORIENTAL Rugs and Carpets. (A Comprehensive Study) 4 full page ill., 36 plates half-tone. Ill. 8½x11 ... 15.00

LEWIS, GRIFFIN, THE Art and Practice of Lace. Ill. 375 pp. ... 10.00

LIT, FRANCES, Early American Textiles. 267 pp. ... 5.00

DODER, PAUL, Romance of Weaving. Prof. Ill. 356 pp. ... 10.00

WALKER, M. D., The Art of Home Craft Rugs. 21 plates and many line ill. in text. 8½x11, 421 pp. ... 5.00

WAUTH, ELIZABETH and FOLEY, EDITH, Collecting Hooked Rugs. 140 pp. ... 2.50

Further Education

THE Dance

HODGSON, MARGARET N., The Dance, and It's Place in Education. Ill. 253 pp. ... 5.00

KINNEY, TROY, and MARGARET WEST, The Dance. Its Place in Art and Life. Ill. 6% x 9%. 372 pp. ... 7.50

Design and Ornament

AVELLIN, MARY, Japanese Flower Arrangement. Ill. 100 pp. ... 3.50

BENTLEY, WILSON A., and HUMPHREYS, W. J., Snow Crystals. 203 full page ill. ... 10.00

BEST-MAUDGOL, ADOLFO, A Method for Creative Design. Ill. 183 pp. ... 2.50

CHRISTIAN, H. B., Traditional Methods of Pattern Designing. (An Introduction to the Study of Formal Ornament) 113 pp. ... 3.50

Decorative Art, Studio Year Book 1932, edited by C. G. HOLME. 140 pages of ill. in text. ... 3.50

Decorative Art, Studio Year Book 1931, edited by C. G. HOLME. 140 pages of ill. in text. ... 3.50

Decorative Art, Studio Year Book 1933, edited by C. G. HOLME. 140 pages of ill. in text. ... 3.50

GIDDES, NORMAN BEL, Horizons. A Glimpse into the Life of Modern Furniture. Ill. 293 pp. ... 4.75

HAMLIN, A. F. D., A History of Ornament: Ancient and Medieval. Ill. 400 pp. ... 5.00

HAMLIN, A. F. D., A History of Ornament: Renaissance and Modern. Ill. 521 pp. ... 4.64 ill. 25 plates. ... 5.00

HAY, W. H. ST. JOHN, Heraldy for Craftsmen and Designers. Ill. 425 pp. ... 3.75

HORNING, C. P., Handbook of Designs and Devices. 204 plates of 1836 designs ... 6.00

OPRECBU, GEORGE, Peasant Art in Roumania. 182 pp. of ill. 8½x11% ... 3.50

Drawing and Art Anatomy

BLAKE, VERNON, The Art and Craft of Drawing. Ill. 414 pp. ... 6.50

GREEN, E. A., Pen and Ink Drawing. Ill. 200 pp. ... 1.75

JOHNSON, BOROUGH, The Art of the Pen. Ill. 200 pp. ... 2.50

JOHNSON, BOROUGH, THE Technique of Pen Drawing. Ill. 200 pp. ... 2.50

LUTZ, E. G., Practical Art Anatomy. 285 pp. ... 2.00

LUTZ, E. G., Practical Drawing. (A Book for the Student and the General Reader with explanatory ill. by the author. Ill. 250 pp. ... 2.00

MAXWELL, DONALD, Sketching in Pen and Ink. Ill. 182 pp. ... 2.50

THOMAS, H. D., Pencil Drawing, for Art Students. 66 plates. 459 pp. ... 8.50

Furniture and Interior Decoration

CONELLIUS, CHARLES O., Early American Furniture. 13 pages. ... 4.00

EBERLEIN, H. D., and McCLELLAND, THE Practical Book of Interior Decoration. Ill. 451 pp. ... 8.50

EBERLEIN, H. D., and McCLELLAND, THE Practical Book of Interior Decoration. Ill. 371 pp. ... 8.50

HOFFMANN, HERBERT, Modern Interiors in Europe and America. 292 ill. ... 10.00

HOLLOWAY, EDWARD STRATTON, American Furniture and Decoration (Colonial and Federal) 200 ill. 191 pp. ... 8.00

HOLLOWAY, EDWARD STRATTON, The Practical Book of Furnishing the Small House and Apartment. Ill. 206 pp. ... 3.50

HOLLOWAY, EDWARD STRATTON, The Practical Book of Furnishing the Small House and Apartment. Ill. 206 pp. ... 3.50

LOCKWOOD, LEOuenCE, Colonial Furniture in America. 136 full page plates and 867 ill. 2 Vols. ... 30.00

MOORE, N. HUDSON, THE Old Furniture Book. (With a Sketch of Past Days and Ways) 100 ill. in text. 254 pp. ... 5.00

MOORE, FRANCES L., Furniture of the Olden Time. Ill. 470 pp. ... 5.00

ORMSBE, THOMAS HAMILTON, Early American Furniture. Ill. 183 pp. (A Study of American Furniture) ... 5.50

PARSONS, FRANK ALVAH, Interior Decoration. (A Study of American Furniture) Ill. 183 pp. ... 5.50

Graphic Arts

CURREN, and IYES PRINTS, Early Steamships. The Red Indian, Clopper Slips and others. Ill. 16x12. 8 mounted color reproductions, each. ... 2.00

DARTON, F. J., HARVEY, Modern Book-ILLUSTRATION in Great Britain and America. 8½x11½. 144 pp. ... 3.50

DREPPERD, CARL W., Early American Prints. Ill. 200 pp. ... 4.00

EMANUEL, FRANK L., Etching and Etchings. (A Guide to Technique and Print Collecting) Reproductions of 280 etchings. 280 pp. ... 10.00
FINE ARTS AND MUSIC

Technical Photography

ADAMSON, J. SPENCER, Retouching and Finishing for Photographers. 190 pp. 12.00
CLERC, L. D., Modern Theory and Practice, 506 pp. 10.00
LAMBERT, HERBERT, Studio Portrait Photography, 240 Plates, 506 pp. 12.00
LOCKETT, ARTHUR, Camera Lenses. (A Useful Handbook for Amateur and Professional Photographers.) 111 pp. 0.75
RAWKINS, R. R., Photographic Printing. (Professional and Commercial) 113 pp. 0.75

Art for All: Pastel Series, LITTLEJOHNS, J. 22 plates in color. 6 Vols. Flowers, Landscape-Buildings, Common Objects, Each vol. 0.75
Art for All: Water Colour Series, LITTLEJOHNS, J. 22 plates in color. 6 Vols. Flowers, Trees, Boats and Ships, Fruit, Landscape, Mountains and Valleys. Each vol. 0.75
BAILEY, HENRY TURNER, Twelve Great Paintings. (Personal Interpretations) 65 pp. 3.00
The Studio Painting Series, 6 vols. Each volume contains reproductions of colour. Medium quarto. Figure Studies, Landscape, Children, Ships and the Sea, Studies of Horses, Snow Scenes and Dogs. Each. 2.00

Technique of Painting

BROWNE, MARGARET F., Portrait Painting. 15 plates. 102 pp. 4.00
EADIE, WILLIAM, The Art of Making a Water Colour. 10 plates, 16 color reproductions. 71 pp. 3.50
GERWIG, HENRICKA, Fifty Famous American Paintings. 30 plates. 506 pp. 12.00
HARRISON, BIRGE, Landscape Painting. 24 reproductions. 25 pp. 2.50
JOHNSON, ESTHER BOURCH, The Technique of Flower Painting, in Oil. Water-color and Pastel. 85x11. Tipped-in ill. 54 color plates. 131 pp. 7.50
LITTLEJOHNS, British Water-Colour Painting and Painters of Today. Ill. 40 color. 11 black and white. 100 pp. 7.50
LIEBERMANN, THE TECHNIQUE OF PAINTING AND COMPOSITION. Tipped-in-color plates. 115 pp. 8x11. 4.50
RICHMOND, L., THE TECHNIQUE OF OIL PAINTING. Reproductions 47 mounted plates. 8x11. 114 pp. 7.50

Sculpture

CASSON, STANLEY, The Technique of Early Greek Sculpture. 96 ill. 246 pp. 4.75
CHASING, ANDREW HENRY, and HOST, CHANDLER RATHFON, A History of Sculpture. Prof. ill. 8x5. 582 pp. 4.75
TAPT, LOMD, American Sculpture. 15 plates. 117 text ill. 195x15. 622 pp. 5.00
WILENSKI, R. H., The Meaning of Modern Sculpture. 35 ill. 9x7. 172 pp. 3.00

Music—Biographies

AUE, LEOPOLD, AUTOBIOGRAPHY. My Long Life in Music. 371 pp. 5.00
Back, BERNARD CHARLES, SANFORD, J. S., 70 plates. 292 pp. 7.50
Beethoven, CROWEST, FREDERICK I. Beethoven. 100 illus. 200 pp. 5.00
Beethoven, ROLLAND ROMAIN, The Creator. 432 pp. 5.00
Beethoven, SULLIVAN, J. W. N. Beethoven. 300 pp. 3.00
Bierloz, NEWMAN, ERNEST, edited by Memoirs of Hector Berlioz from 1803 to 1865 comprising his travels in Italy, Germany, Russia, and England. 553 pp. 3.00
CHALIAPIN, FEODOR, Man and Mask. (Forty Years in the Life of a Singer.) Ill. 358 pp. 5.00
Chopin, OPIE, HENRY—COLLECTOR. Chopin, Collected Letters. 420 pp. 5.00
DAMROSCH, WALTER, My Musical Life. 504 pp. 2.00
DOLE, NATHAN HASKELL, Famous Composers. 34 Etched Portraits. 801 pp. 3.75
HANS, EVA, and KAUFMANN, HELEN L., Minute Sketches of Great Composers. Ill. 129 pp. 1.00
MOZART, DAVENPORT, MARCIA. Mozart. 388 pp. 3.50
Mozart, SITWELL, SCHAFER, MOZART. 185 pp. 1.50
PANN, GUIDO, Modern Tendencies in Landscape. 258 pp. 3.75
Schubert, FLOWER, NEWMAN, Franz Schubert: The Art of Landscape Painting. 400 color plates. 200 pp. 5.00
Wagner, BEKKER, PAUL. Richard Wagner, His Life and His Work. 522 pp. 3.50
WAGNER, DE POURTALES, GUY. Wagner, The Story of an Artist. Ill. 407 pp. 4.00

JEWELRY

KUNZ, GEORGE FREDERICK, The Curious Lore of Precious Stones. 406 pp. 8.50
WEINSTEIN, MICHAEL, Precious and Semi-Precious Stones. Ill. 144 pp. 2.25

Landscape Gardening

Gardens and Gardening. Studio Garden Annual 1933, edited BY F. A. MERCER. 121 pages of ill. in text. 3.50

PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

CONEYE, MALLED, Editor, Beauty of Flight. 12 pp. 118 photos. 2.00
HOLME, C. G. and GAUNT, W. Touring the Ancient World with a Camera. 120 full page plates. 3.50
PHOTOGRAPHY, Modern, edited BY HOMBE, C. G. 20 Plates, 114 pp. of ill. 8x11.25. Cloth. 3.00
PHOTOGRAPHY, Modern, SPECIAL AUTUMN NUMBER, STUDY FOR 1931. 104 full page plates. 8x11.25. Cloth. 3.50
SCHWARZ, HEINRICH, David Octavius Hill, Master of Photography. 40 photos. 3.00

JEWELRY

KUNZ, GEORGE FREDERICK, The Curious Lore of Precious Stones. 406 pp. 8.50
WEINSTEIN, MICHAEL, Precious and Semi-Precious Stones. Ill. 144 pp. 2.25

LANDSCAPE GARDENING

Gardens and Gardening, Studio Garden Annual 1932, edited BY F. A. MERCER. 121 pages of ill. in text. 3.50

Wagner, LENROW, ELBERT, translated and edited by. The Letters of Richard Wagner to Frau Pianista. 296 pp. $5.00

Wagner, NEWMAN, ERNEST, The Life of Richard Wagner. 312 pp. $3.00

Music Appreciation and Essays

COLEMAN, SATIS N., Creative Music for Children. 350 pp. $4.00

DEBUXY, CLAUDE, Monsieur Croche (The Dilettante Hater) 212 pp. $2.00

DICKINSON, EDWARD, The Spirit of Music. How to Find It and How to Share It, 218 pp. $2.00

KREIBEL, H. M., How to Listen to Music. (Hints and Suggestions to Untrained Lovers of the Arts) 361 pp. $1.75

LAVIGNAC, ALBERT, Music and Musicians. 316 pp. $3.50

MAURER, DANIEL GREGORY, The Chamber Music of Brahms. 276 pp. $3.50

McGREGOR, F. W., Music and Musicians. 296 pp. $3.00

NEWMARCH, ROSA, The Concert-Gor's Library of Descriptive Notes. Four Volumes. Per volume $1.50

PEYSER, ETHEL, How to Enjoy Music. (A First Aid to Music Listeners) 157 pp. $1.00

SAMINSKY, LAZARE, Music of Our Day. 300 pp. $3.50

SPAETH, SIGMUND, The Common Sense of Music. 375 pp. $2.00

WIER, ALBERT E., What Do You Know About Music? 500 Questions with Answers. 254 pp. $1.50

ZANZUG, AUGUSTUS DELAFIELD, Music in American Life. (Present and Future) 560 pp. $3.50

Dictionaries

Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, edited by COLLES, H. C. 5 vols. $40.00

Opera

DAVIDSON, GLADYS, Stories from the Opera. 1048 pp. $3.00

GRABBE, PAUL and NORDOFF, PAUL, Minute Stories of the Opera. Ill. 160 pp. $1.00

KINCAID, R. G., ed., The New Opera Book. Ill. 891 pp. 1927. $6.00

McSPadden, J. WALKER, Opera Synopses. Ist ed. 1355 pp. $5.00

ORDWAY, EDITH B., Handbook of the Opera. (50 of the best Operas) 328 pp. $1.00

WAGNALLS, MABEL, Stars. 410 pp. $3.00

WATKINS, MARY FITCH, First Aid to the Opera-Goer. 360 pp. $3.50

Songs and Piano Pieces

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON, edited by The Book of American Negro Spirituals (First Book) 447 pp. $3.00

JOHNSON, JAMES WELDON, edited by The Second Book of American Negro Spirituals. 490 pp. $3.50

SANDBURG, CARL, American Songbag. 495 pp. $3.50

INTERMEZZO, LOUIS and MANNES, CLARA and DAVID, editors. New Songs for New Voices. 258 pp. $1.50

WIER, ALBERT E., editor, Piano Pieces. 360 pp. 475 pp. $1.25

WIER, ALBERT E., editor, Songs for Whole Wold Singers. 254 pp. $1.25

History

BAUER, MARION and PEYSER, ETHEL, How Music Grew. Ill. 602 pp. $3.50
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LAWRENCE, D. H., Last Poems. With an intro- duction by Richard Aldington. 218 pp. 3.00
LEONARD, WILLIAM ELLERY, A Son of Earth. 218 pp. 3.00
LEONARD, WILLIAM ELLERY, Two Lives. (A Poem) 109 pp. 2.00
LEVY, NEWMAN, Opera Gueda. Pictures by Rea Irvin. 87 pp. 2.00
LINDSAY, VACHEL, Collected Poems. 404 pp. 3.50
LI-PO, William. (A Chinese Poet) 152 pp. 3.50
LOGAN, JOSEPHINE HANCOCK, Lights and Shadows. 218 pp. 2.50
LONGFELLOW, HENRY WAD- WORTH, Complete Poetical Works of. 689 pp. 3.00
LONGFELLOW, HENRY WAD- WORTH, The Hanging of the Crane. 144 pp. 2.00
LOWELL, AMY, Selected Poems. 244 pp. 3.50
MACLEISH, ARCHIBALD, Conquistador. 218 pp. 2.50
MARKHAM, EDWIN, Love and Other Poems. 125 pp. 2.00
MARKHAM, EDWIN, The Man with the Hoe, and Other Poems. 133 pp. 2.00
American Poetry. (From the Beginning to Walt Whitman) Edited by LOUIS UNTERMEYER. 827 pp. $3.50

Poetical Anthologies

American Poets, 1630-1910. (An Anthology) Edited by MARK VAN DOREN. 698 pp. 3.75
POETRY

Winged Horse Anthology. The, Compiled by JOSEPH AUSLANDER and FRANK E. HILL. 3.50

ESSAYS ON POETRY

AUSLANDER, JOSEPH, and HILL, FRANK ERNEST, The Winged Horse. (The Story of the Poets and Their Poetry) 3.50

KORELCE, BIRD SONGS, 3rd ed. Edited by EUGENE SWOPE, MABEL M. SWOPE, and ALICE DELANO WILKES. 2.50

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LyrIcS. EDITION by NORMAN AUL. 3.50

SPIRIT OF MAN, THE. (An Anthology of Poetry) 1.50

STUFFED OWL THE. (An Anthology of Bad Verse) Edited by D. B. WYNDHAM LEWIS and CHARLES LEE. 2.00

TEXTS AND PRETEXTS. (An Anthology with Commentaries) Compiled by ALDUS HUXLEY. 2.50

THIRD BOOK OF MODERN VERSE. THE. A Selection from the Work of Contemporary American Poets. edited by JESSE B. RITTENHOUSE. 2.50

FICTION

BELLA, EDWARD, Equality. 412 pp. 1.00

BELLA, EDWARD, Looking Backward. 337 pp. 1.00

BENNETT, ARNOLD, The Old Wild West. 312 pp. 2.50

BENSON, NELLA, The Faraway Bride. 445 pp. 7.50

BENTLEY, PHILLIS, Inheritance. 592 pp. 2.50

BOJER, JOHN, The Great Hunger. 326 pp. 2.50

BOW, THOMAS, Through the Wheat. 260 pp. 2.50

BRADLEY, MARY HASTING, Old Chicago—A Novel in Four Volumes. (The Story of Chicago) 358 pp. 1.75

BRADLEY, MARY HASTING, Old Chicago—A Novel in Four Volumes. (The Story of Chicago) 358 pp. 1.75

BRIDGES, ANN, Peking Picnic. 355 pp. 2.50

BRINING, MYRON, This Man Is My Brother. 342 pp. 2.50

BROTMAN, EMILY, Wuthering Heights. 114 by Clara Leighton. 1925 pp. 3.00

BROOKE, CATHERINE V., The Pea. 261 pp. 2.50

BROWN, ALICE, The Kingdom in the Sky. 2.50

BUNCH, JOHN, The Dancing Floor. 260 pp. 2.50

BUCK, PEARL S., East Wind: West Wind. 227 pp. 2.50

BUCK, PEARL S., Sons. 467 pp. 2.50

BUDDAN, FIELDING, Call Home the Heart. 432 pp. 2.50

BURNETT, FRANCES HODGSON, T. Tembarom. 216 pp. 2.50

CAMPFIELD, DOROTHY, The Deepening Stream. 930 pp. 2.50

CARY, CLAYTON, The Way of All Flesh. 464 pp. 2.50

BYRNE, DONN, Destiny Bay. 330 pp. 2.50

CATHEDRAL, WILLY, The Professor's House. 283 pp. 2.50

CATHEDRAL, WILLY, The Lost Lady. 174 pp. 2.50

CHAMBERS, ROBERT W., Whistling Cat. 379 pp. 2.50

CHASE, ELEANOR, The Last of Wisdom. 328 pp. 2.50

CHESTERTON, G. K., The Return of Don Quixote. 357 pp. 2.50

CHRISTIANSEN, SIGURT, Two Living and One Dead. 288 pp. 2.50

COLE, L. H., Full Circle. 281 pp. 2.00

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, THE COMPLETE WORKS OF OWL. 33 Volumes, Octavo Each. 2.50

COST, MARCH, A Man Named Luke. 390 pp. 2.50

COUTER, LOUIS, The Book of the Small Souls. 317 pp. 2.50

COWPER, THOMAS, The Red Badge of Courage. 267 pp. 2.50

CROMIN, A. J., Hatter's Castle. 605 pp. 2.50

DAVIS, WILLIAM STEARNS, A Friend of Caesar. (A Tale of the Fall of the Roman Republic) 2.50

DEEPING, WARWICK, Sorrell and Son. 442 pp. 2.50

DICKENS, CHARLES, The Old Curiosity Shop. 375 pp. 2.50

DICKENS, CHARLES, The Personal Life of a Fortunate Mistress. 341 pp. 2.00

DE LA ROCHE, MAZO, Finch's Fortune. 443 pp. 2.50

DE LA ROCHE, MAZO, The Juncal. 347 pp. 2.50

DE LA ROCHE, MAZO, The Juncal. 423 pp. 2.50

DELL, ETHEL M., The Prison Wall. 292 pp. 2.50

DENNIS, GEOFFREY, Mary Lee. 433 pp. 2.50

DENNIS, GEOFFREY, The Red Room. 311 pp. 2.00

DICKENS, CHARLES, David Copperfield. 312 pp. 2.50

DICKENS, CHARLES, Pickwick Papers. 687 pp. 5.00

DOUGLAS, LLOYD C., Mastering the Obsession. 330 pp. 2.50

DREISER, THEODORE, An American Tragedy. 476 pp. 2.50

DREISER, THEODORE, The Stoic. 736 pp. 2.00

DUMAS, ALEXANDRE, The Count of Monte Cristo. 340 pp. 1.00

DU MAURIER, GEORGE, Trilby. 464 pp. 2.50

DU MAURIER, GEORGE, Peter Ibbetson. 300 pp. 2.50

DUNTON, JAMES B., Honey's Money. (The Story of the Dollone Baby) 310 pp. 2.00

DURIE, NINA LARK, The Pride of Marion. 388 pp. 2.00

EDMUNDS, WALTER D., Erie Water. 506 pp. 2.50

EHRLICH, LEONARD, God's Angry Man. 400 pp. 2.50

ENDORE, GUY, The Werewolf of Paris. 2.50

ERSKINE, JOHN, Galahad. (Enough of His Life to Explain His Reputation) 340 pp. 2.50

ERSKINE, JOHN, The Private Life of Helen of Troy. 304 pp. 2.50

ERSKINE, JOHN, The Prince and Isolda. (The Story of Tristan) 342 pp. 2.50

ETRZ, SUSAN, Madame Claire. (A Romance) 342 pp. 2.00

EWERS, ANNS HEINZ, The Sorcerer. Apprentice. 337 pp. 5.00
FICTION


ROLLAND, Romain, Jean. 1500 pp.


ROTH, JOSPEH, Job. (The Story of a Simple Man) 276 pp.

ROSSMAN, ALICE GRANT, Benefits Derived. 276 pp.


ROSSMAN, ALICE GRANT, Visitors to Hugo. 296 pp.


SABBATINI, RAPHAEL, S. 376 pp.


SASSOON, SIEGFRIED, MEMOIRS OF AN INDIGNITY OFFICER. 322 pp.

SAYRE, JOEL, Huzzar, the Mayor. 268 pp.


SHAKES, EDWARD, Queen. 376 pp.

SHAW, BERNARD, The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search for God. 75 pp.

SIENKIEWICZ, HENRYK, Quo Vadis. (A Narrative of the Time of Nero) 341 pp.


SMITH, F. COPPICKSON, Coax. 289 pp.


STANDISH, MAY. 1200 pp.


STOCKING, CHARLES FRANCIS, Caravan. 269 pp.


STOCKING, CHARLES FRANCIS, Thou Israel. 220 pp.

STOCKTON, FRANK R., The Casting Away of Mrs. Leeks and Mr. Alashe. 200 pp.

STOCKTON, FRANK R., Rudder Grange. 200 pp.


TARKINGTON, BOOTH, The Gentleman from Indiana. 504 pp.

THE NICKEL BOOTH, BOY. 318 pp.

TOBEKIN, ELIAS, God of Might. 272 pp.


UNDSET, SIGRID, Kristin Lavransdatter. 350 pp.


WALPOLE, HUGH, Rogue Herries. 524 pp.


WARNER, SYLVIA TOWNSEND, Lily Bivens. (Or the Lost Hunterman) 252 pp.

WASSERMANN, JACOB, Doctor Kerkman. 649 pp.


WEBB, MARY, Precious Bane. 300 pp.


WELTER, FRANZ, Class Reunion. 204 pp.


WHITE, EDWARD LUCAS, El Supremo. 200 pp.


WIGHTMAN, RICHARD, The Things She Wrote to Him. 120 pp.

WILLIAMS, BEN AMES, Splendor. 570 pp.


WISTES, OWEN, The Virginian. 250 pp.

WOLFE, THOMAS, Look Homeward Angel. 626 pp.

WOLFWICH, VIRGINIA, Mrs. Darrow. 396 pp.

WOLFH, VIRGINIA, Orlando. 333 pp.

YATES, DORINDA, consulting with Berkeley. 200 pp.

YATES, DORINDA,咨询 with Berkeley. 200 pp.

YATES, DORINDA, consulting with Berkeley. 200 pp.

YATES, DORINDA, consulting with Berkeley. 200 pp.


ZIEGLER, ARNOLD, Young Woman of 1914. 346 pp.

ZINGOUN, AMOK, 120 pp.

ZIEGLER, STEFAN, Letter from an Unknown Woman. 111 pp.

Short Stories

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS, Lane transl. 753 pp.


BRADFORD, ROARK, Of Man Against His Chills. (Being the Tales They Tell About the Time When the Lord Walked the Earth) 225 pp.

BRUSH, KATHARINE, Other Women. 300 pp.

CATHETER, WILLA, Obscure Destinies. (Three Stories of the West) 230 pp.
### FICTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONNELL, RICHARD, Apes and Angels</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALSworthy, John, Caravan: The Stories and Tales of Galsworthy</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., The Four Million</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., The Four Million. (In 2 Volumes)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., Cabbages and Kings</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., The Gentle, Grafters</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., Heart of the West</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., Roads of Destiny</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., The Trimmed Lamp</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENRY, O., Voice of the City</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Wilfranc, Orvieto Dust</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Wilfranc, Shadows on the Palatine</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs, W. W., Snug Harbour: (Collected Stories)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lardner, Rino, Round Up</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Hans Astrup, Ed., Norway's Best Stories: (An Introduction to Modern Norwegian Fiction)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Hans Astrup, Ed., Denmark's Best Stories: (An Introduction to Danish Fiction)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Hans Astrup, Ed., Sweden's Best Stories: (An Introduction to Modern Swedish Fiction)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, D. H., The Lovely Lady</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, P. H., Ed., Folk Tales of All Nations</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynd, Robert, Ed., Love Throughout the Ages: (Love Stories of All Nations)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mann, Thomas, Death in Venice: Trans. from the German by H. T. Lowe-Porter.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansfield, Katherine, Bliss and Other Stories</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANSFIELD, Katherine, The Garden Party, and Other Stories</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munro, H. H., The Short Stories of Saki</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Best Story: (An Anthology of Stories Chosen by Their Own Authors)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Frances, The Short Story's Mutations</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Brien, Edward, Ed., The Best Short Stories of 1932: (With the Yearbook of the American Short Story)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Dorothy, Lament for the Living</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poe, Edgar Allan, Tales of Mystery</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rilke, Rainer Maria, Stories of God</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinehart, Mary Roberts, Book of Talon: (The Adventures of Falk, Lizzie, and Aggie in One Volume)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schnitzler, Arthur, Viennese Novelties: 432 pp.</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson, Robert Louis, The Short Stories of R. L. S. 540 pp.</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockton, Frank R., The Lady, or the Tiger? 201 pp.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, Lowell, Tall Stories: (The Rise and Triumph of the Great American Whopper)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train, Arthur, The Adventures of Ephraim Tutt: (A Collection of His Most Celebrated Cases)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymann, Stanley J., Historical Romances: (Under the Red Robe, Count Hannibal, A Gentleman of France)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Edith, Human Nature</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western and Adventure Stories</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort, Will Livingston, Apache</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driscoll, Charles B., Doublelons: (The Story of a Buried Treasure)</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empey, Arthur Guy, Over the Top</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farlow, Jeffery, The Amateur Gentleman</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farlow, JEFFERY, The Broad Highway</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey, Zane, The Drift Fence</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grove, John, Ed., The Omnibus of Adventure</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret, The Luck of Roaring Camp</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordhoff, Charles and Hall, James Norman, Falcons of France: (A Tale of Youth and the Air)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIVATE, 19022, Her Privates Ws. 334 pp.</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mystery Stories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biggers, Earl Derr, Celebrated Cases of Charlie Chan</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell, Alice, The Murder of Caroline Bundy</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey, Robert J., Her Tea: (A Story of Diamonds and Death)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chesterton, G. K., The Father Brown</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collins, Wilkie, The Woman in White</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denbig, Roger, Death on the Limited.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doyle, A. Conan, Adventures of Sherlock Holmes</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hare, Robert, The Crime in the Crystal</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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FICTION

JAMES, M. R., The Collected Ghost Stories. 207 pp. ...... 3.00
KEELE, HARRY STEPHEN, The Glass Cottage. 207 pp. ...... 3.00
KEELE, HARRY STEPHEN, The Green Jade Hand. 327 pp. ...... 3.00
LOWNDIES, MARIE BELLOC, Novels of Mystery. 1. The Lodge; 2. The Story of Ivy; 3. What Really Happened. 311 pp. ...... 2.50
MORRIS, WILLIAM, The Red House Mystery. 277 pp. ...... 2.00
OPPENHEIM, E. PHILLIPS, Shaders and Thrills. (The Second Oppenheim Omnibus) 1041 pp. ...... 2.50
PENFIELD, CORNELIA, After the Deacon Was Murdered. 279 pp. ...... 2.00
RINEHART, MARY ROBERTS, The Album. 341 pp. ...... 2.00
RINEHART, MARY ROBERTS, Mystery Book. 4 of the most famous of all detective stories. 307 pp. ...... 2.00
THAYER, LEE, The Glass Knife. 312 pp. ...... 2.00
THAYER, LEE, The Scrimshaw Millions. 304 pp. ...... 2.00
VAN DINE, S. S., The Kennel Murder Case. 207 pp. ...... 2.00
WALACE, EDGAR, Mammoth Mystery. 330 pp. ...... 2.00
WOLFF, WILLIAM ALMON, Murder at Endor. 247 pp. ...... 2.00

Novels of the Sea

BONE, DAVID W., The Brassbounder. 280 pp. ...... 2.50
CONNOLLY, JAMES B., The Book of the Gloucester Fishermen. 303 pp. ...... 2.50

CONNOLLY, JAMES B., Gloucestermen. 457 pp. ...... 2.50
HAWTHORNE, NATHANIEL, ED., The Yarn of a Yankee Privateer. 308 pp. ...... 2.00
LAING, ALEXANDER, The Sea Witch. 487 pp. ...... 2.50
LINCOLN, JOSEPH C., Head Tides. 388 pp. ...... 2.50
MCFEE, WILLIAM, The Voyage of a Soul. 489 pp. ...... 2.50
MCFEE, WILLIAM, The Harbour Master. 489 pp. ...... 2.50
MELVILLE, HERMAN, Moby Dick. Ill. by Rockwell Kent. 822 pp. ...... 3.50
NORDHOFF, CHARLES and HALL, JAMES NORMAN, Mutiny on the Bounty. 396 pp. ...... 2.50
ROBERTSON, MORGAN, Where Angels Fear to Tread. 302 pp. ...... 2.00

Humor

DAY, CLARENCE, This Simian World. With 10 ill. by author. 95 pp. ...... 1.50
FISHEIN, MORRIS, M.D., Doctors and Specialists. (A Medical Revue with a Prologue and a Good Many Scenes) 118 pp. ...... 1.00
HARPER, HENRY HOWARD, Merely the Patient. 93 pp. ...... 1.00
LEACOCK, STEPHEN, Laugh with Leacock. (An Anthology of Best Works) 330 pp. ...... 2.50
MIZNER, ADDISON, The Many Mizner's. (The Amusing Story of an Amazing Family) 305 pp. ...... 3.00
RIPLEY, ROBERT L., Believe it or Not. 172 pp. ...... 1.00
SKINNER, CORNELIA OTIS, Tiny Garments. Drawings by A. Winter. 190 pp. ...... 1.00
STREET, JULIAN, The Need of Change. 79 pp. ...... 1.00

JUVENILE

Picture Books for Very Small Children

Andersen, Hans Christian, THE REAL PRINCESS. Ill. by Hedwig Collin. 13 pp. ...... 1.25
Around the World at Play. (A Picture Book of a Play Fair) PICTURES BY MATHILDE RITTER. 14 pp. ...... 1.00
BANNERMAN, HELEN, Little Black Sambo. Color Drawings by Cobb & Shinn. 63 pp. ...... 0.65
BANNERMAN, HELEN, The Story of Little Black Sambo. Profusely ill. in color. 55 pp. ...... 0.75
BERRY, ERIC, Penny-Whistle. Ill. by the Author. 40 pp. ...... 1.00

BRAINE, SHEILA E., Moving Animals. (A Novel Book for Children) With verses. 15 pp. ...... 1.75
BROCK, EMMA L., One Little Indian Boy. Ill. in color by the author. 40 pp. ...... 1.50
BRYAN, DOROTHY and MARQUETTE, Michael Who Missed His Train. Ill. 32 pp. ...... 1.00
CARRICO, VALENY, Picture Tales. (From the Russian) Ill. by the Author. 119 pp. ...... 1.25
CARROLL, RUTH, What Whiskers Did. (A Tale in Pictures) 37 pp. ...... 1.25
Chicken World a Picture Book, drawn by E. BOYD SMITH. 35 pp. ...... 3.00
COLEMAN, SATIS N., The Gingerbread Man (and Other Songs of the Children's Story-Book Friends) Ill. by Ruth Hambridge. 71 pp. ...... 2.50

[ 91 ]
MEKER, CHARLES H., Folk Tales from the Far East, Ill. by Frederick Richardson, 254 pp.

POTTER, MIRIAM CLARK, Sally Gabble and the Fairies, Ill. by Helen Sewell. 87 pp.

RASSEVIN, INGER MARGARET, East O' the Sun and West O' the Moon, Ill. by Violet Moore Higgins, 192 pp. 1.55

STEELE, FLORA ANNIE, English Fairy Tales, Ill. by Arthur Rackham. 363 pp.


WIGGIN and SMITH, The Arabian Nights, Ill. by Edward Parrish, 339 pp. 2.50

WILLSTORF, TERESA PEIRCE, Japanese Fairy Tales, Ill. in colors by Sanchi Ogawa, 121 pp.


YOUNG, ELLA, The Tangle-Coated Horse and Other Tales, Ill. by Vera Bock. 186 pp.

YOUNG, ELLA, The Wonder Smith and His Son, Ill. by Boris Artzybasheff. 190 pp.

--

**Mythology and Legends**

ALLEN, PHILIP SCHUYLER, King Arthur and His Knights, Ill. by Mead Schaeffer and John R. Neill. 455 pp.

BAILEY, CARLYN SHIRWIN, Stories from an Indian Camp, Ill. by Josephine Eugene Dash. 217 pp.

BULFINCH, THOMAS, The Age of Fable, (Or King Arthur and His Knights) Ill. by Louis Schanker. 320 pp.

BULFINCH, THOMAS, Age of Chivalry, Ill. by Charles M. Russell. 360 pp.


CHIDSEY, ALAN LAKE, Odyssey, Ill. by Louis Schanker. 300 pp.


COLUM, PADRAIC, The Green Sleeve, Ill. by the author. 188 pp.


CRESWICK, PAUL, Robin Hood, Ill. by N. C. Wyeth. 362 pp.

---

**Bible Stories**

BUNYAN, JOHN, The Pilgrim's Progress, Ill. by Frank C. Pape. 316 pp.

BUNYAN, John, Pilgrim's Progress, Ill. 128 pp.


HUNTING, HAROLD B., The Story of Our Bible, (How It Grew To Be) Ill. by Frederick Richardson. 200 pp.

HURLBUT, JESSE LYMAN, Hurbutt's Story of the Bible, Ill. by Frederick Richardson. 317 pp.


JESSE L., Hurbutt's Life of Christ, Ill. by Frederick Richardson. 403 pp.


PRICE, MARGARET EVANS, Enchantment Tales for Children, Ill. by the author.

PRICE, MARGARET EVANS, A Child's Book of Myths, Ill. by Vladimir Lebedev. 128 pp.


PYE, KATHARINE, Charlemagne and His Knights, Ill. by the author. 303 pp.

---

**Stories for Little Children Up to Six Years of Age**

ALDIS, DOROTHY, Squeglies, Ill. by the author. 118 pp.

ALDIS, DOROTHY, Jane's Father, Ill. by the author. 120 pp.

ANDERSON, ROBERT GORDON, Seven O'Clock Stories, Ill. in color by E. Boyd Tinkham. 162 pp.

ASPINWALL, ALICIA, Short Stories for Short People, Ill. by Marie L. Danforth. 254 pp.

ATHERTON, RICHARD, Dons and the Trolls, Ill. by John Geer. 244 pp.
DALGLIESH, ALICE, The Choosing Book. Ill. by Arthur. 268 pp. 1.25

DEMON, THEREZ. O., Red People of the W pedestrian. (A Story of Indian Life) Ill. by Edwin W. Deming. 191 pp. 1.25

DEMON, THEREZ. O., The Indians in Winter Camp. (A Story of Indian Life) Ill. by Edwin W. Deming. 176 pp. 1.25

DEMON, THEREZ. O., Little Eagle. (A Story of Indian Life) Ill. by Edwin W. Deming. 150 pp. 1.25

D'AULIAIR, INGRID and EDGAR, Ol. Ill. 50 pp. 2.00


DAUER, M. M. J. L., A Christmas. Ill. by author. 60 pp. 2.00


DISNEY, WALT, The Adventures of Mickey Mouse. Book 1. 120 pp. 1.00

FAJARDO, E. A. J. A., The Seaside (or The Desert Islanders). 120 pp. 1.25

FAULKNER, GEORGE, Story of the Scare Box. Ill. 94 pp. 1.00

GAGGIO, E. R., Jolly Animals. Ill. by Bertha B. Johnson. 63 pp. 1.00

GALLOWAY, R., Uncle Wiggly's Picture Book. Ill. by Lansley Campbell. 217 pp. 1.25

GARIS, HOWARD R., Uncle Wiggly's House. Ill. by M. A. Hoffman. Goody Two Shoes. Ill. by Alice Woodward. 91 pp. 1.00

GRABO, CARL, The Cat in Grandfather's House. Ill. by Bertha B. Johnson. 192 pp. 1.50

GROOVER, EULALIA, The Overall Boys. (A First Reader) Ill. by Bertha B. Johnson. 119 pp. 1.00

HILL, B. P., The Built-Up House. Ill. by Lloyd J. Dexter. 126 pp. 1.00

HIGGINS, VIOLET M., The Gingerbread Man. Ill. by author. 58 pp. 1.00

HILL and MAXWELL, Charlie and His Puppy. Ill. by author. 58 pp. 1.00

HILL and MAXWELL, Charlie and His Puppy. Ill. by the Authors. 149 pp. 1.25

HINES, VERA C., Pepi and the Golden Hawk. (A Tale of Old Egypt) Ill. by Katherine E. Dever. 64 pp. 1.00


HULL, JAMES, The Pet Elephant. Ill. by Margaret J. W. Enright. 192 pp. 1.25

HUNT, CLARA W., editor, Memoirs of a London Doll. (Written by Herself). Ill. by Bertha B. Johnson. 87 pp. 1.00

JACOBS-BOND, CARRIE, The Little Monkey with the Sad Face. (And Other Stories) Ill. by Emmeline Crook. 79 pp. 1.00

KINGSLEY, CHARLES, The Water Babies. Ill. by Ethel F. Everett. 282 pp. 1.00

KIRBY, MARY and ELIZABETH, Aunt Martha's Corner Cupboard. Ill. in color by Matilda Breuer. 125 pp. 1.00

KINGSMITH, ANNIE, The Home Primer. (A Primer of Easy Words) Profusely ill. 122 pp. 1.00

KINGSMITH, ANNIE, The Home Reader. Ill. 121 pp. 0.80

KUEBLER, KATHARINE, Hansel the Gander. Ill. by Margaret J. W. Enright. 125 pp. 1.00

LANCASTER, HENRY, The Rainy Day Boy. Ill. in color by Harold A. Mason and Margaret J. W. Enright. 120 pp. 1.00

LA RUE, MABEL G. Z., The Toy Doll. (And Other Stories) Drawings by Maude Kirkman. 46 pp. 1.00

LEWIS and ERIK, Pups and Playmates. Ill. by Evan Stephenson. 150 pp. 1.00

LEWIS, ROWLAND, and GERHARD, Growling. Ill. by Evan Stephenson. 154 pp. 1.00

LOFTING, HUGH, The Story of Mrs. Tubby. Ill. by Margaret J. W. Enright. 130 pp. 1.25

MACDONALD, GEORGE, At the Back of the Big Indian. (How He Came to Go to the Other World) Drawings by Jean Van Cleve. 63 pp. 1.00

MCCANDLESS, YVONNE, The Little Minstrel. Ill. by Alice Woodward. 62 pp. 1.00

MILNE, A. A., Winnie-the-Pooh. Drawings by E. H. Shepard. 150 pp. 1.00


MITCHELL, LUCY, Here and Now Story Book. (Two to Seven-Year-Olds) Ill. by Hendrik Willem Van Loon. 200 pp. 1.75

MORE, ELIZABETH C., The Picture Book of Robinson Crusoe. Ill. by E. A. Milne. 192 pp. 1.25

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER, The Golden Under the Sea. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 69 pp. 1.00

MORROW, ELIZABETH, The Painted Pig. (A Mexican Picture Book) Ill. by Rene d'Horncourt. 83 pp. 2.00

MULOCK, MISS, The Little Lame Prince. Ill. by Hope Dunlap. 121 pp. 1.50

MULOCK-CRAIK, DINAH MARIA, The Adventures of a Browne, Ill. by Milo Winter. 120 pp. 1.50

NESBITT, PHILIP, Trum Peter's Tea Party. Ill. by the Author. 32 pp. 1.00

OCTOBER, DONALD, The Story of Peter Pan. (Retold from Sir J. M. Barrie's Play) 20 pictures by Alice B. Woodward. 83 pp. 1.00

OUIDA (LOUISA DE LA RAMEE), The Dog of Flanders. Ill. in Color by Harvey Dinnerstein. 126 pp. 1.25

PEARL, MARIE AHNIGHTHIE, The Red Caboose. (With Pearlie in the Arctic) Ill. by Ferdinand H. K. Seavey. 126 pp. 1.75

PEARS, ELEANOR FAIRCHILD, The Jolly Little Clown: And Other Stories. Drawings by Mildred Lyon Hetherington. 136 pp. 1.25

PETER PIPER'S Playmates. (Picture Playthings) Ill. by Eleanor Minnie Hubbard. 59 pp. 1.00

POTTER, BEATRIX, The Tale of Peter Rabbit. Color Drawings by Estelle V. Frantz. 50 pp. 0.65

POTTER, BEATRIX, The Fairy Caravan. Ill. by Estelle V. Frantz. 120 pp. 1.00

POTTER, BEATRIX, Sister Anne. Ill. by Katherine Sturgis. 154 pp. 1.00

POTTER, BEATRIX, The Tale of Little Pig Robinson. 111 pp. 1.40

PROCTOR, BETH, The Tale of a Lucky Fox. (A Japanese Tale) Ill. by Mary Turpin. 53 pp. 1.00

PYLE, KATHARINE, The Black Eyed Pig. Ill. by author. 101 pp. 1.25

REID, HELEN S., My Big Boot. Colors outside for Young Children. Ill. by Eugene E. Wilson. 81 pp. 1.50

FULLER, RAYMOND T., Along the Brook. (What you find there and how to name it) Ill. by Margaret J. W. Enright. 126 pp. 1.50

GAUSS, MARIANNE, Book of the Woods. Ill. by Hope Dunlap. 120 pp. 1.00

GRAFAKE, H. E. N., The Wind in the Willows. Ill. by Nancy Barnhart. 311 pp. 1.00

KENLY, JULIE CLOSON, Wild Wings. Ill. by Henry C. Kenly. 275 pp. 2.00

KENLY, JULIE CLOSON, The Story of the World of Plants. Ill. by Edna M. Reindel. 184 pp. 1.50

LIE, HAKON, Ekorn. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 240 pp. 1.00

LINDSAY, FRANK B., Stumpy Ill. by Hope Dunlap. 147 pp. 1.25

NIDA, WILLIAM L., The Tree Boys. Ill. by Grace Betts. 128 pp. 1.00

PAINE, ALBERT BIGELOW, The Hollow Tree. Ill. by J. M. Conde. 271 pp. 1.50

PAINE, ALBERT BIGELOW, The Hollow Tree Nights and Days. Ill. by J. M. Conde. 290 pp. 1.75
Horses

GORSE, GOLDEN, Moose and Mousie. (The Life Story of a Child's Pony) Plates drawn by Lionel Edwards. 106 pp. ill. 2.50

GORSE, GOLDEN, Another Mousie, (Further Adventures of This Wonderful Pony) Plates drawn by Lionel Edwards. 1 st ed. Ill. 300

"K. Q. W. (The Baroness Katharina Von Welck)" Just Horses. Full page ill. 72 pp. 2.50

SEWELL, ANNA, Black Beauty. Ill. by Edwin John Pritte. 297 pp. 1.00

Wild Animals

BAKER, OLAF, Thor, the Wolves. Ill. by Charles L. Bull. 276 pp. 2.50

BURGES, THORNTON W., The Burgess Animal Book for Children. Ill. 303 pp. 2.50


HELLE, DANDE, Professor Peppon's Adventures in a Drop of Water. Ill. by H. H. Wilson. 144 pp. 1.25

KAIGH, EUSTACE, The Jungle Babies. Ill. by Paul Brown. 255 pp. 1.00

KIPLING, RUDYARD, Just So Stories. Ill. by M. Glavon and B. Braun. Ill. 1.00

KIPLING, RUDYARD, Just So Stories. Ill. by 2.50

KIPLING, RUDYARD, The Jungle Book. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 306 pp. 2.50

KIPLING, RUDYARD, The Second Jungle Book. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 205 pp. 1.25

MAJOR, CHARLES, The Book of the Blue River. Ill. 1.00

McCREERY, JAMES LINDSAY, The Garden of Eden. Ill. by Grace Beets. 3.50

NIDA, WILLIAM L., The Story of the Garden. Ill. by James Daugherty. 48 pp. 1.25

PRATT, ALICE DAY, Animals of Sagebrush Ranch. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 227 pp. 2.50

ROBERTS, C. G. D., Kindred of the Wild. Ill. by Charles L. Bull. 106 pp. ill. 2.50

ROBINSON, W. W., Beasts of the Tar Pit. (Tales of Ancient America) Pictures by Irene B. Robinson. Ill. 175 pp. 1.75

SALTEN, FELIX, Bambi. Ill. by Kurt Wiese. 227 pp. 2.50

SECTEN, ERNEST THOMPSON, Wild Animals I Have Known. Ill. 386 pp. 2.50

Science

BING, WALTER D., What Engineers Do. (An Outline of Construction) Fully Ill. 266 pp. 2.75

BOCK, GEORGE E., Wind Makes the Weather. Ill. 112 pp. 2.50

EATON, JEANETTE, The Story of Light. Ill. by Max Schwarts. 79 pp. 1.25

FRAZER, ANSON G., The Story of Engineering in America. Ill. by the author. 471 pp. 3.00

GOFEN, MARIA, The Story of Mining. Ill. by C. A. Klinkas. 163 pp. 1.25

HAWKSWORTH, HALLAM, The Strange Adventures of a Pebble. Ill. 296 pp. 1.40

HILL AND JOHNSTON, The New Wonder Book of Knowledge. Ill. with 700 photographs and engravings. 600 pp. 2.50

HINE, LEWIS W., Men at Work. (Photographic Studies of Modern Men and Machines). 44 pp. 1.75

HOLWAY, HOPE, The Story of Health. Ill. by E. L. Hader. 150 pp. 1.25

HOLWAY, HOPE, The Story of Water. Ill. by C. E. Jule. 134 pp. 1.25

JONES, WILFRED, How the Derrick Works. Ill. by the author. 43 pp. 2.00


MEIRIWFETH, SUSAN, The Story of the Telephone. Ill. by Maurice Day. 68 pp. 1.25

NATHAN, ADELE GUTMAN, The Farmer's Delight. Ill. by H. W. 1.00

NIDA, WILLIAM L., Inventions and Discoveries of Ancient Times. (The Story of Man) Ill. by Grace Beets. 256 pp. 2.50

OLCOTT, WILLIAM TLER, The Book of the Stars for Young People. Ill. 411 pp. 3.00

REED, W. MAXWELL, The Earth and its Littoral. Ill. by Karl Moseley. 330 pp. 3.50

SCHANCER, C., The Story of Steel. Ill. from industrial photographs. 127 pp. 1.00

WATSON, ELIZABETH, The Story of Bread. Ill. by James Daugherty. 48 pp. 1.25

Music

BAKER, ELLEN, The Wonderful Story of Music. Ill. by Carle B. Moog. 326 pp. 2.50

will want the other books to complete your set. Here are the twelve books:

Our Bodies. From the Hall of Science. 2.50

Airplanes. From the Transportation Group. 2.50

North American Indians. From the Anthropological Group. 2.50

Railroads. From the Transportation Group. 2.50

Light. From the Electrical Group. 2.50

Sound. From the Hall of Science. 2.50

Frosects. From the Hall of Science. 1.00

Numbers. From the Anthropological Group. 2.50

Communication. From the Electrical Group. 1.25

Machines. From the Hall of Science. 1.75

The Earth. From the Hall of Science. 1.75

The Story of the Maya. From the Mayan Group. 1.25

Presentation sets—all twelve of the above books in a handsomely decorated envelope. Individual books. .50

Two for .75

Presentation set. .50

Fine Arts

BARSTOW, CHARLES L., Famous Pictures. (A child's gateway to the greatest paintings of all time) Ill. 252 pp. 2.00

BRYANT, LORINDA M., The Children's Book of Celebrated Pictures. Ill. 104 pp. 2.00

BURLEIGH, LOUISE, The Story of the Theater. Ill. by Ben Kutcher. 69 pp. 1.25

GIBSON, KATHARINE, The Goldsmiths of Florence. Ill. by Abraham Laffan. Ill. by Kalman Kubinyi. 209 pp. 5.00

LUTZ, E. G., How to Draw. Ill. 78 pp. 1.25

SALOMON, JULIAN HARRIS, The Book of Indian Crafts and Indian Lore. With photographs by author and others. 418 pp. 3.00

SMITH, SUSAN, Made in America. Drawings by Harry Wood. 91 pp. 2.00

SMITH, SUSAN, Made in Mexico. Ill. by Diego Rivera. 90 pp. 2.00

SMITH, SUSAN, Made in France. Ill. by Jean Desjardins. 90 pp. 2.00

STANLEY-BROWN, KATHERINE, The Story of Printed Pictures. Ill. by Rudolph Stanley-Brown. 196 pp. 1.25

STEARNs, THEODORE, The Story of Music. Ill. by Alexander Kahn. 127 pp. 1.75

WATSON, ELIZABETH, The Story of Textiles. Ill. by James Daugherty. 83 pp. 2.50

WHITCOMB, Ida PRENTICE, Young People's Story of Art. Ill. 380 pp. 3.50

WHITE, WILLIAM C., Made in Russia. Ill. 200 pp. 3.50

WHITEFORD, WILLIAM, LEA, EDNA, and GRAY, WILLIAM, Art Stories. (Book I) Ill. in color. 144 pp. 6.68
BROWNE, C. A., The Story of Our National Balloons. 315 pp. 2.50

COLEMAN and THORN, Singing Time. (A Book for Mother and Children). With decorations by Ruth Hambidge. 48 pp. 2.50

COLEMAN, SATIS, and MARTINS, Book Ill. 106 pp. 2.50

COLEMAN, SATIS, First Steps in Play- ing the Piano. Ill. 288 pp. 2.50

COLEMAN, SATIS, The Drum Book. Ill. 189 pp. 2.50

GOLDBERG, CURTIS, and JOHANNES, The Sing Song Picture Book. Ill. in color. 40 pp. 2.00

HOGAN, NELDIE, S. B., Song Plays. (For Little children). 81 pp. 1.10

LA PRATIE, EUNICE, Alice in Orchestra- tia. Ill. 171 pp. 1.00

Little Lads, Lulu Le Mair, 63 pp. 3.00

Our Old Nursery Rhymes. The original verses harmonized by Alfred Moffat. Ill. by H. Willebeek Le Mair. 63 pp. 3.00

POTTER, EDNA, editor, This Way and That. (A Book of Singing Games). Ill. by Edna Potter. 25 pp. 3.00

ROBERTS, MARY NEWLIN, Young Masters of Music. Ill. by Rowland Wheelwright. 308 pp. 2.50

GEOGRAPHY

CLEGG, ERNEST, Map Showing the Over- land and Overseas Flights of Charles A. Lindbergh. 24 pp. 3.00

DUVAL, ELIZABETH W., This Earth We Live On. With ill. by Percival C. Wharton. 136 pp. 2.50

EATON, JEANNETTE, The Story of Transport- ulation. Ill. by Maurice Day. 52 pp. 1.25

EVANS, ERNESTINE, The Story of the Prince of Wales. Ill. by Louis Lebeau. 60 pp. 2.50

HADER, BERTA and ELMER, Picture Book of the States. Profusely ill. in color by the authors. 62 pp. 3.00

HAMMBIDGES, RUTH, A Map of Children Everywhere. Ill. 257 pp. 2.50

HILLIER, V. M., A Child's Geography of the World. Ill. by Mary W. Jones. 477 pp. 2.00

McNab, Allan, The Picture Book of Rivers. Ill. 55 pp. 2.50

MITCHENS, LUCY SPARGUE, North America. (The Land They Live In, for the Children Who Live There). Ill. by Paul G. Loeb. 357 pp. 3.50

PRICE, OVERTON W., The Land We Live In. Ill. from photographs. 242 pp. 2.50

QUINN, VERNON, Picture Map Geography of the United States. Ill. by Paul Spencer Johnst. 200 pp. 2.50

QUINN, VERNON, Picture Map Geography of the United States. Ill. by Paul Spencer Johnst. 216 pp. 2.50

SMITH, J. RUSSELL, American Lands and Peoples. 394 pp. 1.44

YORK, ALICE, A Child's Map of the Ancient World. Ill. by author. 250 pp. 1.44

YORK, ALICE, A Medieval Map of East and West. Drawn by Edy Le Grand. 2.00

HISTORY

BAKER, ELLEN FRIEL, The Wonderful Story of Industry. Ill. by Carle M. Bogg. 308 pp. 2.50

BARBER, L. LOMBARDO, A History of the United States. Pictures in color and black and white by Edith Dun. 206 pp. 2.00

BROWNE, GERTRUDE BELL, The Un- known Indian. Ill. by David Thomas Vernon. 290 pp. 1.50

CAMP, RUTH ORTON, The Story of Markets. Ill. by Elmer Hader. 186 pp. 1.25

Coffman, Ramon, The Child's Story of the Human Race. With 400 ill. 462 pp. 2.00

CRUMP, IRVING, The Boys' Book of the U. S. Mail. Ill. 282 pp. 2.00

DEMONIOTHERE, O. W., O. W. Demon- ith's Life. Ill. 54 pp. 3.00

DENTON, CLARA J., New Years to Christm- astime. Ill. by Hazel Tubbs and illustrated by Eleanor Minah Hubbard. 253 pp. 2.00

DAK, R. S., Indian History for Young Folks, With ill. and decorations by Henry Fitz. 454 pp. 2.00

EVANS, I. O., The Junior Outline of His- tory. Ill. 2.00

GIMMAGE, PETER, The Picture Book of Ships. Ill. by Helen Craig. 64 pp. 2.00

HARTMAN, GERTRUDE, These United States and How They Came To Be. With Many Ill. 333 pp. 5.00

HARTMAN, GERTRUDE, The World We Live In and How It Came To Be. (A Pictured Outline of Man's Progress from the Earliest Days to the Present). With Many Ill. 333 pp. 5.00

HERMAN, MARIE L., The Story of the United States. With ill. in color by A. Forrest. 510 pp. 2.50

HILLYER, V. M., A Child's History of the United States. Ill. 445 pp. 2.50

HUBERMAN, LEO, "We, the People." Ill. by Thomas H. Benton. 375 pp. 3.50

ILIN, W., What Time Is It? (The Story of Time). Ill. 96 pp. 1.50

JONES, WILLIAM H., The Oregon Trail. Ill. by William H. Jackson. 388 pp. 2.50

PARKMAN, FRANCIS, The Oregon Trail. Ill. by William H. Jackson. 388 pp. 2.50

POWER, ROBERT, Great People of the Past. Profusely Ill. 320 pp. 2.00

SANCHEZ, NELLY V., Stories of the States. (Tales of Early Exploration and Settlement) 380 pp. 2.50

SCAFFUER, ROBERT H. and SCAPAS, J. A., The Story of America. Ill. 382 pp. 2.00

TAPPS, EVA MARCH, Where Knowledge Was Born. Ill. 382 pp. 2.00

THOMAS, LESLIE, Since Columbus. (An Illustrated History of America for Children). Ill. 445 pp. 2.00

VAN LOON, HENDRIK WILLEM, Short History of Discovery (From the Earliest Times to the Founding of Colonies on the American Continent) Ill. in color by author. 126 pp. 3.00

VAN LOON, HENDRIK WILLEM, The Book of Houses. Ill. by the author. 64 pp. 2.00

WALKER, JOSEPH, How They Carried the Mail. (Stories of Pioneers of the King's Mail). 300 B.C. to the Air Mail of To- day, 1930 A.D.) Ill. by Frank Dobias. 305 pp. 3.00

BIOGRAPHY

AILERS, LENA C., Daughters Known to Fame. Ill. by Estelle Frantz. 304 pp. 1.25

BEAMISH, RICHARD J., The Boy's Story of Lindbergh, The Lone Eagle. Ill. 320 pp. 1.25

BEARD, ANNIE E. S., Our Foreign Born Citizens. (What They Have Done for America) 390 pp. 2.00

BOLTON, SARAH K., Lives of Girls Who Became Famous. 352 pp. 2.00

BOLTON, SARAH K., Lives of Poor Boys. 312 pp. 1.25

BROOKS, NOAH, The Story of Marco Polo. Ill. 247 pp. 1.75

CHURCH, WALTER, The History of Persia. Ill. by Lois Lenkis. 304 pp. 2.50

CODY, WILLIAM F., The Adventures of Buffalo Bill. Ill. 362 pp. 1.75

CODY, WILLIAM F., Heroes of Civilization. Ill. 362 pp. 1.75

DARROW, FLOYD L., Builders of Empire. With photographs and documents. 260 pp. 2.00

DE MONVEL, M. BOUTET, Joan of Arc. Ill. in color 474 pp. 4.00

EHRHART, AMELIA, The Run for Ill. Profusely Ill. 218 pp. 2.50

FIFE, GEORGE BUCHANAN, Lindbergh The Lone Eagle. Ill. 300 pp. 2.00

FOSTER, CORAM, Rear Admiral Byrd and the Polar Expeditions. 256 pp. 0.75

FOX, FRANCES MARGARET, Washington Washington, The Man, the Statesman, Adventure, and Achievement) Ill. in color. 370 pp. 2.00

FRAZIER, CHELSEA, History of the World. Ill. 648 pp. 2.50

GREEN, FITZHUGH, Dick Byrd Air Exp- 462 pp. 2.50

GREEN, LOUISA MEIGS, Brother of the Birds. (A Little History of Saint Francis of Assisi) Ill. by M. Boute De Monvel. 357 pp. 2.00

HAGEN, HANNA, The Boy's Life of Theodore Roosevelt. Profusely Ill. 382 pp. 2.50

HAGEN, HANNA, The Book of Courage, Ill and Maps. 409 pp. 2.50

HAWTHORNE, HILDEGANDA, The Spanish Rebel. (The Story of Nathaniel Hawthorne) Ill. by W. M. Berger. 230 pp. 2.50

HILL, FREDERICK TREVOY, On the Trail of Washington. (A Narrative History of Washington's Boyhood and Manhood) Ill. in color by Arthur B. Becker. 276 pp. 2.50

HOLMES, M. D., Joan of Arc. Ill. by Edwin John Pratte. 300 pp. 2.50

HORVATH, MAGUS, The Book of the Farm. 684 pp. 2.50

HOLMES, M. D., Joan of Arc. Ill. by Edwin John Pratte. 300 pp. 2.50

HOWARD, JOHN M., Tombstone. Ill. by Paul Spencer Johnst. 200 pp. 2.50

JORDAN, CHARLOTTE BREWSTER, Discovering Christopher Columbus. Ill. 201 pp. 3.00
Fiction for Boys and Girls from Six to Ten Years of Age

ALDEN, RAYMOND, Why the Chimes Rang, Decorated by Al H. Bunker. 26 pp. ... 1.75

BARRIE, J. M., Peter Pan and Wendy. Ill. by Machal Altwill. 185 pp. ... 2.50

BARRIE, J. M., The Magic Toy Shop, (And Other Stories) Ill. by Katharine Sturgis. 149 pp. ... 1.50

BENNETT, LEON, The Pigtail of Ah Lee Ben Lou. (With 17 Other Laughable Tales) Comical Silhouettes by the Author. 296 pp. ... 1.50

BOYLAN, GRACE DUFFIE, Young Folks' Uncle Tom's Cabin. With Original Ill. by Ike Morgan. 160 pp. ... 1.00

BRYANT, SARA CONE, Best Stories to Tell to Children. Ill. by Patten Wilson. 181 pp. ... 1.75

BURKE, FRANCES HODGSON, Little Lord Fauntleroy. Ill. by Reginald Birch. 246 pp. ... 2.50

CHIESA, CAROL DELLA, Puppet Parade. Ill. by Helene Carter. 242 pp. ... 2.00

CLARK, MARGERY, The Poppy Seed Cakes. Ill. by Maud and Miska Petersham. 191 pp. ... 1.75

COATES, ELIZABETH, The Cat Who Went to Heaven. Ill. by Lynd Ward. 224 pp. ... 2.00

COATES, ELIZABETH, Cricket and the Emperor's Son. Ill. by Weda Yapp. 12 pp. ... 1.50

COLLODI, C. (CARLO LORENZINI), Pinocchio, The Story of a Puppet. 236 pp. ... 1.00

COLLODI, CARLO, The Adventures of Pinocchio. Ill. by Bacharach. 1.00

COLLODI, CARLO, Pinocchio. (The Adventures of a Puppet) Ill. 258 pp. ... 0.50

COLE, CHIMES RANG, Six. Ill. of Celia Jane and Miki. 60 pp. ... 2.00
Fiction for Boys and Girls from Ten to Fifteen Years of Age

ABOTT, ELEANOR HALLOWELL, Molly Make-Believe. 211 pp. 1.50
ALCOTT, LOUISA MAY, Eight Cousins or (The Aunt-Hill). Ill. by Clara M. Burn. 252 pp. 1.00
ALCOTT, LOUISA M., An Old-Fashioned Girl. Ill. by Clara M. Burn. 342 pp. 1.00
ALCOTT, LOUISA M., Old-Fashioned Girl. Ill. by Clara M. Burn. 342 pp. 1.00

McNEELY, MARIAN HURD, The Jump-Off Place. Ill. by William Siegel. 108 pp. 1.50
RAYMOND, MARGARET THOMSEN, Linnet on the Threshold. Decorations by Alda Conover. 237 pp. 2.00
SAUVE, ISABEL M., Editor, The author. 43 pp. 1.00
SEAMAN, AUGUSTA H., The Crimson Path. 175 pp. 1.75
SEAMAN, AUGUSTA H., The Star of Saba. 273 pp. 1.75
SHAW, FLORA, Castle Blair. (A Story of the Corn Women). Ill. by George Rimmer. 200 pp. 2.00
SINGMASTER, ELSIE, You Make Your Own Luck. Ill. by Bernard Westmacott. 265 pp. 1.75
SNEDEKER, CAROLINE D., Downright Darcy. Ill. by Maginel W. Barney. 314 pp. 2.00
SKINNER, CONSTANCE LINSDAY, Debby Barnes. Ill. by John Race. 244 pp. 2.00
SWIFT, HILDEGARDE HOYT, The Railroad to Freedom. (A Story of the Civil War). Ill. by James Daugherty. 364 pp. 2.00
TURPIN, EDNA, Echo Hill. Ill. by George Rimmer. 230 pp. 2.00
WIGGIN, KATE DOUGLAS, Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. Ill. by Helen M. Grosse. 355 pp. 2.00

Fiction for Boys from Six to Ten Years of Age

ALDRICH, THOMAS BAILEY, The Story of a Bad Boy. Ill. by John Edwin Pritt. 253 pp. 1.00
BROWN, MARY NOEL, (The Youthful Days) 341 pp. 2.00
COOPER, PAUL PENNORE, The Remarkable Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Ill. by Milo Winter. 382 pp. 1.00
CROSBY, PERCY, Skippy, A Novel. Ill. by John Edwin Pritt. 253 pp. 1.00
DEFOE, DANIEL, Robinson Crusoe. Ill. by Frank Godwin. 301 pp. 1.00
DEFOE, DANIEL, Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe. Ill. by Milo Winter. 382 pp. 1.00
DODGE, MARY MAPES, Hans Brinker or, The Silver Skates. Ill. by Clara M. Burn. 325 pp. 1.00
EGGLESTON, EDWARD, The Hoosier School Boy. Ill. by J. Schaller. 211 pp. 1.00
HALL, HELEN and MAXWELL, Violette, Rudi of the Toll Gate. Ill. by the author. 244 pp. 2.00
KASTNER, ERICH, Emil and the Detectives. Ill. by Walter Trier. 224 pp. 2.00
MALOT, HENRI, Adventures of Remi. Ill. by Mead Schaeffer. 492 pp. 1.00
MEIGS, CORNELIA, The Wonderful Locomotive. Ill. by Berta and Elmer Hader. 104 pp. 2.00
**JUVENILE**

**VERNE, JULES, The Omnibus.** Ill. by Helene Carter. 822 pp. ... 2.50

**VERNE, JULES, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.** 374 pp. ... 0.50

**VERNE, JULES, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.** Ill. by W. J. Aylward. 465 pp. ... 2.50

**VERNE, JULES, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.** Ill. by Milo Winter. 495 pp. ... 1.00

**VERNE, JULES, Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea.** Ill. by black and white. by Anton Otto Fischer. 385 pp. ... 1.00

**WHITNEY, ELINOR, Try All Ports.** Ill. by Bernard Westmacott. 246 pp. ... 2.00

**WIESE, KURT, The Parrot Dealer.** Ill. by the Author. 239 pp. ... 2.00

**Poetry for Children**

**ALDIS, DOROTHY, Everything and Anything.** Ill. by Helen D. Jameson. 99 pp. ... 1.25

**ALDIS, DOROTHY, Here, There and Everywhere.** Ill. by Marjorie Flack. 99 pp. ... 2.00

**BABY DAYS.** (A New Selection of Songs, Stories, and Pictures for Very Little Folks) 192 pp. ... 2.50

**BARROWS, MARJORIE, COMPILER, The Picture Book of Poetry.** 68 pp. ... 2.50

**BORGIE, LYSBETH BOYD, Poems for Peter.** Ill. with scissorscuts by Lila Hummel. 110 pp. ... 1.75

**BUSCH, WILHELM, Max and Moritz.** (The Adventures of Two Naughty Boys) Ill. by Jay. Translated by Christopher Morley. 63 pp. ... 1.75

**CHUTE, MARCHETTE GAYLORD, Rhymes about Ourselves.** Ill. by author. 72 pp. ... 1.25

**COX, PALMER, The Brownies Latest Adventures.** Ill. 144 pp. ... 1.75

**EDGAR, M. G., A Treasury of Verse for Little Children.** With Drawings by Willy Pogany. 112 pp. ... 1.50

**EDGAR, M. G. and CHILMAN, ERIC, EDITORS, A Treasury of Verse for School and Home.** Ill. in color by H. C. Appleton. 523 pp. ... 2.50

**FIELD, EUGENE, Poems of Childhood.** Ill. by Maxfield Parrish. 197 pp. ... 2.50

**FISH, HELEN DEAN, The Boy's Book of Verse.** (A Treasury of Old and New Poems) 406 pp. ... 2.00

**FYLMAN, ROSE, Fairies and Chimneys.** 62 pp. ... 1.25

**GORDON, MARGERY and KING, MARIE, The Magic Forest.** (An Anthology of Poetry) Ill. 268 pp. ... 2.00

**GRAHAM, KENNETH, editor, The Cambridge Book of Poetry for Children.** Woodcuts by Owen Raverat. 238 pp. ... 2.50

**GROVER, EULALIE OSGOOD, EDITOR, My Caravan.** (A Book of Poems for Boys and Girls in Search of Adventure) Ill. with Silhouettes by Florence Sampson. 158 pp. ... 1.50

**HUBBARD, ALICE and BABBITT, ARDEN, EDITORS, The Golden Flute.** (An Anthology of Poetry for Young Children) 320 pp. ... 3.00

**HUTCHINSON, VERONICA S., CHIMNEY CORNER POEMS.** Ill. by Lois Lenski. 115 pp. ... 2.50

**LONGFELLOW, HENRY W., THE COURTSHIP OF MILES STANDISH.** Ill. in full color by N. C. Wyeth. 148 pp. ... 3.00

**LONGFELLOW, HENRY W., THE SONG OF HIWATIHA.** Ill. 242 pp. ... 2.50

**MAJOR, WILLIAM MONTGOMERY, EDITOR, Over One Hundred Famous Poems and the Entertainment Speaker. **256 pp. ... 1.00

**MILLAY, EDNA ST. VINCENT, POEMS.** (Selected for Young People) With many drawings by J. Paget-Frederick. 113 pp. ... 2.50

**MILNE, A. A., WHEN WE WERE VERY YOUNG.** Drawings by Ernest H. Shepard. 100 pp. ... 2.00

**MILNE, A. A., NOW WE ARE SIX.** Drawings by E. H. Shepard. 103 pp. ... 2.00

**MOORE, CLEMENT C., A VISIT FROM ST. NICHOLAS.** Pictures by Constance Whitmore. 53 pp. ... 1.50

**MOORE, CLEMENT C., THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** Ill. by Arthur Rackham. 36 pp. ... 1.50

**MOORE, CLEMENT C., "THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS." With pictures by E. MacKlin. 12 pp. ... 1.00

**RICHARDS, LAURA E., TIRA LIRRA.** (Rhymes Old and New) Ill. 188 pp. ... 2.50

**RILEY, JAMES WHITCOMB, BEST LOVED POEMS OF...** ... 1.00

**RILEY, JAMES WHITCOMB, THE BOOK OF JOYOUS CHILDREN.** Ill. by Will Vawter. 175 pp. ... 1.50

**RILEY, JAMES WHITCOMB, CHILD RHYMES.** Ill. by Will Vawter. 152 pp. ... 1.50

**RILEY, JAMES WHITCOMB, READER.** Ill. by Ethel Betts and Will Vawter. 116 pp. ... 1.00

**ROSSETTI, CHRISTINA, Sing-Songs.** (And Other Poems for Children) 122 pp. ... 1.00

**SERGENT, NELLIE E., EDITOR, YOUNGER POETS: AN ANTHOLOGY.** (Poems by Boys and Girls of High School Age) 436 pp. ... 2.50

**STEVENSON, BURTON EGBERT, EDITOR, THE HOME BOOK OF VERSE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. Drawings by will Pogany. 672 pp. ... 3.50

**STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS, A CHILD'S GARDEN OF VERSES.** Ill. by Ruth Mary Hallock. 96 pp. ... 1.50

---

**Kroch's Bookstores, Inc.**
**206 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago**

Please send the following and charge to my account, or [ ] Check for $______ enclosed, or [ ] send C.O.D.

NAME: ________________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________

If you wish to open a charge account please fill out the reverse of this order blank.
If you wish to open a Charge Account fill out this form and mail to

KROCH'S BOOKSTORES, INC.
206 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO

Name

Address

Telephone

Name of Business

Business Address

Position with Firm

Bank References

Two firms with which you have had credit dealings

I am especially interested in

---

STEVENS, STEVENSON, ROBERT LOUIS, A
Child's Garden of Verses. Ill. by H. Wiltz
beek Le Mair. 89 pp. 1.00

STEVENS, ROBERT LOUIS, A Child's
Garden of Verses. Full Color Plates by
James McCracken. 127 pp. 1.00

STEVENS, ROBERT LOUIS, A Child's
Garden of Verses. Ill. by Jessie Willcox Smith. 125 pp. 2.50

STEVENS, ROBERT LOUIS, A Child's
Garden of Verses. Pictures by E. Mars and
M. H. Squire. 93 pp. 0.75

STRUTHER, JAN, Sycamore Square. (And
Other Verses) Ill. by Ernest H. Shepard.
65 pp. 1.25

THOMPSON, BLANCHE JENNINGS, Editor, Silver Pennies. (A Collection of
Modern Poems for Boys and Girls) Ill. by
Winifred Bromhall. 138 pp. 1.00

UNTERMAYER, LOUIS, This Singing
World. (An Anthology of Modern Poetry
for Young People) Ill. by Florence Wyman Ivins. 445 pp. 3.00

---

PLAYS

MACKAY, CONSTANCE D'ARCY, The
House of the Heart and Other Plays for
Children. (Designed for use in the schools)
260 pp. 1.50

OLCOTT, VIRGINIA, International Plays
For Young People. Ill. by Florence Egan.
245 pp. 2.00

SANFORD, A. P., Editor, Pageants of Our
Nation. (Central States, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan) 351 pp. 2.50

---

SPORTS AND AMUSEMENTS

BAILEY, CAROLYN SHERWIN, Sixty
Games and Pastimes For All Occasions.
(All the year and In and Out Door Play-
games Combined) Ill. by Cobb X. Shinn.
227 pp. 1.90

BARTLETT, FLOY L., and CONOVER,
ALIDA, The Busy Book. Ill. 70 pp. 1.00

BEARD, DAN, American Boys' Handy Book
of Camp-Lore and Woodcraft. Ill. by au-
thor. 270 pp. 3.00

CAMP, WALTER, Editor, The Book of
2.50

DIXON, R. T., and HARTWELL, M., The
Fun-Craft Book. (Things to Do with Scis-
sors and Paste and Odds and Ends) Ill. by
authors. 57 pp. 0.50

FREITWELL, JEAN HOSFORD, Good
Games. (For Boys and Girls) Ill. by Jules
Ward. 100 pp. 2.00

FREITWELL, JEAN HOSFORD, The Play-
In Book. (Days Games for Children)
Profusely Ill. 57 pp. 0.50

JESSUP, ELM, The Boys' Book of Camp
Life. Ill. by Charles E. Cartwright. 294
pp. 2.50

---

KIMBLE, RALPH A., How to Collect
Stamps. 147 pp. 1.00

KING, MARIAN, The Story of Athletics.
Ill. by Bernard Westmacott. 156 pp. 1.25

MCNAMARA, J. F., Playing Airplane. Ill. by
Frank Dobias. 128 pp. 2.30

MIRIAM, IDA C., The Riddle Primer.
Pictures in color drawn by Sarah K. Smith.
250 pp. 0.50

ROTHSCHILD, SIGMUND L., Stamps of
Many Lands. (A Book about Stamps in
Picture and Story) 141 pp. 1.00

STILES, KENT B., Stamps. (An Outline
of Philately) 744 pp. 3.50

TIPTON, EDNA SIBLEY, Parties and Pic-
cnics. (For Very Young People) 217 pp.
2.00

---

ETIQUETTE AND USEFUL ARTS

ALLEN, ELMER L., Model Airplanes.
(How to Build and Fly Them) Ill. 326 pp.
3.50

Baby's Book, Ill. by ETHEL SCHACH-
ER. 42 pp. 1.00

Our Baby's First Seven Years. A Baby
Record Book. (Including scientific charts
Which will prove of practical service to the
Mother and Growing Child) Compiled by
HERMIE N. NUSBAUM with the aid
of DR. AND MRS. J. A. HANER, and
DR. AND MRS. J. K. CALVIN. With a
Foreword by Dr. J. B. De Lee. Ill. by
Ethel Schachenberg. Published for the benefit
of the Mother's Aid of the Chicago
Lying-In Hospital. 95 x 12. 85 pp.
Washable keratol. 2.50

Silk moire. 3.50

Baby's Portrait. (The First Five Years) Ill.
by ZABETH SELOVER. 80 pp. 2.50

Our Baby's Record. (From Birth to Four
Years of Age) Ill. by GAYE WOOD-
RING. 40 pp. 1.00

BADT, ERNESTINE LOUISE, Everyday
Good Manners for Boys and Girls. Ill. by
Herbert G. 128 pp. 0.90

BEARD, LINA and ADELAIDE B., The
American Girls Handy Book. Ill. by the
authors. 558 pp. 3.00

BURGESS, GELETTY, Goops and How to
Be Them. (A Manual of Manners for Polite
Infants) Ill. 88 pp. 2.00

BUTLER, ELLIS PARKER, The Young
Stamp Collector's Own Book. Ill. 342 pp.
2.75

CARTER, MARY DUNCAN, The Story of
Money. Ill. by Allan McNab. 71 pp. 1.25

CLAUDY, CARL H., Beginner's Book of
Model Airplanes. (They Fly) Ill. by James
T. Berryman. 184 pp. 1.75

CLAUDY, CARL H., Editor, Prize Winners' Book of Model Airplanes. With diagrams.
242 pp. 3.00

DIXON, RACHEL TAFT and HARTWELL, MARJORIE, The Make-It Book.
(Things to Do with Scissors and Paste
and Odds and Ends) Ill. by Authors. 57 pp. .05
DIXON, RACHEL. TAFT, The Sew-It Book. (Things to Make with Needle and Thread and Odds and Ends) Ill. by Mar- ilia P. Weller and the Author 57 pp. .05
FRASER, CHELSEA, The Boy's Busy Book. 471 pp. .25
FRASER, CHELSEA, The Model Aircraft Builder. Ill. by the Author. 384 pp. .25
FRASER, CHELSEA, The Practical Book of Home Repairs. Ill. 378 pp. .25
HALL, A. HENRY, Making Things with Tools. Ill. by Author. 55 pp. .05
HAMILTON, EDWIN T., The Boy Builder. Ill. by Ruth Taylor. 289 pp. .20
HOLMES, ARTHUR, The Enchanted Road. Ill. by Janet Smalley. 246 pp. 1.75
JUDSON, CLARA INGAM, Child Life Cook Book. Prose. 33 pp. 0.80
KLEMIX, ALEXANDER, If You Want to Fly. (The Boy’s Book of Aviation) 240 pp. .25
SHINN, COBB X., The New Way Busy Fingers Drawing Primer. (The Easy Book for Junior Artists) 124 pp. .05
SHEPHERD, JENNIE E., and FROELICH, HUGO B., A Hundred Things a Girl Can Make. With Ill. and diagrams. 147 pp. 2.50
SHERR, BAKER, J. W., FINDLEY, W. C., KNIGHT, L. B., CLARKE, W. H., and WALL, WILLIAM, Number Stories. (Book 1) Ill. in color by Dona F. Crane. 144 pp. .60
TOWERS, ANN and GRAY WILLIAM, Health Stories. (Book 1) Ill. in color. 144 pp. .60
CENTURY OF PROGRESS SERIES
A series of volumes by well-known scholars presenting the salient features of those fundamental sciences which are the foundation stones of modern industry. Approximately 130 pages. Cloth. Price per volume. .10
The Queen of the Sciences, by E. T. Bell
The Universe Unfolding, by Robert H. Baker
Man and Microbes, by Stanhope Bayne-Jones
Evolution Yesterday and Today, by H. H. Newman
Animal Life and Social Growth, by W. C. Allen
The New Necessity, by C. F. Kettering
Our Mineral Civilization, by Thomas T. Read
Chemistry Triumphant, by William J. Hale
Weaver, Louise B., and Le Cron, Helen C., When Sue Began to Cook with Bettina's Best Recipes, A Beginning Cook Book for Girls from Eight to Fifteen, Illus. by Elizabeth Colborne. 186 pp. 1924. .10

LIBRARIES—SERIES

The Art of Love, by Ovid
The Collected Works of Pierre Louys
The Life of Benvenuto Cellini
The Book of the Courtez, by Baldasar Castiglione
The Decameron of Boccaccio
Much Loved Books, by James Bennett
Complete Poems of Francois Villon
The Travels of Marco Polo
Tristram Shandy, by Laurence Sterne
The Story of a Man, by Hendrik Willem Van Loon
Droll Stories, by Honore de Balzac
Orpheus, by Salomon Reinach
The Story of the World's Literature, by John Macy
Esther's War, by George Moore
The Dialogues of Plato
The Golden Ass of Apuleius
The Physiology of Marriage, by Honore de Balzac
The Natural Philosophy of Love, by Remy de Gourmont
The Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter
The Pentameron, by Gianbattista Basile
The Confessions of Saint Augustine
The Eleven Classics of the Aristophanes
Shorter Novels of Herman Melville
Holide and Abelard, by George Moore
The Book of the Early Christians
A Story-Teller's Holiday, by George Moore
Beatrice Cenci, by Corrado Ricci
My Life, by Herbert Maclure
Strange Interlude, by Eugene O'Neill
Painted Veils, by James Huneke
Conquers of Marco Polo
A Sentimental Journey, by Laurence Sterne
Alice in Wonderland, by Lewis Carroll
The Physiology of Taste, by Brillat-Savarin

Blue Ribbon De Luxe Editions
The De Luxe Edition of the Blue Ribbon Books represent five of the most distinguished publishers' successes of recent years. In beautiful half-leather bindings, per volume. .00
Elizabethan and Jacobean, by Lytton Strachey
The Adams Family, by James Truslow Adams
The Tragic Era, by Claude G. Bowers
Byron's Don Juan, Ill. by John Austen
From Double Eagle to Red Flag, by Gen. P. N. Krassoff

Burt's Home Library
A series of books including standard works of the world's best literature. Bound in a uniform red cloth binding. About 8 x 10 in size. Each volume .20
Conspiracy of Pontiac, by Francis Parkman, Jr
Amiel's Journal, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward

History of Civilization in Europe, by Francois Guizot
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
Adam Beda, by George Eliot
The Idler, by Homer
Jane Eyre, by Charlotte Bronte
Discourses of Epicurus, by George Long
The Aeneid of Virgil
Descent of Man, by Charles Darwin
John Halifax, Gentleman, by Mrs. Mallock
Henry Esmond, by William M. Thackeray
Kenilworth, by Sir Walter Scott
Dela of Ethicus, by Herbert Spencer
Education, by Herbert Spencer
The Cloister and the Hearth, by Charles Reade

Burt's Pocket Classics
A series of standard classics approximately 7x4 1/2 in size. Bound in a red cloth leather. Sample list below. Each volume .10
The Republic of Plato
Robert Browning's Poems
The Life of Christ, by F. W. Farrar
Schopenhauer's Essays
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, by Victor Hugo
Essays, by R. W. Emerson
Ivanhoe, by Sir Walter Scott
The Book of the Early Christians
My Life, by Herbert Maclure
Strange Interlude, by Eugene O'Neill
Painted Veils, by James Huneke
A Sentimental Journey, by Laurence Sterne
Alice in Wonderland, by Lewis Carroll
The Physiology of Taste, by Brillat-Savarin

The Loeb Classics
A comprehensive and uniform series of classic Greek and Latin texts with parallel English translations. Each volume is annotated, is preceded by a brief biography, and contains a bibliography. Each volume .50

GREEK

LATIN

Aristophanes
Aristotle
Epicurus
Hippocrates
Plato
Sophocles
Thucydides
Xenophon

Antonius
Caesar
Cicero
Herodotus
Lucretius
Martial
Ovid
Pliny
Septimius
Virgil
Everyman’s Library

Approximately 800 of the most popular and best selling titles of all literature, now available in this well printed and uniformly bound series. Size 4½ x 7¼. Cloth binding. Price per vol. 0.70 (Catalogue to be had on request.)

The Modern Library Giant Series

Consists of 10 volumes of reprints of famous books, each book bound in attractive cloth covers. Price per vol. 1.00

The Life of Samuel Johnson, by James Boswell

Life of Napoleon, by Victor Hugo

The Complete Poems of Keats and Shelley

Plutarch’s Lives

The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, by Edward Gibbon. Complete in 2 vols.

The Complete Novels of Jane Austen

The Medici, by G. F. Young

Famous Restoration Plays (1660-1820)

Great Books of the Western World

The Modern Library

Consists of about 210 of the world’s greatest books, in unabridged editions printed in clear type on good paper. Size 6½ x 9½. Bound in luxurious cloth book cloth. Price per vol. 1.50 (Complete catalogue on request.) Sample list below.

Adams, Henry, The Education of Henry Adams

Anderson, Sherwood, Poor White

Apuuleius, De G. The Golden Ass

Anabasis, Michael, Satire

Baudelaire, Prose and Poetry

Beebe, William, Jungle Peace

Bierce, Ambrose, In the Midst of Life

Butler, Gulliver’s Travels

Cabell, James Branch, The Cream of the Jest

Carpenter, Edward, Love’s Coming of Age

Cervantes, Don Quixote

Chesnutt, G. K., The Man Who Was Thursday

Conrad, Joseph, Lord Jim

Curry, Frederick Baron, A History of the Borgia

Crane, Stephen, Men, Women and Boats

D’Annunzio, Gabriele, The Flame of Life

Defoe, Daniel, Moll Flanders

Dostoyevsky, The Brothers Karamazov

Douglas, Norman, South Wind

Douglas, Norman, Old Calabria

Dowson, Ernest, Poems and Prose

Dreiser, Theodore, Twelve Men

Eliot, T. S., The Dance of Life

Faulkner, William, Sanctuary

Flaubert, Gustave, Madame Bovary

France, Anatole, The Revolt of the Angels

Gautier, Theophile, Mlle. De Maupin

Gide, Andre, The Counterfeiters

Gibert, W. H., Mikado, The Gondoliers

Gorky, Maxim, Tales of Our Time

Hardy, Thomas, Tess of the D’Urbervilles

Hecht, Ben, El Cid

Hemingway, Ernest, A Farewell to Arms

Homer, The Iliad

Huneker, James, Painted Veils

Huxley, Aldous, Point Counter Point

Huygens, J. K., Against the Grain

James, William, The Philosophy of William James

Joyce, James, The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man

Mansfield, Katherine, The Garden Party

McFeely, William, Casuals of the Sea

Meridith, George, Diana of the Crossways

Merejkowski, Dmitri, The Romance of Leonardo da Vinci


Morley, Christopher, Paradoxes on Wheels

Nietzsche, Friedrich, Ecce Homo, The Birth of Tragedy

O’Neill, Eugene, The Emperor Jones, and The Straw

Pater, Walter, Marius the Epicurean

Pater, Walter, The Renaissance

Petronius, Arbiter, The Satyricon

Proust, Marcel, The Lives of a Budding Grove

Renan, Ernest, The Life of Jesus

Russell, Bertrand, Selected Papers of Bertrand Russell

Schnitzler, Arthur, Anatol, The Green Cockatoos, etc.

Spinoza, Theology of

Stendhal, The Red and the Black

Sterne, Laurence, Tristram Shandy

Stoker, Bram, Dracula

Suetonius, The Lives of the Twelve Caesars

Swift, Jonathan, Gulliver’s Travels, A Tale of a Tub, and the Battle of the Books

Tchekov, Anton, The Short Stories

Tompson, Francis, Court Poems

Tomlinson, H. M., The Sea and the Jungle

Turgenev, Ivan, Smoke

Van Loon, H. W., Ancient Man

Van Vechten, Carl, Peter Whipple

Wells, H. G., Tono Bungay

Woolf, Virginia, Mrs. Dalloway

Young, G. Williams, The Medici

Zola, Emile, Nana

One Dollar Reprints

Embracing Star Books, Blue Ribbon Books, Novels of Distinction. These are reprints of some of the outstanding literary successes, non-fiction and fiction, in readable popular editions at only $1.00 per volume.

Star Books—Each vol. 1.00

Abraham Lincoln, by Lord Charnwood

Astronomy for Everybody, by Simon Newcomb

The Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini

The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin

Birds of Prey, by Nellie Blanchon

A Book of Operas, by Henry E. Krehbiel

The Book of Woodcraft, by Ernest T. Seton

The Business Encyclopedia, ed. by Henry Marshall

Care and Handling of Dogs, by John L. Leonard

Catherine the Great, by Katharine Anthony

Cheiro’s Book of Numbers

Cleopatra, by Claire Ferval

The Conquest of Fear, by Basil King

The Conquest of Happiness, by Bertrand Russell

Count Luckner, The Sea Devil, by Lowell Thomas

Creative Chemistry, by Edwin E. Slosson

The Custom of the Country, by Edith Wharton

“Dawgs,” by Charles W. Gray

Dinslak and Gladstone, by D. C. Smoerock

The Doctor’s Tribe, by Love and Life, by William Collins, M.D.

Falmouth for Orders, by A. J. Villiers

Famous Sheriffs and Western Outlaws, by William MacLeod Raine

Famous Trials of History, by Lord Birkenhead

The Fruit of the Family Tree, by Albert E. Wiggam

Genghis Khan, by Harold Lamb

The Glorious Adventures, by Richard Halliburton

The Great Horn Spoon, by Eugene Wright

Great Men of Science, Their Lives and Discoveries

Head Hunters of the Amazon, by F. W. Updegrave

Henry the Eighth, by Francis Hackett

How to Live, by Arnold Bennett

How to Write Letters, by Mary O. Crowther

The Human Body, by Logan Clendening, M.D.

Ida Bailey Allen’s Modern Cook Book

In Defense of Women, by H. L. Mencken

India, Land of the Black Pagoda, by Lowell Thomas

The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism, by G. B. Shaw

Keeping Mentally Fit, by Joseph Jastrow

The Last Home of Mystery, by Maj. E. A. Powell

A Laugh a Day Keeps the Doctor Away, by Irwin Cobb

Life and Death in Sing Sing, by Lewis E. Lawes

The Life and Times of Rembrandt (R.V.R.), by Hendrik van Loon

The Life of Pasteur, by D. Vallery-Radot

Lincoln’s Own Stories, by Anthony Gross

Marriage and Morals, by Bertrand Russell

Meet General Grant, by W. E. Woodward

The Memoirs of Casanova

Morgan the Magnificent, by John K. Winkler

My Life, by Isadora Duncan

My Story, by Mary Roberts Rinehart

Napoleon, by Emil Ludwig

The Nature of the World and Man, ed. by H. H. Newman

The New Book of Etiquette, by Lillian Eichler

New Worlds to Conquer, by Richard Halliburton

Now It Can Be Told, by Philip Gibbs

The Omnibus of Crime, ed. by Dorothy L. Sayers

Oscar Wilde, by Frank Harris

The Outline of History, by H. G. Wells

Paul Bunyan, by James Stevens

The Philosophy of Life, by Anderson M. Baten

The Power and Secret of the Jesuits, by Rev. James Reilly

Psychoanalysis and Love, by Andre Tridon

Queen Elizabeth, by Katharine Anthony

Rasktin: The Holy Devil, by Rene Fultop


The Red Knight of Germany, by Floyd Biddick

Revolt in the Desert, by T. E. Lawrence

The Royal Road to Romance, by Richard Halliburton

The Saga of Billy the Kid, by Walter N. Burns

The Science of Living, by Alfred Adler

The Second Book of Operas, by Henry E. Krehbiel

Sex in Civilization, ed. by Calverton and Schmalhausen

Six Years in the Malay Jungle, by Carthew Wells

The Son of Man, by Emil Ludwig

The Standard Book of British and American Verse, by Christopher Morley

The Story of Religion, by Charles F. Potter

The Story of the World’s Literature, by John Macy

Strategy in Handling People, by Webb and Morgan

Tamerlane, by Harold Lamb
Training for Power and Leadership, by Grenville Kleiser
Understanding Human Nature, by Alfred Adler
Vagabond Journey Around the World, by Harry A. Franck
Vagabonding Down the Andes, by Harry A. Franck
With Lawrence in Arabia, by Lowell Thomas
Working North from Patagonia, by Harry A. Franck

Blue Ribbon Series—Each vol. 1.00
Abraham Lincoln, by Carl Sandburg
The American Black Chamber, by H. O. Yardley
André's Story
Animals Looking at You, by Paul Epple
The Arabian Nights
Ask Me Another, compiled by Justin Spafford and Lucien Esty
Beasts, Men and Gods, by Ferdinand Ossendowski
Beneath Tropic Seas, by William Beebe
Best Loved Home Ballads of James Whitcomb Riley
Best Loved Poems of James Whitcomb Riley
The Best Known Works of Gustave Flaubert
The Best Known Works of Ibsen
The Best Known Works of Poe
The Best Known Works of Voltaire
The Best Known Works of Wilde
Bismarck, by Emil Ludwig
The Book of Marriage, by Count Herman Keyserling and others
Chicago, by Lloyd Lewis and Henry J. Smith
Coming of Age in Samoa, by Margaret Mead
The Complete Novels of De Maupassant
The Decameron of Boccaccio
Down the Fairway, by Bobby Jones and O. B. Keeler
Droll Stories, by Balzac
Education of a Princess, by Marie, Grand Duchess of Russia
Exploring Your Mind with the Psychologists, by A. E. Wiggam
Favorite Novels of H. Rider Haggard
Franklin, by Bernard Puy
Genius and Character, by Emil Ludwig
Goodbye to All That, by Robert Graves
Grandmother Brown's Hundred Years, by Harriet Greenaway
Growing Up in New Guinea, by Margaret Mead
Happiness in Marriage, by Margaret Sanger
How and Why of Human Behavior, by George A. Dorsey
Human Body, by Dr. Marie C. Stopes
Humanity Uprooted, by Maurice Hindus
Hunger Fighters, by Paul de Kruif
Joseph Pouché, by Stefan Zweig
The Life of Christ, by Giovanni Papini
Lion, by Martin Johnson
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, by Maj. F. Yeats-Brown
The Magician, by W. B. Seabrook
The Mark of an Educated Man, by A. E. Wiggam
Microbe Hunters, by Paul de Kruif
Modern Priscilla Cook Book
Mata Hari, by Maj. Thomas Coulson
Mother India, by Katherine Mayo
Myths After Lincoln, by Lloyd Lewis
The Next Age of Man, by A. E. Wiggam
The New World of Physical Discovery, by Floyd Darrow
One Hundred World's Best Novels, Condensed
On the Bottom, by Com. Edward Ellsberg
Outwitting Middle Age, by Dr. Carl Ramus
Penguin Island, by Anatole France
Peter Arno's Favorites
Pleasant Jumbles, by William Beebe
Proposed Roads to Freedom, by Bertrand Russell
Psychology of Sex, by Edwin Wayte
Queen Victoria, by Lytton Strachey
The Raven, by Marquis James
The Revolt of Angels, by Anatole France
Sex and the Love Life, by William J. Fielding
Skyward, by Admiral Richard E. Byrd
Stalin, by Isaac Don Levine
The Story of Chemistry, by Floyd L. Darrow
Sutter's Gold, by Blaise Cendrars
Treatise on the Gods, by H. L. Mencken
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, by Robert Benchley
Unmasking Our Minds, by David Seabury
Up the Years from Bloomsbury, by George Arlia
Van Dine's (S.S.), The World's Great Detective Stories
Voyage du Vicor Thaddeus
Washington Merry-Go-Round, anon.
Why We Have Like Human Beings, by George A. Dorsey
The Wild Party and The Setup, by Joseph M. March
Wilhelm Hohenzollern, by Emil Ludwig

Novels of Distinction—Each vol. 1.00
Adventures in Contentment, by David Grayson
Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy
Beyond Thunder Pass, by Lowell Thomas
The Blazed Trail, by Stewart E. White
Brave New World, by Aldous Huxley
The Brothers Karamazov, by Fedor Dostoevsky
Coronet, by Manuel Komroff
David Copperfield, by Charles Dickens
Drums, by James Boyd
A Farewell to Arms, by Ernest Hemingway
First Person Singular, by W. Somerset Maugham

Imperial Palace, by Arnold Bennett
The Inside of the Cup, by Winston Churchill
Madame Bouvier, by Gustave Flaubert
The Man Nobody Knows, by Bruce Barton
My Friend the Dog, by Albert P. Terhune
Of Human Bondage, by W. Somerset Maugham
The Return of the Native, by Thomas Hardy
A Scandinavian Summer, by Harry A. Franck
A Son of the Middle Border, by Hamlin Garland
Victory, by Joseph Conrad
Where the Blue Begins, by Christopher Morley
The Wonderful Adventures of Nils, by Selma Lagerlof

Reprints
75 cent reprints of famous novels, adventure and mystery stories. Short sample list.
The Ancient Highway, by James O. Curwood
Arizona Ames, by Zane Grey
Behind That Curtain, by Earl D. Biggers
The Bent Twig, by Dorothy Canfield
The Bishop Murder Case, by S. S. Van Dine
Broad Highway, by Jeffery Farnol
The Call of the Wild, by Jack London
Daddy-Long-Legs, by Jean Webster
Dodsworth, by Sinclair Lewis
The Everlasting Whispers, by Jackson Gregory
Fair Tomorrow, by Emilie Loring
A Farewell to Arms, by Ernest Hemingway
Freckles, by Gene Stratton Porter
The Glass Kay, by Dashiel Hammett
Grand Hotel, by Vicki Baum
Gunsight Pass, by William MacL. Raine
The House of Dreams-Come-True, by Margaret Pedler

Jalna, by Mazo de la Roche
Just David, by Eleanor H. Porter
K., by Mary Roberts Rinehart
Land of the Free, by Charles A. Seltzer
The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come, by John Fox, Jr.
Lord of Lonely Valley, by Peter B. Kyne
A Man for the Ages, by Irving Bacheller
Mother, by Kathleen Norris
Mulberry Square, by Lila Larrimore
Pennrod, by Booth Tarkington
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, by Kate D. Wiggam
Sourmouches, by Rafael Sabatini
Scarlet Sister Mary, by Julia Peterkin
Silver Wings, by Grace L. Hill
So Big, by Edna Ferber
Sorrell and Son, by Warwick Deeping
Splender of God, by Honore de Balzac
State Fair, by Phil Strong
Storm Drift, by Ethel M. Dell
Tarzan, The Invincible, by Edgar R. Burroughs
The Virginian, by Owen Wister
The Wifehood of Jessica, by Louise P. Hauck
Wild Wind, by Temple Bailey

The World's Classics
A pocket-sized series of the most famous books in the English language with some translations. Uniformly bound and printed in clear type. Size 6x4. About 400 books. Price per vol. $0.80

Wonder Library, Century of Progress
Listed completely on Page 99.
### INDEX

- **Accounting**, 34
- **Adventure Stories**, 88
- **Advertising**, 34
- **Aesthetics**, 66
- **Africa**, 57
- **American History**, 45-47
- **American Indian**, 22, 23
- **American Revolution**, 46
- **Amusements**, 36
- **Amusements for Children**, 110
- **Anatomy—Artistic**, 69
- **Ancient History**, 43
- **Animal Books for Children**, 98
- **Anthologies of Plays**, 75, 76
- **Anthologies of Poetry**, 80, 81
- **Anthropology**, 25
- **Antiques**, 68
- **Applied Arts**, 66, 67
- **Archeology**, 42, 43
- **Architectural Drawing**, 66
- **Architecture—American**, 66
- **Architecture—History of**, 66
- **Architecture—Modern**, 66
- **Art—American**, 65
- **Art—Ancient**, 65
- **Art Biographies**, 67
- **Art for Children**, 99
- **Art—English**, 65
- **Art—French**, 65
- **Art History**, 65
- **Art—Italian**, 65, 66
- **Art Monographs**, 67
- **Arts & Crafts**, 66, 67
- **Astrology**, 42
- **Astronomy**, 27
- **Atlases**, 55
- **Automobile**, 39, 42
- **Aviation**, 39, 42

**B**

- **Baby Record Books**, 111
- **Banking**, 25
- **Baseball**, 60
- **Bible Dictionaries**, 17
- **Bible Stories for Children**, 95
- **Bibles**, 17
- **Bibliography**, 74
- **Biography**, 42-54
- **Biographies for Children**, 101, 102
- **Biology**, 28
- **Bird Books for Children**, 98
- **Birds**, 29
- **Black & Gold Library**, 114, 115
- **Blue Ribbon Books**, 118

**D**

- **Dance, The**, 69
- **Delinquency**, 23
- **Design**, 69
- **Diet**, 38
- **Dog Books for Children**, 98
- **Dogs**, 59
- **Domestic Sciences**, 37
- **Drama**, 74-78
- **Drawing**, 69

**E**

- **Economics**, 25, 26
- **Education**, 15, 16
- **Electricity**, 38
INDEX

Encyclopaedias, 30
Engineering, 39
English Dictionaries, 30, 31
English History, 44
Essays, 73, 74
Etching, 69, 70
Ethnology, 22, 23
Etiquette, 39
Etiquette for Children, 111, 114
Etymology, 31
Everyman's Library, 116
Evolution, 28, 29
Explorations, 55

F
Fair Tales, 93
Feeding of Children, 38, 39
Fiction, 82-91
Fiction for Children, 104-110
Finance, 25, 35
Fine Arts, 65-71
Fine Arts for Children, 99
Fish, 29
Fishing, 59
Flower Books for Children, 98
Flowers, 29, 30
Forestry, 42
France, 56
Franklin, 49
French History, 44
French Language, 33
Furniture, 69

G
Games, 36
Games for Children, 111
Gardening, 38
Geography, 53
Geography for Children, 100
Geology, 28
German History, 45
German Language, 33
Germany, 55
Glass, 68
Golf, 59
Grammar, 32
Graphic Arts, 69, 70
Great War, 45
Greek History, 43

H
Hairdressing, 42
Handwriting, 36
Handy Books, 39
Health & Diseases, 38, 39
Historical Fiction for Children, 103, 104
History for Children, 100, 101
History-General, 43, 44
History, Modern, 44

History, United States, 45-47
Horse Books for Children, 98
Horsemanship, 59
Horse, 59
House Owners' Guides, 37
Housekeeping, 37
Humor, 91
Hunting, 60

I
Illustrated Books, 60-65
Immigration, 23
India, 57
Insects, 39
Inspirational Psychology, 14
Insurance, 35
Interior Decoration, 69
Investments, 35
Italian History, 45
Italian Language, 33
Italy, 56

J
Japan, 57
Jesus, 20
Jewelry, 57-70
Jewish History, 43
Judiasm, 21
Juveniles, 91-114

Labor, 23
Landscape Gardening, 70
Languages, 33, 34
Latin Language, 33
Law, 23
Legends for Children, 94
Letter Writing, 35
Lettering, 70
Limited Editions, 60-65
Lincoln, 50, 51
Literary Essays, 72-74
Literature—American, 73
Literature for Children, 114
Literature—English, 73
Literature—History of, 72, 73
Loeb Classical Library, 115

M
Machinery, 39
Magic, 36
Management, 35
Marionettes, 75
Marketing, 35
Mathematics, 27, 28
Medieval History, 44
Mental Hygiene, 15
Merchandising, 35
Mexico, 58

Mixing Drinks, 42
Modern Library, 116
Modern Library (Giant Series), 116
Mohammedanism, 21
Money, 26
Music, 71, 72
Music for Children, 99, 100
Music History, 72
Musical Appreciation, 72
Musical Biographies, 71
Musical Dictionaries, 72
Musical Essays, 72
Mystery Stories, 68
Mysticism, 13, 14
Mythology, 21
Mythology for Children, 94

N
Napoleon, 51
Natural Sciences, 27-30
Nature Books for Children, 97, 98
Novels, 82-87
Novels of Distinction, 118

O
One Dollar Reprints, 117-119
Opera, 72
Orient, 57
Oriental Art, 65
Oriental Philosophy, 13
Ornament, 69

Painting Technique, 71
Paintings, 71
Parliamentary Rules, 42
Parties, 36
Personality, 15
Philanthropy—Ancient, 13
Philanthropy—General, 13
Photography, 70, 71
Physics, 28
Picture Books, 91-93
Plays, 75-77
Plays for Children, 111
Poetry, 78-82
Poetry for Children, 110, 111
Poetry, Essays on, 82
Poland, 56
Policeman's Manual, 42
Polish Language, 33
Politics—European, 24
Politics—Oriental, 24, 25
Politics—Russian, 25
Politics—United States, 24
Pole, 60
Pop-Up Series, 97
Poultry, 39

Practical Books, 36-42
Prayer Books, 17
Press Books, 60-65
Printing, 70
Prints, 69
Pronunciation, 31, 32
Psychiatry, 15
Psychoanalysis, 15
Psychology—General, 14
Questions & Answers, 42
Quotations, 32

Radio, 42
Reference Books, 30-34
Refrigeration, 39
Religion, 17-21
Religious Biographies, 20
Religious Essays, 20
Religious History, 20
Religious Philosophy, 20
Reprints—Popular, 119
Reptiles, 30
Rhetoric, 32
Riddles for Children, 111
Roman History, 43
Rugs & Textiles, 68
Russia, 56
Russian History & Politics, 25
Russian Language, 33

Salesmanship, 35
Scandinavian Languages, 34
Science for Children, 99
Sculpture, 71
Sea Stories, 91
Sea, The, 55
Series, 114-119
Sermons, 20
Sex, 23
Shakespeare, 52, 75
Short Stories, 87, 88
Shorthand, 51
Shrubs, 29
Silver, 68
Skiing, 60
Social Sciences, 21-26
Sociology, 21, 22
Songs, 72
South America, 60
South American History, 45
South Seas, 57
Southern History, 46
Spain, 56
Spanish Languages, 33, 34
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Special Editions, 60-65
Speeches, 42
Sporting Prints, 60
Sports, 59, 60
Sports for Children, 110
Stamp Collecting, 36, 37
Stamp Collecting for Children, 111
Star Books, 117, 118
Swimming, 60
Synonyms, 32

Tapestry, 68
Technical Sciences, 39, 42
Tennis, 60
Theatre, 74, 75
Toasts & Jokes, 42
Tools, 39
Travel, 55-59
Travel for Children, 102
Trees, 29
Tricks, 36
Typewriting, 42
Typography, 70

U
United States, 57
United States History, 45-47
Useful Arts for Children, 111-114

V
Voyages, 55

W
Washington, 54, 59
West Indies, 60
Western History, 47
Western Stories, 88
Wild Animals for Children, 98
Woman, 23
Wonder Library of Century of Progress, 114
Woodcuts, 69
World's Classics, 119
Writer's Guides, 32, 33

Y
Yachting, 60

Z
Zoology, 29, 30
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206 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
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I am especially interested in

Kroch's
Bookstores...

have for the past Twenty-Five Years been building up an organization dedicated primarily to efficient and intelligent service to a discriminating clientele.

Our success has been such that we have grown from a modest beginning to recognized leadership in Bookselling; not only in the middle west but throughout the country.

Our various departments are in charge of experts in their respective fields, whose varied knowledge and intelligence enables our establishment to give a personalized and selective service.

We invite you to consult us on all matters relating to books, in every sphere of intellectual endeavor. Our expert advice on individual books as well as on the organization of complete libraries for home, clubs, religious centers, schools is at your disposal.

We hope you will avail yourself of our superior facilities.

KROCH'S BOOKSTORES, INC.
206 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Branch Store One N. La Salle St.

All books of all publishers in all languages.

We are especially equipped to serve public and private libraries.
“Chicago Welcomes You”

- Complete Guide Book to Chicago

By ALFRED GRANGER
The Man Who Knows Chicago.

- “Chicago Welcomes You” is a guide book of Chicago for people who want to go places and see things. Written by Alfred Granger, illustrated by Leon R. Pescheret, with a foreword by Rufus C. Dawes, president of A Century of Progress International Exposition, “Chicago Welcomes You” not only summarizes the romantic history of Chicago, but also gives the visitor a picture of the attractions the city offers to all who come within her gates.

272 Pages, Profusely Illustrated

PRICE: $1.00

A. KROCH, Publisher  206 N. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO
REPRODUCTION OF THE
BOOK PLATE
WHICH EMBELLISHES EVERY BOOK
ON EXHIBITION